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IN THE

SUPREME COURT
OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY
)=
BABI NGTON, husband and wife, and
)CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
)
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC )d
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)
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Judicial District for the State of Idaho, in and
for
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
**************

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife, and )
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
)
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively)
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC )
Plaintiffs/Respondents,
)
Cross-Appellants
)
Vs.
)
)
)
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC.
)
)
)
Defendant/Appellant
)
Cross-Respondents.

Supreme Court No. _36840_
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the D,strict Court of the 5th Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding

**************
HONORABLE JOHN MELANSON, DISTRICf JUDGE

**************
Gary Slette
ROBERTSON & SLElTE
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, 10 83303-1906

Scott Campbell
Andrew Waldera
MOFFATT THOMAS
P.O. Box 829
BOise, 10 83701-0829
VOL I

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX
Date
Feb. 27, 2008
Mar. 24, 2 008
Apr. 23, 2008

May 16, 2008
May 20, 2008
Jun. 9, 2008

Vol #2 Begins Jun. 24, 2 008

Jun. 25, 2008
Jul. 1, 2008
Jul. 8, 2008
Aug. 12, 2008
Sept 2, 2008
Sept. 12, 2008
Sept. 18, 2008
Sept. 26, 2008
Sept. 29, 2008

Oct. 1, 2008
Oct. 3, 2008
Oct. 6, 2008
Oct. 8, 2008

Page (s) IVol (s)

Document
Indexes
Register of Actions
Complaint for Declaratory Relief
Answer to Complaint
Motion to Dismiss
Memorandum in Support of Motion
Motion for Summary JUdgment **
Memorandum in Support * *
Affidavit of Lynn Babington
Affidavit of Clifton Jensen
Affidavit of Kirt Martin
Affidavit of Frank Erwin
Reply Memo in Support
Court Minutes
Order Converting Motion to Dismiss
Def Motion for Summary Judgment
Memo in Support of Motion
Affidavit of William Van Horn
Answering Brief in Opposition

42-441I
45-571I
58-59
60 621I
63-73/1
74-761I
77-791I
80-81II
82-1071I
108-1761I
177-191II

Affidavit of Gary Slette
Affidavit of Jim Stanton
Affidavit of Suzanne Jensen
Supp Affidavit of Clifton Jensen
Supp Affidavit of Lynn Babington
Supp Affidavit of Frank Erwin
Affidavit of Kathy Babington
Defendant Memo in Opposition
Affidavit of Jim Stanton
Second Supp Affidavit of Clifton Jensen
Reply in Support of MSJ
Court Minutes
Order on Cross Motions for Summ Jdmt
Court Minutes
Judgment
Memo of Costs/Fees
Affidavit in Support of Costs/Fees
Affidavit of Norm Young
Affidavit of Bradford Janoush
Rule 11 Motion for Reconsideration
Memo in support of Rule 11 Motion
Affidavit of Andrew Waldera
Supp Affidavit of William Van Horn
Affidavit of Kitty Martin
Affidavit of Kent Collins
Appl for Prelim Injunction and Motion
Memo in Support of Application/Motion
Def Objection to Plfs Memorandum of Costs
Motion to Strike/Sanctions
Plfs memo in Opposition to Motion
Request to Convert Rule 11 Motion
Resp to Def's Objection to Memo
Motion to Deny Request

192-194/II
195-197/II
198-200/II
201-204/II
205-207/II
208-212/II
213 -215/II
216-231/II
232-238/II
239-241/II
242-266/II
267-269/II
270-289/II
290/II
291-292/II
293-298/II
299-301/II
301 (a) -301 (i)
301(j)-301(o)
302-303/II
304-320/II
321-335/II
336-341/II
342-345/II
346-349/II
350-352/II
353-363/II
364-372/II
373-376/II
377-379/II
380-387/II
388-391/II
392-393/II

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX

P?),

(A) (E)-W

1-201I
21-27 II
28-301I
31-411I

(A)

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX (Contd)
Date

Document

Page(s)/Vol(s)

Reply in Support of Motion
Reply in Support of Prelim Inj
Affidavit of Dylan Lawrence
Court Minutes
Second Affidavit of Dylan Lawrence
Orders on Defendant's Rule 11 Motion
Motion for Prot Order/Stat Conf
Response in Opposition to Motion
Court Minutes
Clarification of Court's Oral Ruling
Motn for Summary Judgment: Carriage Wtr
Memo in Support of Motion
Affidavit of Stephen Thompson

394-405/II1
406-416/III
417-484/II1
485-486/II1
487-498/III
499-522/II1
523-561/II1
562-571/III
572-574/II1
575-577/II1
578-579/III
580-587III
588-613/III

Affidavit of Gary Slette
Affidavit of Charles Brockway
Affidavit of Lynn Babington
Def Response in Opposition to MSJ
Second Supp Affid of William van Horn
Supp Affidavit of Andrew Waldera
Affidavit of Paul Drury
Reply Brief in Support of MSJ
Clarification of Court's Oral Ruling
Order on Motion for Summary Judgment
Motion for Reconsideration
Rule 59 Motion to Alter/Amend
Combined Response to Motions
Stipulation re: Notc of Hearing
Order re: Notice of Hearing
Affidavit of Gary Slette in Support
Court Minutes
Order on Motion for Reconsideration
Motion for Status Conf
Affidavit of Lynn Babington

614-624/IV
625-640/IV
641-643/IV
644-664/IV
665-670/IV
671-694/IV
695-724/IV
725-733/IV
734-738/IV
739-746/IV
747-752/IV
753-759/IV
760-763/IV
764-765/IV
766-767/IV
768-772/IV
773 -77 4/IV
775-776/IV
777 -77 8/IV
779-804/IV

Affidavit of William Van Horn
Affidavit of Gary Slette
Court Minutes
Final Judgment
Memorandum Costs/Fees
Affidavit in Support of Memo Costs/Fees
Suppl Memorandum in Support
Affidavit of Edward Lawson
Objection to Memo Costs/Fees
Response to Def's Objection
Order on plfs Memo Costs Fees
NoticE: of Appeal
Amended Notice of Appeal
Exhibit List
Clerks Certificates
Notice of Lodging of Reporter Transcript

805-851/V

Volume 3 BeginsOc t. 1 7, 2 0 0 8
Oct. 21, 2008
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

26, 2008
18, 2008
30, 2008
6, 2009

Feb. 23, 2009

Volume 4 begins:
Feb. 23, 2009
Mar. 17, 2009

Mar. 23, 2 009
Apr. 2, 2009
May 4, 2009
May 5, 2009
May 6, 2009
May 7, 2009
May 19, 2009
May 28, 2009
Jun. 16 2009
Volume 5
Jun. 23,
Jun. 26,
Jun. 30,
Jul. 13,
Jul. 20,

Jul. 31,
Aug. 4,
Aug. 12,
Aug. 21,
Sept. 4,

begins:
2009
2008
2009
2009
2009

2009
2009
2009
2009
2009

852-8551V

856-857/V
858-862/V
863-865/V
866-879/V
880-889/V
890-903/V

904-917/V
918-921/V
922-931/V
932-9401V
941-943/V

944
945-946/V

947/V

** These documents are missing from court file and record **
CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX

(B)

ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Document

Page(s)

Affidavit in Support of Costs/Fees
299-301/II
Affidavit in Support of Memo Costs/Fees
866-879/V
Affidavit of Andrew Waldera
321-335/II
301(j) 301(0)
Affidavit of Bradford Janoush
Affidavit of Charles Brockway
625-640 IIV
Affidavit of Clifton Jensen
45-571I
Affidavit of Dylan Lawrence
417-4841III
Affidavit of Edward Lawson
890-903/V
Affidavit of Frank Erwin
60-621I
Affidavit of Gary Slette in Support
768-7721IV
192-194/11, 614-624/IV,852-855/V
Affidavit of Gary Slette
Affidavit of Jim Stanton
195-197 /II, 232-238/II
213-2151II
Affidavit of Kathy Babington
346-349/II
Affidavit of Kent Collins
Affidavit of Kirt Martin
58-591I
Affidavit of Kitty Martin
342-345/II
Affidavit of Lynn Babington
42-44/1, 641-643/IV, 779-804/IV
Affidavit of Norm Young
301(a)-301(i)
Affidavit of Paul Drury
695-7241IV
Affidavit of Stephen Thompson
588-613IIII
Affidavit of Suzanne Jensen
198-200/II
108-176/I,805-851/V
Affidavit of William Van Horn
Amended Notice of Appeal
941-943/V
Answer to Complaint
21-27 II
Answering Brief in Opposition
177-1911I
Appl for Prelim Injunction and Motion
350-352/II
Clarification of Court's Oral Ruling
575-577/111, 734-738/IV
Clerks Certificates
945-946/V
Combined Response to Motions
760-763/IV
Complaint for Declaratory Relief
1-201I
Court Minutes 267-269, 290, 485-486, 572-574,74-76,773-774, 856-857
Def Motion for Summary L"'~dgment
80-811I
Def Objection to Plfs Memorandum of Costs
364-372/II
Def Response in Opposition to MSJ
644-664/IV
Defendant's Memo in Opposition
216-231/II
Exhibit List
944
Final Judgment
858-862/V
Indexes
(A) -(D)
Judgment
291-292/II
Memo in Support of Application/Motion
353-363/II
Memo in Support of Motion
82-107/1, 580-587111
Memo in support of Rule 11 Motion
304-320/II
Memorandum of Costs/Fees
293-298/11, 863-865/V
Memorandum in Support **
Memorandum in Support of Motion
31-411I
Motion for Prot Order/Stat Conf
523-561/III
Motion for Reconsideration
747-7521IV
Motion for Status Conf
777-778IIV
Motion for Summary Judgment **
Motion to Deny Request
392-393/II
Motion to Dismiss
28-301I
Motion to Strike/Sanctions
373-376/II
Motion for Summary Judgment: Carriage Water
578-579/III
Notice of Appeal
932-940/V
Notice of Lodging of Reporter Transcript 947/V
Objection to Memo Costs/Fees
904-917 IV

** These documents were requested but are not contained in the record
ALPHABETICAL INDEX

(C)

ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Document

Page(s)

Order Converting Motion to Dismiss
Order on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment
Order on Motion for Reconsideration
Order on Motion for Summary Judgment
Order on Plfs Memo Costs Fees
Order re:
Notice of Hearing
Orders on Defendant's Rule 11 Motion
PIfs memo in Opposition to Motion
Register of Actions
Reply Brief in Support of MSJ
Reply in Support of Motion
Reply in Support of MSJ
Reply in Support of Prelim Inj
Reply Memo in Support
Request to Convert Rule 11 Motion
Response in Opposition to Mot~ion
Response to Def's Objection
Response to Def's Objection to Memo
Rule 11 Motion for Reconsideration
Rule 59 Motion to Alter/Amend
Second Affidavit of Dylan Lawrence
Second Supp Affid of William Van Horn
Second Supp Affidavit of Clifton Jensen
Stipulation re: Notc of Hearing
Supp Affidavit of Andrew Waldera
Supp Affidavit of Clifton Jensen
Supp Affidavit of Frank Erwin
Supp Affidavit of Lynn Babington
Supp Affidavit of William Van Horn
Supp Memorandum in Support

77-79/I
270-289/II
775-776/IV
739-746/IV
922-931/V
766-767/IV
499-522/III
377-:pg/II

ALPHABETICAL INDEX

(E) -

tt-)

725-733/IV
394-405/III
242-266/II
406-416/III
63-73/I
380-387/II
562-571/III
918-921/V
388-391/II
302-303/II
753-759/IV
487-498/III
665-670/IV
239-241/II
764 -7 65/IV
671-694/IV
201-204/II
208-212/II
205-207/II
336-341/II
880-889/V

(D)

Date:

1/2009

Time:

1 AM

User:

Fifth JUdicial District Court - Gooding County

ROA Report

Page 1 of 7

Case: CV-2008-0000125 Current Judge: Barry Wood
Lynn J Babington, etal. vs. William G. Van Horn, etal.

Lynn J Babington, Kathy L Babington, Clifton Earl Jensen, Suzanne W Jensen, Lynclif Farms, LLC vs. William G. Van
Horn, Zingiber Investment, L1c
Judge

Date

Code

User

2/27/2008

NCOC

CYNTHIA

New Case Filed - Other Claims

Barry Wood

APER

CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: Babington, Lynn J Appearance Gary D
Slette

Barry Wood

APER

CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: Babington, Kathy L Appearance Gary D
Slette

Barry Wood

APER

CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: Jensen, Clifton Earl Appearance Gary D Barry Wood
Slette

APER

CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: Jensen, Suzanne W Appearance Gary D Barry Wood
Slette

APER

CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: Lynclif Farms, LLC Appearance Gary D
Slette

Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Filing: G3 - All Other Actions Or Petitions, Not
Demanding $ Amounts Paid by: Slette, Gary D
(attorney for Babington, Kathy L) Receipt
number: 0000885 Dated: 2/27/2008 Amount:
$88.00 (Check) For: Babington, Lynn J (plaintiff)

Barry Wood

SMIS

CYNTHIA

Summons Issued

Barry Wood

ACSV

CYNTHIA

Acceptance Of Service

Barry Wood

SMRT

CYNTHIA

Summons Returned

Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Filing: 11A - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than
Barry Wood
$1000 No Prior Appearance Paid by: Van Horn,
William G. (defendant) Receipt number: 0001311
Dated: 3/24/2008 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For:
Van Horn, William G. (defendant)

APER

CYNTHIA

Defendant: Van Horn, William G. Appearance
Scott L Campbell

APER

CYNTHIA

Defendant: Zingiber Investment, L1c, Appearance Barry Wood
Scott L Campbell

ANSW

CYNTHIA

Answer to Complaint for Declaratory Relief

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion to Dismiss

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Summary Judgment

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Lynn Babington

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Clifton Jensen

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Kirt Martin

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Frank Erwin

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss
05/20/2008 10:30 AM)

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 06/10/2008 11 :00 AM)

Barry Wood

3/10/2008
3/24/2008

4/24/2008

4/25/2008

Barry Wood

Date:

1/2009

Time:

1 AM

User: CYNTH

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County
ROA Report

Page 2 of 7

Case: CV-2008-0000125 Current Judge: Barry Wood
Lynn J Babington, eta!. vs. William G. Van Horn, eta!.

Lynn J Babington, Kathy L Babington, Clifton Earl Jensen, Suzanne W Jensen, Lynclif Farms, LLC vs. William G. Van
Horn, Zingiber Investment, L1c
Judge

Date

Code

User

5/16/2008

REPL

ROSA

Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Dismiss

5/20/2008

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss
Barry Wood
Hearing date: 5/20/2008 Time: 10:30 am Court
reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape number: DC
08-05

HRHD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on
05/20/2008 10:30 AM: Hearing Held

Barry Wood

ADVS

CYNTHIA

Case Taken Under Advisement

Barry Wood

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Converting Motion to Dismiss to Motion for Barry Wood
Summary Judgment

5/21/2008

CONT

CYNTHIA

Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment
07/08/200801 :30 PM) Cross Motions for
Summary Judgment

Barry Wood

6/912008

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of William VanHorn in Support

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Answering Brief in Opposition

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Supplemental Affidavit of Lynn Babington

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Kathy Babintgon

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Supplemental Affidavit of Frank Erwin

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Supplemental Affidavit of Clifton Jensen

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Susanne Jensen

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Jim Stanton

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Gary Slette

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition

Barry Wood

6/25/2008

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Jim Stanton

Barry Wood

6/27/2008

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Second Supplemental Affidavit of Clifton Jensen

Barry Wood

7/112008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Reply in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment

Barry Wood

7/8/2008

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion for Summary Barry Wood
Judgment Hearing date: 7/8/2008 Time: 1:30 pm
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape
number: DC 08-07

HELD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Barry Wood
held on 07/08/2008 01 :30 PM: Motion Held
Cross Motions for Summary Judgment

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment

Barry Wood

GRNT

CYNTHIA

Motion Granted in Part; Defendant's Motion
denied

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
09/02/2008 11 :00 AM)

Barry Wood

6/24/2008

8/12/2008

Barry Wood

Date: 10/21/2009
Time:

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

1 AM

User: CYN

ROA Report

Page 3 of 7

Case: CV-2008-0000125 Current Judge: Barry Wood
Lynn J Babington, etal. vs. William G. Van Horn, eta!.

Lynn J Babington, Kathy L Babington, Clifton Earl Jensen, Suzanne W Jensen, Lynclif Farms, LLC vs. William G. Van
Horn, Zingiber Investment, Llc
Date

Code

User

8/28/2008

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Plaintiffs Supplemental Memorandum Re: Count Barry Wood
Two

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Supplemental Memorandum in response

Barry Wood

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Hearing Scheduled
Hearing date: 9/2/2008 Time: 11 :00 am Court
reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape number: Dc
08-10

Barry Wood

HRHD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
Hearing Held

Barry Wood

9/212008

Judge

09/02/2008 11 :00 AM:

JDMT

CYNTHIA

Judgment

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Barry Wood

9/15/2008

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Gary Slette

Barry Wood

9/18/2008

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements &
Attorney Fees

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit in Suport of Memorandum of Costs

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Bradford Janoush

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Norm Young

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Reconsideration

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Andrew Waldera

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Supplemental Affidavit of William VanHorn

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Kitty Martin

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Kent Collins

Barry Wood

APPL

CYNTHIA

Application for Preliminary InjunctionlMotion for
Stay of Execution

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum in Support of Application

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10/21/2008 11 :00
AM) to ReconsiderlMotion for Preliminary
Injunction

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk
action

Barry Wood

10/1/2008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Defendant's Objection to Plaintiffs Memorandum
of Costs/Fees

Barry Wood

10/312008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Objection to Application for Preliminary Injunction Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion to Strike (I RCP 12(f) and Motion for
Sanctions IRCP 11 (a)(1)

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Clifton Jensen

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Gary Slette

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Motion
for Reconsideration

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

9/1212008

9/26/2008

9/29/2008

(tJ)

Date: 10/21/2009
Time:

Fifth JUdicial District Court - Gooding County

1 AM

User: CYNT

ROA Report
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Case: CV-2008-0000125 Current Judge: Barry Wood
Lynn J Babington, etal. vs. William G. Van Horn, etal.

Lynn J Babington, Kathy L Babington, Clifton Earl Jensen, Suzanne W Jensen, Lynclif Farms, LLC vs. William G. Van
Horn, Zingiber Investment, L1c
Date

Code

User

10/7/2008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Response to Defendant's Objection to Plfs
Memorandum of Costs

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Request to Convert Pending Rule 11 Motion to
Rule 59 Motion ...

Barry Wood

10/8/2008

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion to Deny Request

Barry Wood

10/10/2008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Response in Opposition to Motion to Deny
Request

Barry Wood

10/14/2008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Response in Opposition to Plfs Motion to Strike
and Motion for Sanctions

Barry Wood

10/17/2008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Reply in Support of MOtion for Reconsideration

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Reply in Support of Application for Preliminary
Injunction/Motion for Stay

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Dylan Lawrence

Barry Wood

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion to Reconsider Barry Wood
Hearing date: 10/21/2008 Time: 11 :00 am Court
reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape number: Dc
08-11

HELD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion held on 10/21/2008
Barry Wood
11 :00 AM: Motion Held to Reconsider/Motion for
Preliminary Injunction/Motion to Strike/Motion for
Sanctions

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Second Affidavit of Dylan Lawrence

Barry Wood

ADVS

CYNTHIA

Case Taken Under Advisement

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
12/02/2008 11 :00 AM)

Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing

Barry Wood

10/21/2008

11/24/2008

Judge

11/26/2008

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Orders on Defendant's Rule 11 Motion

Barry Wood

12/1/2008

HRVC

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
12/02/2008 11 :00 AM: Hearing Vacated

Barry Wood

12/16/2008

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Notice of Unavailable Dates

Barry Wood

12/18/2008

NTSV

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Service

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Protective Order/Motion for Status
Conference

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/06/2009 11 :00
AM) for protective order/status

Barry Wood

RESP

CYNTHIA

Response in Opposition to Motion for Prot
OrderMotion for Status Conference

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Amended Notice of Unavailable Dates

Barry Wood

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion for Protective Barry Wood
Order Hearing date: 1/6/2009 Time: 11 :00 am
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape
number: DC 09-01

12/30/2008

1/6/2009

(fj)

Date:

1/2009

Time:

1 AM

User:

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

ROA Report

Page 5 of 7

Case: CV-2008-0000125 Current Judge: Barry Wood
Lynn J Babington, etal. vs. William G. Van Horn, etal.

Lynn J Babington, Kathy L Babington, Clifton Earl Jensen, Suzanne W Jensen, Lynclif Farms, LLC vs. William G. Van
Horn, Zingiber Investment, Llc
Judge

Date

Code

User

1/6/2009

HELD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion held on 01/06/2009
11 :00 AM: Motion Held for protective
orderlstatus

Barry Wood

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Clarification of Court's Oral Ruling of January 6,
2009

Barry Wood

1/27/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Second Amended Notice of Available Dates

Barry Wood

2/11/2009

NTSV

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Service

Barry Wood

2/23/2009

NTSV

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Service

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Summary Judgment re: Carriage
Water

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Stephen Thompson

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Gary Slette

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Lynn Babington

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Charles Brockway

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 03/31/2009 01 :30 PM) re: Carriage
Water

Barry Wood

RESP

CYNTHIA

Defendant's Response in Opposition to Plfs
Motion for Summary Judgment re: Carriage
Water

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Second Supplemental Affidavit of William Van
Horn

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Supplemental Affidavit of Andrew Waldera

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Paul Drury

Barry Wood

3/23/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment re: Carriage Water

Barry Wood

3/31/2009

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion for Summary Barry Wood
Judgment Hearing date: 3/31/2009 Time: 1:30 pm
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape
number: DC 09-03

HELD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Barry Wood
held on 03/31/2009 01 :30 PM: Motion Held re:
Carriage Water

4/212009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order clarifying March 31,2009 Order

Barry Wood

4/27/2009

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Status Conference

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

4/28/2009

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Status 05/19/2009 11 :00
AM)

Barry Wood

5/412009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order on Motion for Summary Judgment

Barry Wood

JDMT

CYNTHIA

Judgment/Rule 54(b) Certificate

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Reconsideration

Barry Wood

3/17/2009

5/5/2009
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Date

Code

User

5/6/2009

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

RESP

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood
Combined Response to Lynclifs Motion for
Reconsideration and Rule 59(e) Motio nto Alter or
Amend

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Regarding Notice of Hearing on Rule 59(e) Barry Wood
Motion

STIP

CYNTHIA

Stipulation Regarding Notice of Hearing

Barry Wood

MISC

CYNTHIA

Reply Brief in Support of Lynclifs Motion for
Reconsideration ...

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Clifton Jensen

Barry Wood

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Status Hearing date: Barry Wood
5/19/2009 Time: 11 :00 am Court reporter: Linda
Ledbetter Audio tape number: DC 09-05

HRHD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Status held on 05/19/2009
11:00 AM: Hearing Held

Barry Wood

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Notice of Supplemental cash deposit

Barry Wood

5/28/2009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order on Motion for Reconsideration (granted)

Barry Wood

6/16/2009

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Status Conference

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Lynn Babington

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice of Hearing by Parties

Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/30/2009 11 :00
AM)

Barry Wood

6/23/2009

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of William VanHorn

Barry Wood

6/26/2009

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Gary Slette

Barry Wood

6/30/2009

HRHD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion held on 06/30/2009
11:00AM: Hearing Held

Barry Wood

7/1/2009

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Status Hearing
Hearing date: 6/30/2009 Time: 11 :21 am
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter
Minutes Clerk: CYNTHIA
Mr. Gary Slette for Plaintiffs
Mr. Andrew Waldera for Defendant

Barry Wood

7/14/2009

JDMT

CYNTHIA

Judgment

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Barry Wood

MCAF

CYNTHIA

Memorandum Costs And Attorney Fees

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit in Support of Memorandum

Barry Wood

MCAF

CYNTHIA

Suplemental Memorandum Costs And Attorney
Fees

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Edward Lawson

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Objection to Memorandum of Costs

Barry Wood

5/7/2009

5/8/2009

5/19/2009

7/20/2009

7/31/2009

Judge

(:1)
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Date

Code

User

8/4/2009

RESP

CYNTHIA

Response To Defendant's Objection to Plaintiffs
Memo of Costs/Fees and Notice of Hearing

Barry Wood

8/5/2009

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
08/18/2009 01 :30 PM)

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk
action

Barry Wood

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order on Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs/Fees
(without hearing)

Barry Wood

HRVC

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
08/18/2009 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated

Barry Wood

DPWO

CYNTHIA

Disposition Without Trial Or Hearing

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Barry Wood

DCHH

CYNTHIA

Court Reporter: Linda Ledbetter
Barry Wood
Estimated # Transcript pages for appeal hearing:
275 pages

BECKY

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Barry Wood
Supreme Court Paid by: Moffatt Thomas
Receipt number: 0003076 Dated: 8/21/2009
Amount: $101.00 (Check) For: Van Horn, William
G. (defendant)

CYNTHIA

Notice of Appeal filed

Barry Wood

8/24/2009

CYNTHIA

Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of
Transcripts For Appeal Per Page Paid by: Van
Horn, William G. Receipt number: 0003100
Dated: 8/24/2009 Amount: $100.00 (Check)

Barry Wood

9/4/2009

CYNTHIA

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Barry Wood
Supreme Court Paid by: Gary Slette Receipt
number: 0003313 Dated: 9/10/2009 Amount:
$101.00 (Check) For: Lynclif Farms, LLC
(plaintiff)

CYNTHIA

Notice of Cross Appeal

8/12/2009

8/1712009

8/21/2009

NOAP

NOTC

Judge

Barry Wood
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Z008 FEB 21 AM 10: \7
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198
!rlm\litigation\comp for dec! relieCLynClif

7

8
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
9

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

LYNN 1. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
v.
)
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; )
)
and ZINGIBER INVESTI.1ENT, LLC,
)
a Colorado limited liability company,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No.

&;./;l.fM! -t2S-

COMPLAJNT FOR DECtAR ATORY
RELIEF
Fee: $88.00

COME NOW the Plaintiffs, and for a cause of action, allege as follows:

22

1. Plaintiffs own the real property in Gooding County described in the Warranty Deed

23

attached hereto as Exhibit "A", and by this reference incorporated herein. The Plaintiffs will

24

hereinafter be referred to as "LynClif', and their property will be referred to as the "LynClif

25

Property".

26

2. The Defendants, William G. Van Horn and Zingiber Investment, LLC (collectively
"Van Hom") own the real property in Gooding County described in Exhibit "B" attached hereto,

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELlEF-1

1.

1

2
and by this reference incorporated herein. The Defendants' property will be referred to herein as
3
4

5

the "VanHorn Property".
3. Venue is proper in this matter because the real property at issue is located in Gooding
County, Idaho.

6

4. There are two (2) water rights appurtenant to the LynClifProperty which are identified

7

as State of Idaho Water Right No. 36-10283A for 2.3 8 cfs for the irrigation of 54 acres, and State

8

ofIdaho Water Right No. 36-7875 for 10.0 cfs for fish propagation (hereinafter referred to as the
"LynClif Water Rights ").

9

10
11

5. There is one (1) water right appurtenant to the Van Hom Property which is identified
as State ofIdaho Water Right No. 36-10283B for .30 cfs for the irrigation (hereinafter referred to
as the "Van Hom Water Right").

12

6. The LynClif Water Rights and Van Hom Water Right are diverted from Billingsley

13

Creek into a man-made ditch known as the Padgett Ditch. The LynClifProperty is downstream of

14
15

the Van Hom Property, and the LynClifWater Rights have historically been delivered through the
VanHorn Property by means of the earthen ditch known as the Padgett Ditch.
7. At the time of Van Hom's acquisition of the Van Hom Property in 2006, the Padgett

16
17
18

Ditch visibly existed in the location as shown on the aerial photograph attached hereto as Exhibit

"C", and by this reference incorporated herein. The length of the Padgett Ditch through the Van
Hom Property was approximately 740 linear feet.

19

8. During 2007, Van Hom caused the Padgett Ditch through his property to be relocated

20

as a meandering ditch, the length of which is approximately 1510 feet. The location of the

21
22

relocated ditch is shown in the aerial photograph attached hereto as Exhibit "D", and by this
reference incorporated herein.
COIINTONE

23

24
25
26

9. LynClifrealleges paragraphs 1 through 8 of the Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
10. LynClif has informed Van Hom that LynClif intends to pipe the ditch across Van
Hom's Property in accordance with the provisions ofIdaho Code § 42-1207.
11. Van Hom has generally disagreed that LynClif possesses the right to pipe the ditch,
but if LynClif does possess such right, Van Hom has asserted that LynClifmust place the pipeline
,~"'; ,:'

'v V

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF - 2

1
2
3

in the location of the ditch as relocated in 2007, as opposed to the visible ditch that existed in
2006 when VanHorn acquired the VanHorn Property.

4

12. The cost to pipe the ditch in the original location of the visible ditch would be

5

approximately $75,000. The cost to pipe' the ditch in the newly located circuitous ditch would be

6

more than double that amount.

7

13; LynClif is a "person", whose rights, status or other legal relations are affected by a
statute, and who desires a declaration of rights, status or other legal relations thereunder pursuant

8

to Idaho Code § 10-1202.
9

14. Because of the uncertainty of LynClifs ability to place the pipeline in the original

10

Padgett Ditch location, it is necessary for this court to issue a declaratory ruling as to which

11

location LynClifmay utilize for the placement ofthe buried conduit.
COUNT TWO

12
13
14

15. LynClif realleges paragraphs 1 through 14 ofthe Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
16. On or about March 5, 2007, Van Hom, through Zingiber Investment, LLC, caused an
Application for Permit to be filed with the State ofIdaho Department of Water Resources. A copy

15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22

23

24
25
26

of that application (the "Application") is attached hereto as Exhibit "E", and by this reference
incorporated herein.
17. The Application seeks to appropriate the 10.0 cfs of water previously appropriated by
LynClifpursuant to State ofIdaho Water Right No. 36-7875.
18. LynClif has filed a protest of the Application with the Idaho Department of Water
Resources.
19. Article XV, Section 3 of the Idaho Constitution provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
The right to divert and appropriate the unappropriated waters of
any natural stream to beneficial uses, shall never be denied ...
(Emphasis added).
20. Idaho Code § 42-101 provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
All the waters of the State of Idaho, when flowing in their natural
channels, including the waters of all natural springs and lakes within
the boundaries of the state are declared to be the property of the state,
whose duty it shall be to supervise their appropriation and allotment

,
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF - 3

'

1

2
3

(Emphasis added).
4

21. The Padgett Ditch is neither a natural stream nor a natural channel.
5

22. LynClifhas advised the Idaho Department of Water Resources that, as a result ofthese

6

constitutional and statutory provisions, its Water Rights are not subject to appropriation by Van

7

Hom. A true copy of the letter sent to the Idaho Department of Water Resources is attached hereto

8

as Exhibit "F", and by this reference incorporated herein.

9

10

23. The Department of Water Resources has responded by suggesting that a motion for
summary judgment be brought within the context of the administrative proceeding relative to the
Application. A true copy of the letter from the Idaho Department of Water Resources is attached

11

hereto as Exhibit "G", and by this reference incorporated herein.

12

24. LynClif is a "person", whose rights, status or other legal relations are affected by a

13

statute, and who desires a declaration of rights, status or other legal relations thereunder pursuant

14

to Idaho Code § 10-1202.

15

25. Because the issue of Van Hom's ability to appropriate previously appropriated water in

16

a man-made stream is a legal issue, and not an administrative issue, LynClif alleges that it is

17

entitled to obtain a declaration of its rights, status or other legal relations pursuant to the
aforementioned statutory and constitutional provisions.

18
19

26. LynClif has been required to obtain the services of Robertson & Slette, P.L.L.C. to
pursue this action, and has and will incur costs and expenses related to the prosecution of these

20

claims, which fees and costs it is entitled to recover pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of

21

Civil Procedure, Idaho Code §§ 12-120 and 12-121, and such other laws as may apply. LynClif

22

believes that a reasonable attorney fee in the event of default is the sum of $2,500, not prejudicing

23
24

any additional sums in the event that this matter should be contested.
PR AVER EOR REI lEE

WHEREFORE, LynCIif prays for relief as follows:

25
26

1. That this court issue a declaratory judgment declaring that LynClif is entitled to
place a buried irrigation conduit in the location of the visible Padgett Ditch that existed in 2006.
2. In the alternative, that this court issue a declaratory judgment declaring that LynClif
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF - 4

1

2
3

is entitled to place a buried irrigation conduit in the location of the relocated Padgett Ditch on
Van Horn's Property.

4

3. That a declaratory judgment be entered by this court detennining that the previously

5

appropriated waters flowing in the Padgett Ditch are not legally entitled to be appropriated by

6

Van Horn pursuant to the Application.

7

4.. For attorney fees in the sum of $2,500 in the event of default, not prejudicing further
such sums incurred by LynClif in this matter in the event Van Horn should contest this matter.

8

5. For costs incurred by LynClifin this matter.
9

10

6. For such other and further relief as this court shall deem just and equitable.
DATED this

:2~~day of February, 2008.

11

ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC

12
13
BY:_~,I--",.~-I-~~~-.;!--_ _ _ __

14

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26
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Order No. 0030326

CORPORATE WARRANTY DEED
For Value Received
YA·TA·nAY INVESTMENT, INC., a Texas Corporation
a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws (If the State ofIdaho, does hereby Grant,

Bl1rsain, SeU, and Convey unto
I,YNN .J. ,BABINGTON Bod KATHY L. BABINGTON, Hu.band and Wife, as to aD undivided one.
hair Interest, and CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. JENSEN, HusbaDd and Wife, If> to an
undivided on~balr ADterest
the grantee(6),

Whose current addross is: P.O. Box 201, a.germl., ID. 8333l

the following described real estate, situated in GOODING County, Idaho, to-wit;

See Attached Exhibit "Ali

'to HA VB AND TO HOLD the said Ilrclniaos, with their appurtenances I.Inll.1!:be sAid Orllntec(s). bislbcr/tilcir heirs
and assigllS forever. And me said Grant(lf(~) do(et) her~by coven.mlu and with the said Grantee(s), thaI helshe/they Ire Ibe
owncr(s) in file .qimple (If said premises; Ihol laid prcmilO6 are free from eU cncumbrancea cxcept current yea/'li tallca. levies.
and I9SC9amentB, and except U.S. Patc:tlt reservations, rc:saictions, CBllClMlltll of "cetll'd, and oasemellts vitiible upon the
premises, II1ld thal he/ahc/they will warrant and defend the same (tom aJllawf\U tlllimll w~utsoever.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The Gra.ntor, pursuant to a resolution of its board of direetors has
caused its corporate name 10 be hereunto subscribed by its President thisJ3:wday of July. 2003,
VA·T A-HAY INVESTMENTS, INC., R Texas CorporatioD

~

Re
State of

Vlt.uJ ~

County of

rf/e....,."

1. Ban'ett, Secretary

I

}ss,
}

On thi~IIY of July. in the year 2003, before me, the undcrsisned, pc:raonal1y appeared MRrY Rutll Barrett and RebeccA J,
Barrett, known nr idontified 10 me to be the pre,jden\" or vice.preeidenl, Of &oCTctllT)' or lIllIilalant lW,retal)', of the corporation
thftl execu~ the in8trument or tilt: penon who clIcr;\ltcd Ihe inairument on bebalt' of said corporation, and acknowledged II) me
thllt such corporation cltCllutcd the Rallle.

Instrument # 201880
GOODING. GOODING, IDAHO
.
2OOH1.2.
1M!10:3O No. of ~. . .: 3
RlICOI'dedrot! GOODING T'T~LE
..ELfN l'lOWAAOS
; 9,00
iil.otllt:lo ItIlCMOer 0etlUIY

EXHIBIT

l: ----'il~r:' _

eXHIBIT A
0030328
Township'? :!louth, Range 13 East, Boise MerlCHen, GOOding County, Idano
Section 2: Pari of I..ota 2,3,6 and 7, and the WXaSE~ described e8 follows;
eeGINNING at the South Quarter corner of Section 2, Townahlp 7 Soum, Range 13 E:ast. 60ise Meridian;
THENce West 4 cnains. recorded angle ana dl8tanee (NOnn "8-02'12" West 215;3.131 reel measured angl8 and
distance) to an Idaho Power monument marked "M-27";
THENCe North 20 chains recorded angle and dlslanca (North 0°08'30. Eut 1,320.33 fest meeaured angle
~nd d;J!'l:l!nc;:",) to an Idaho Power monument marked "M.20", point blling on t"" Soutl'l boundary of I.ot 6,
SectIOn 2;
TI'IeNOe Wesl482.4 feet recorded angl8 ana dlslance (NOlin 89"01'49· west 49:5.40 feel measurea engle
and distance) along salc:! Soutl'l bounde!)' of Lol6 to e point marked by 8 Xa Inch steel pin:
THENCE North 14"40' Eant 1,120 feet recorded angle and distance (North 14"2B'33" Eaat 1,104.00 fee!
mAlu:urAd Anal"" and distance) 10 e point marked by:i ~ Inch Ileal pin;
THENCe North 5°13' east 370.00 feet recorded angle and distance (North 4'39'33" East 370.00 feet
measureo engle ana alSlanCe) to e POint maruClby a Yo Incn GleEtl pin;
THeNCE North 89'47'20· East 1,188.54 feet to e point on tha Westerly right-of-way of a certain Hlahway
I<nown as U.S. 30 Idaho Department of Highway Project F-23S1 (18) ell conlltructed In 1964, ¥lhlctl polnll!
943.99 feet South of \he North boundary of ~1I1d SootlOl'l 2:
THENCe South 14"30'52" East 223.60 feel along the cord o( a 12"36'18" curve having e radius of 454.63 feet
ana arc lengm Of 2211.12 feel;
THENCE SO\II/'I 20°46'06" Eaat 406.08 feet 10 a point on said We8tMly right-of-way marked by braSil cap
monument which is SO' righl of Idaho Department of Highway Station 235 ... 41;
THENCE Soulh 18'47'45" ERflt 1\)4.66 fSt\lt along said Wegterly rlght.af.woy 10 0 broaa oap monlJment merk
"50' rlghl Station 237 + 35.56";
THENOe Soum 18"10'22' east 246.35 feet'8lOng salo rlgnt-of-way 10 a braes cap monument marKeo "50' rlgnl
Station 239 ... 8S.56";
THENCe South 9·27'60" East 974.13 feet along the chord of a 1'31'08" curve right. having 8 radius of
3,769.72 feet and an atc lengt" of 9'18.88 fa.t to Q brQU ClOp t\'IOI'Iumont merk5KI ·SO' righl Slation 24Q ...
75.56";
THeNCE soutn 0-41'01"1!8Ilt 248.1 t feet along e91a westerlY tlg".-or-way to a OriPP cep monument marKeO
"SO' right Sletlon 252 ... 25.56":
.
THENCE South 0'11'54" East 405.93 feet along said Weaterly rlght-of~way to a braes cap monument marked
"50' righl $taliOl'l 256 ..31.33";
THENCE South 0"00'25" West '67.97 feet along said rlght-ot.way to a polnl on ths Soul/'l bounde!), of Section
2;

THENCE West 1,294.62 feet along the South boundary of Section 2. to Ihe South Quarter corner of said
Section 2, the TRUE POINT OF Bt;GINNING.
Township 7 South, Range 13 East. Boise Meridian. Gooding County. Idaho
Section 11: NWY.NEX
EXCEPTING THEREI=ROM :i tract cJKcrlbed ae follow!::
6EQINNING al a paint wnlcn IS 994.9 feet South 0"10' West of tns Nonn Quaner corner or BSICJ Secuon ,,;
THENCE Soutl'l 0·,5' Welt 319.3 feel to a point;
THENCE Sourn 89'29' EeeI1.317.3 feet to a point in Ihe West boundary of highway;
TH~NCS North 0'15" E~"'I :W.O fMt 10 p point;
THENCE Nortl'l 89"29' Weel 1,097.2 feel to II point;
THeNCE Norm 3S-68' Welt 372..4 feel to me POINT OF £IEGINNING.
EXCEPTING from the above lands In Secllon 1" highway rlght.of.way 8S described In Second Judgment and
080roo of CondemnAtion 01.11 of 11'10 Oitltrlel Cou/1. of th.:I Fourth JudlolQI OIClfiot of 1"0 St",o of 1d4l'1o, In o<'ld for
the County of Gooding, Case No. 1()473, recorded April 17, 1964 a6 Instrument No. 11164.
ALSO E.)(CEPTING THEREFROM ths following daserlMd proj)erty:
P::\rcall
Townsnip 7 Soutll. Range 13. cast oftne elOISe Meri(.lian, OOQ(llng count>·, laano
Section 11: Pert of Ihe Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter being more particularly described ae
(onowa:

COMMENCING at tns Nortnw8S1 COtner Of Ine salCl Normw881 Quaner Of me NonnesBT ouaner;
THENCE South O'()4'31" WesI994.90 feet along the We.'1tsrly bounds!)' of seid Nort/'lwsst Quertar of the
Northeast Qua,.,er;

.• _. ' TH~NCE South 36"01),'20" eRAt 372.4 f",,,,I;

THENCE souln 89'49'00" East 257.17 feet to lhe TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE South 68°49'00 60$1 681.S4 fool;
THENCE Norm 0·11'00" East 419.75 faet:
THENCE East 215.41 feet to the westerly right of way boundary 01 U.S. Highwav 30:
.
THeNCE North 2"24'06" ~QCI 8.19 feet alon9 Gold Westerly rieht of WAy boundary to a poln150.00 feet rtQhl of
Station 266...11.33;

14::i
~~}

;~

V

;.<

~ , THENCE Northerty elo/\Q

cald WCDtorl)' righl of woy boUndary 150.08 feet en the ere of., GUntO loft wllh "
radius of 22,888.32 feet. e cenlrel angle of 0"22'34", and a chord which bear,; North 2°14'54" EasI150.08 feel:
THENCE WeGI 361.20 f e e t ; ,
'
THeNCE NOM 1·00'OU" East 64.76 feet:
THENCe Wesl 444.19 feet;
TIoISNCEO SOLJti't 0'04'31" Woot 861.39 foot to tho TRUE POINT OF eeOINNINO.

Parcel II

Township 7 South, Range 13, Easl of the Boise Meridian, GOoding County, Idaho
Section 11: Part of !ha Northwest Quarter of the NortIleslt Quarter being more particularly dl!lscribad aa
FOllOWS:

COMMENCING at tl'la Northwest corner of said Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Querter;
TIoIENCS SCull'! 0'04'31" WGo1994.90 fool otons Iho Wo.torty boulldety of aelel Northwest QI.IClrtor of Iho
Northeast Quarter;
THENCE South 36°06'20" Easl 372.4 feet;
THENCe South 69°49'00. E8st038.71 feel 10 the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE South 69°49'00" Easl 200.00 feet 10 the Westerly rlgl'll of boundary of U.S. Highway 30:
THEONeE Northorly olollS aoid W03lorly right of way boundary of 183.83 feet 01\ the ere of CI non tCilnscnt GUrv.,
to Ihe right with a raclius of 17,238.74 feet, 8 cenlral angle of 0'a6'37" end a ohord which bears North 2°07'44"

East 183.63 feel to a point of curvature 60.00 feet right of Stallon 269+11.62;
THENCe NOrth 2'24'05" East 237.09 feet alono aald Weaterty rlcht of way boundary;
THENCE West 215.41 feet:
TIo4SNCE South O'11'OOM Woal 419,76 foot 10 tlte

TRue POINT OF aeOINNING.

RESERVING UNTO THE GRANTORS an easement for tl'll purpo8a of Ingrass and egress over a strip of land
Icc:ataclln Ihe Northwesl Quarter of the Northeast Quarter·
being more particularly deser/bad as follows:
BEGINNING at the Nortl'lweat corner of said Northwest Quarter of the Northeasl Quarter;
THENCE North 90°00'00" EaBt a distance of 1.294.64 feel along the nottharly bOlindary of said Nor1hwest
Quarter of the Northeast Ouarter to the Weaterly boundary of State Highway No. 30;
THENCE southerly along said westerly boundary 719.97 feel on tha erc of a non-tengent curve to the right
with 0 rodiuD of 22,8G8.32 foat. a contrelallsie of 1°"'8'14" lind e chord whiol'l beClr3 ::SOulh 1'09'42" Wal B
dislance of 719.97 feet to the Northeeat cornar of Parcel 27 of Va-Ta-Hay In\lsstmenta property B shown on
record Survey as Instrument No. 62063, recorded March 17, 1990 In \I'Ia records of flurvey of GOOding County.
Idaho. end the TRUe POINT OF BEGINNING:
TI"IENCE Southerly 30.02 feet on the arc of 8 curve to. the righl withe radiuS of 22,868.32 fast, a central angle
of 0°04'31" and a ohord which boara Bouth 2°08'29" Weet 8 distance of 30.02 reet 11110"'9 aaid WClltClrty
boundary of State Highway ao:
THENCE South 90°00'00. Wesl a distance of 148.89 feet:
THENCE North 0'00'00· East 8 distance of 30.00 feet;
THENCE North 90·00'00· Ealt B distance of 150.00 feet to lhe TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.

8
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Title.Pact. Tile.
IG.l Foul'llll\"CIlue North
P.O. eO~48G
rWi'l Falls. IdAho &331l:;

o

•••• liI'JlCP' ~.ovE fQ~ ftECOlU)ell ••••

WARRANT\' DEED
FOR VAlUE .RECEIVED BLAINE C. TAYLOR, R mimed Illllft dealiDg 'With hf~ sole aDd separate
property, hcn:inafter called the Gram;oT, hereby gran~ bargllins, scll9 and ccnveys unto WILJ..IAM G.
AN HOrus I a mltrried mAn dealing with IIf. sole and. separate property as to 110 undIVided 57%
loterest; AND 2XNJGIBER INVESTMENTS, LJ..C, It Colorado Limited Liability Company as to
011 an. divi ed 43'Y.a..iDtcrest, bereinafter called Onate whose addrciS is;

Y

.6. I~

1:..~

f"O~t1

,the

folloWing dcscnoed premises in Gooding County, JddlO; tt)..wit:
.PAiCEL NO.1

Townslrip 7 South, Range 13 East of the Boise Meridian, GoodjD~ Couuty, Idah"
Section 11: PlIrt Oltho NW'/-NE'/4 of said Section, cl.escribcd as follow&:
COMMENCING at lhe Northwest comer of said NWY..NE~i
'l'H.13NCE SOllth 0°04'31 West 994.90 feet along the Westerlybo\lIldary of said NW14NB~:
nteNCE South 36°08'20" East 372.4 feet;
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 257.11 feet to the tRUB POOO OF BEGINNlNGi
tHENCE Soum 89°49'00" East S81.54 feeti
THENCE North. 0°11'00" East 4l9.7S feet;
THENCE East 21S.4t feet to the WcstcrlyrightofwaybouodazyofV.S. HighwayJO;
THENCE. North 2°24'05" East 8.79 feet along said Westerly right ofwaybounaary to a point 50.00 feet
rigbt of Station 266+71.33;
tHENCE Northerly along said WO$tcrly right of' way bO\lrJdaxy Uti.OS feet· on the an: of a curve to the
left with 8 radius of22,868.32 feet, a cCD1ratangle of 0·22'34", and a chord which bears
Nortb. 2°14'54" Bast 150.08 !tet;
Tl:f.ENCE Wen 361.20 feet;
nmNCE North 1°09'28" East &4.76 feet:
THENCE Wcst444.l9 feet;
THENCE South. 0"04';31" West 661.38 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGlNNlNG.
H

PAnCELNQJ'
Townsbip 7 South, Ransc 13 East of the Boi3e Meridian, Gftnd.lng C01Jnty, Idaho

.'

I

Section 11: Part oitha NWV.mv.. of said Section, described as follows;
COMMENCING at the Northwest corner of said NWY..NEY.;
THENCE South 0°04'31" West 994.90 feet alongtbc Westerlybou.odaryofsaidNWY.NEV.;
THENCE South 36°08'201t Bast 372.4 feet;
THENCE South 8~49'OO" Eas! 838.71 feet to tbe TRUE POINT OF a:EGlNNlNGi
THENCE SO\tth 89°49'00. East 200.00 feet to the Westerly right of way boundary ofV.S. Highway 30;
THENCE NortherJy along said Westerly right olwa.y boundary 183.63 feet on the In'C oia 1l.on-tangent
curve to the right with aradius of 17,23S.74 feet, a central angle of 0°36'37" and a chord. wlticb
bears Notth 2°01'44" .EBSt 183.63 fettto a point oiCU!Vature 50.00 feet rigbt of Station 269+17.62;
THENCE Nimh 2°24'05" East 23 7.09 f~et along said Westerly right of way bOllruiaty;
THBNCB West 215.41 f e c t ; ·
.
THENCE South 0°11 '00" West 419.75 feet to the TRlJE POINT OF BEGlNNlNG.

TOGETHER WrrHDEPART:MBNtOFWATEltR.ESOURCES WATERJUGHTNO 36-10283B
TO HAVB AND TO HOLD the said premiSeIl, with ~ appurtenances unto the wd Gnmtcc and the GTantee 's
heirs and IIlfsigns forever. And the sa.id Grantor decs hereby covenant to and with the Bald Grantee. that the
Grantor is the owner in fcc simple of said premises; that they are free from lIll encumbrances except as described
above: and that Grantor will wsrrant Illld defend the Bmle from allltwfuJ olaims whatsoever.

Dated: June 23, 2006

::;?
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of:~all$

a:

.

On thL~ ).:;;;. day of June, 2006, before me, a Notary Public ill and fOr said State. personally
appeared BLAINE C. TA\'LOR, ft manitd mlln dealing with bls 50le IlDd separate property. known
or identified to me to be tl\e person wbo$t: name is iubscribed to the foregoing in8trument and acknowledged to me
that he executed the same.

IN WITNESS HERBOr' I haVe hCl'eumo set my hond and oftlCial seal the day and year firsl above wricten.

N~

:rq

tm&---

Residing: at Twin Falls
Commission eXpires 11-28·2008
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EXHIBIT
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Ident. No.

12{99

ST ATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

E"IV
lJ
Af4
D~f.l'l:
'fOSd
~It..~ rJo;

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT
To appropriate the public watsra of the State of Idaho

1. Name of Applicant Z 1'0 9 i he r Tn ve&tm.e c t " I.T.C
Phone ( 970 ) 2_27- 810 2 ~~~ ~~
Mailing address PO Box 456, Estes Park, co a0517 ._______
\ ~1I.t I

Bi 11 inqs ley Creek. ~._ which isa tributary of Snake Hi ver
3. Location of polnl of diversion is Township 7 S
Range 13 E
Sec. 11
, in the -.tlNWUJ-__ :_ X,
2. Source ofwatGr supply
..s~Y..,

NE

11" Govt. Lot
additional pOints of diversion if any: _ _ _ _ _ _ _
4. Water will be used for the following purposes:

Amount

10

for

(eta or acre-feel per Mn<lm)

Amount _

IiIl§ifri ng

for _

. a.M., __~G....o
...o
......d",,1....n~g_____--County:
,~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Aes~n,~Ho~ , 1/01to 1 2/3] (both dates inclusive)

...;'_ _ _ _ __ purposes from

to

(both dates inclusive)

purposes from

to

(both dales inclusive)

to_

(both dates inclusive)

purposes from

to

(both dates inclusive)

purposes from

to

(both dates inclusive)

(et. 0( acre-feel per annum)

Amount

for

(ets or acre-feet ~ SiiiiUm) - - - - - - - -

Amount

_ purposes from

for

(ds Qr SCI'(I>feel pet annum) - - - - - - - -

Amount

for ._

Amount

for

(eta or acre-fool por anlll,r'II) - - - - - - - -

(ets or scre-feet Pel' ann1'r'II) -

5. Total quantity to be appropriated is (a) _-,lo..:O~....,-.,.--_.......,_ _ andlor (b) _ _--,-:-_ _ _ __
cubic 'eet per ;ocond

acre Ie,,' pN annu",

6. Proposed diverting WOrks:

a. Describe type and size of devices used to divert water from the source

~6a~~~ P~~g~h~ i~~1~6aK~~cb

Wa t e r

was redirected

• Height or stlrage i:lam NI A
feet; active reservoir capacity
reservOir capacity _ _ _ _ ,___ acre-feet

c. Proposed well diameter is

1S

dive r ted

ac~roes the Appl~cant'e
acre-feet; total

inChes: proposed depth of well is _ _ _ _ _ _ feet

d. Is ground water with a temperature of grealer than 8soF being sought? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B.lf well is already drilled, when? _ _ _ _; Drilling firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- -_ __
Well was drilled for (well owner) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : Drilling Permit No. _ _ _ _-

__

7. Time required for completion of works and application of water to proposed beneficial use is .Q.l years (minimum 1 year)

e.

Description of proposed uses (if irrigation only, go to Irem 9):
e. Hydropower; Show total feel of head and proposed capacl1y in kW. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c.

Stockwalering; list number and kind of livestock. _ _ _ _- _ _ _ __
Municipal; show name of municipality. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _ _ __

d.

DomesUe: show number of households. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - -

b.

nODCODsllmpt 1ve right wi 11 be "sed tn ensure
flowS tQrough the Padgett Ditch where applicant will stock

e. Other. deGcrlbe fully. Th i a

fish for fly fishing and other recreational purposes.
Water will run through the ditch to maintain aesthetic value
of property.

EXHIBIT

E

IJ

~. OeScription of place of use:

a. If water is for Irrigation, indicate acreage in each subdivision in the tabulation below.

0 for Domestic) in the corresponding place of use

b. If water i6 used for other purposes, place a symbol of the use (example:
below. See instructions for Slandard symbols.

TWP RGE

75

sec

131 11

NE
NE

IfW

lIW

se

NE

NW
aw
NW

&.

.•.''''''' .

~'

SE

SW
NE

NW

'IW

SE

NE

NW

sw

If.

TOTALS

X

w

rotal number of acres to be irrigated

N/A

10. Describe any olher waler rights used for the tiame purposes as descril'Jed above. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

11. a. Who owns the property altha point of diverslon? .....A...,pIlloj,p"'l"""""i..!oco.la&"Dl.4.iO!t:....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
b. Who owns the land 10 be irrigated or place of use? ...At.J.#p.,,-:p:t.::1I:..i=-::c..!!:8!..:,n:.;t:.-_ _ _- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c, If the property is owned by a pertion other than the applicant. describe Ihe arrangement enabling the applicant to make
this filing: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- -

Tbi s i a a nODcons.umptiye right intended to protect the
recreational ana aesthetic value of the app11can~B property.

12. Remarks:

13, MAP OF PROPOSED PROJECT REQUIRED - Anach an 8Y.&"x11" map clearly identifying the proposed point of diversion,
place of use, seclion #. townstlip & range. (A photocopy of a uSGS 7.5 minute topographic quadrangle map is preferred.)

BE IT KNOWN lhallhe undersigned hereby makes this a plication for permit to appr priate the p
the State of Idaho as herein set forth.

ce
r

,ecelved by
Dete ..3 ~ ~ 1 ~
Time
Preliminary check by _--.,.-".......,......--_
!ee $ 6 Sg 2!
Receipted by
t1
, 5 9 ~'liyJ
Date .J~S·o1
lublication prepared by _ _ _ _ _- Date ___U-;...._ _ _ Published in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Oate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
)ubUcation approved

f
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16. 2007 1:22PM

L .. 10 DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES

No.6761

P. 1
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1· lJ

,
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JDEPTOFWATERRESOURCES

No.6761

P. 2
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blic

Noti~~s

]

?- /J. () 'l

'"Pr.

I"r",,,..,, 1J""Qd. Claims mUllt balh bl'l
presented
the CQ-Personal
I=lapree.,,,ltsll.,oo 01 'ho Eotote !It the
'aw offices of Whl'e Pe'erson, P.A.,
5700 Ecs3t Franklin Aoad, Sullo 200.
\lampa, Idt;ho. 83687-7901, and
'ilea witl1 tM CIEHI< 01 IN! COurt.
)illeCl: 8/1312007
I\r'nur Wayne Wood, Personal
:Jeprosentatlve
)Ated: 6/13/2001
James W. Wood. .Ir.. Personal
,eprasentative
JIJ.B' Bl23 - 9/G
_...GSSW
N THE DISTRICT COURi OF TH!:;
~II=TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 0':
rHE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
=OR THE COUNTY ot= GooOING
N THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE
)F PAUL O. $At.F.$
IfKla Paul Sales, Deceased
)Ylie NO. CV2ooN3311

'0

~oTr!iT~HWRgM~-M

Inal
larbara Marie GnesB has baen
l!)J'OlntGCI Parsonal Aepreeenialive
II the eatale of the above.named
leeede.,!. All persons hailing claims
Igalnat the decedenl or the estata
;re required 10 prasen, their claims
IIthln four (4) monlha after the dale
., Itle first publication of this noltce
r said c:Jaims: will bQ (orov", b~rr",d.
;Iaims must be presented 10 Itle
'e(6)onal RoprOllontQllvo QI tho low
fliee 01 Severt Swenson, Jr.. 130
·()I.mh Avenue Weel. Gooding,
Jano 83330. or flied with lhe Clerk
I the Court.
IATED this 23rd day 01 August,
007
·arbara Marie Gnesa
.u.a..ar.;:l..::i$
:ij5153!)O
NOtiCE
TBUSIEE~AI.i
.S. No.: IO-11l039-C L.oan No.:
441868021
A.P.N.
PG 1000 146001 AA Notice Is here·
V given tha1 ~irGI American Tille
Isuranca ~.(lmpanythe duly
oPQinted Successor Trustee. will
'11111912007 al ":00 AM (recagzed looal time). In the lobby 01
1nd Title & Escrow, Inc., 706 Main
treet. Gooding. Idaho 83330. will
JII at public auction. to Ihe hlghesl
del.:!r. for clu:h, in l'Iwlu' money ot
19 United Sillies, all payable at lhe
nQ of SUllo, 1/'10 fcllowing described
'al property and personal propeJ1y,
b.lIllod in tho County of Gooding,
lale of Idaho. enCl described as
lIowl); I..o~ I,Z,3, and 4. Block
Ifi. Woodwonh addilion to Ihe City
Cooaing, accoroing 10 tne plat
Eln~ol on file in lhe Gooding
!)unty ReCOroer's onlca Situate In
coding County, Idaho. The Truetee
la no ICnowiedge ot a more Par1!e·
ar description 01 !he above referIced real property, bU1 for purpos·
; 01 1l0rnplial1Cl; wilh Section 603 Idaho Code. the Truslee haG
Ian inlormed thai the addres:s
Imelimes associated with said real
npl;lrty is' 1042 Mon1ana Street
~odlng. 1083330 Seid sale will be
ade without COvElnSnl or wsrranry
gyrtling lille. possession or
,cumbtonC03 to 3atlafy Ihe obllga,f! aar.:ured hy and pursuan! to !he
,Weir of .~I!IIt:' conlolTOa In lhe Deea
Trust oX9culed by: Raymond
,rrl;5 an tll1marrieCl man, ana
ario Torres an unmarried woman.
. gralltorS. to Lana Title & Escrow.
::.• , AR Trw!lee, lortM benef" and
·r:unty or "MERS" Mortgage
ectfonic Reaistralion Systems.
c.. sololy as nominee lor Lender
lBctrum FundlnQ Corporation. 8$

Y

BOr)olioiary,
datod
il/19/r006,
recorded 6121/2006, as InSlrumenl
No. ~'16094, rcoord:! of OOOClil1g
Counly, idaho, Ihe beneliclal InlAreat in wnlCI'I IS presefllly nela oy
Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systell'ls, Inc. The above Grantors
are named 10 compl~ with sectian
45-1506(4)(A), Idaho Code. No representallon Is made that they are. or
ere not, presenrly rosponslble tor
this obllgetlon. The Delault lor which
this sale is 10 be made Is !he failure
10 p~y wh~r) dtJ~, undN Dsod 01
Trust and NOle dated 6119/2006.
Th", monlhly inaiallmonle tor prlncl·
pal, inlerast, and Impounds (il appllooblo) at S 1019.54, due per month
for the monlhs of 1/112001 through
11/1912007, and all9uasequent payments until the dale of sale or relnslatement. rne principal aalance
owing as of thls dale on the obllgatlon secureCI oy aald Deed of Trust Is
$105.929.58/ plus accruIng Interesl
at the tate 0 10.625% per annum
Irom 12/112006 . All ctelinQuenl
amounts are now dUG. together with
aCCtulr'Q lale charoes. and Interesl.
unpaid and accruing IllXGS, aeS6SSments. Iruelea's fees. 1Il1ornQy'\l
lees. and any amounts advanc:ed to
protl?Ct the securi1Y. al:lloojCllod with
Ihis foreclOSure. the Beneficiary
919Ot& 10 &ell or oause the Iruel propony 10 ba sold to satlsfv said obliQa·
FTr81
lion. OQtod: July 1e, 2007
American Title Insurance Company
Oee C. Ortogo, lIuthor/zed :signatory
clo ExecutlvG Trustee Services. I.L.e
104(3(3 Sen FernandO MISSion Bilid.
1208, Mission Hills. CA 91345
Pnone: (11111) 1137-2300 Sale Line:
(S1B) 361-6996 ASAPN 877303.

tiD_ll~(F APPLICAftONS

FOB PERMIT
The following applications hava
bl!le(l IIled 10 IIpproprhnc the public:
watars of the Stale 01 Idaht').
Gooding County.
Application for Permit NO. 36-166' 9
IOAHO POWEA COMPANY
PO BOX 70
BOISE 1083707-0070
Poin101 Diversion: L2 (NWNENW).
S11. T01S, R13E
i.e
Soume: GROUND WATER
NOTIc.;
REBY GfIJ •
at on
Usa: 01101 To 12131
the 6th day of November. 2007. an DOMESTIC (0.2 CFS)
01eollon will be held for tl'le eleclion
Dale Flied: 00/05/2007
of !wo (2) Oireclors of American Place Of Use: '-012 (N1I2NW). S11
Falls Reservoir District No.2. as
& Lot 7 (S1/2SW). 802, both r07S,
prOVided in Section 43-201, lit ~oq..
R13S
Remark: Appllcallon Is lor e new
Idaho COde lone Olraolor to be
QIOQtAd Irom Pr~c:lncl 12 and on
woll 10 pro.;1111.1 culinary waler at the
Oirec1or to be elected Irom Precinc1
IPCO Lower Salmon Village and
its).
Park 100lltcd QPprg_imotory 1.15
At said election the polls shall oren
mile8 north and 0.25 miles west of
at the hour 01 1:00 p.l'I\. and ~hQI bo
tho canter 01 Hegerman. Wal"r will
leept open until, and 1M saIne shell be pruvided to six homes. a rastclcse. etthe hour 017;00 p.m. on the room facility and culinary waler In
Clale ot said Qleclion.
the Lower Salmon Power HOUSEl.
The poUI"9 places witnin tn~APPlicatlOn lor Permit NO. 36-16494
ZINGISF.A INVESTMENT LLC
respectivep!'8clncts are as follows'
PAI!CINCT '1 :
PO BOX 456
OHice oflhe Big WoOd Canal Co.
ESTES PARK CO 80517
112 S, Apple 51 .. City of Shoshone
Polnl 01 Olver~ion: NWSF.NE.511.
Lincoln Co .. Ideho
T078, R1SE
PRECINCT f2:
Source: BILLINGSLEY CREEK
Dennis & Triah SeaV91't - Residence
Tribulary To SNAKE RIVER
270 S 1900 E Jerome
Use: 01101 To 12131
Jerome CO .. Idaho
WILDLIFE (10 CFS)
PRECINCTS'3 '4:
RECREATION PO CFS)
City Offlco
AESTHETIC (10 CFS)
Tnlel DlvarAlon: 10 CFS
180 W Lincoln, City 01 Richfield
I..lnOOIl1 Co.• Idoho
Dala FIIEld~ 03/06/2007
Plar,e 01 Use:' All uses within
PRECINCTS '5,16 S. 117:
Univoroity of Idoho - MOOllng AootT!
NWNE. 611, to?!';, f913e
203 Lucky Lane, (Fair Grmmr1s) City
Remark: This application proposes
01 Oooding,
tu Ilea 1M all:1911119 lIow in Ine
Padgan Dilch. up 10 10 cis, for
Gooding Co .. Idaho
Every !!iec!or Of rna DiStriCt wno Is a reCrei:lllunal lisnln!;!. aelltMl,ltlC AnCi
person 01 eighteen (18) years 01
wildlile ,,~es in the ponion of thl:1
age. and IS CllIzen ana tlona !lClt;!
Olten lnat runs II'IIOU9n lI'El Zingiber
propet't!f. The Dilcr, will btl rabuilt 10
residenl 01 the Slate of Idaho, and 01
me county wltnln whiCh American
meander throIJqh the prOpel'1y 10
Falls Al:1servolr QiWict NC!. 2, or II
provide addiliol1al aquatic habltal
portions Iheralll. i~ Inr:all;!rI. and a bl)lore IOa>lill9 ttl.;. prrJperty al Ihe
residenl holder 01 litle. or evidence
historic location. The prooony is
ollille, to lands located and subjact
1(1I'1<1led 1 mile lIorth of Hagl:1rrnan on
10 assessmont wltl'lln the said
the west side 01 Hwy. 30. Permits

e

a.

will oe sutijecI to all prior water
rights. For $peCilit: dalails regarding
rl'lG application, pleasc contal'll
IDWA Southern Flagional Office at
20R-736-3033 or visll the website
lor
Ih!!
Oeparln1Gnr. al
http;//www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/EKt
SaarchIWAFiling ..asp
PrOI.. ~tA
may be submitted bllse" on Ihe cnIQrlQ of $ .." 42-20SA, Idaho CodQ.
ProteSls against apprtlval mUfll be
/iliad with IOWA, Soulharn Roglon.
1341 Fillmore SI.-Suila 200; Twin
Foil", 10 ,s13301 wilh £\ prote$1 lee 01
$25.00 lor eSeh application on 01'
bClforCl 50pllllrnber 2~·. 2007. .Tne
protestanl must also sand a copy 01
1119 protesl 10 fne applicant.
David A. Tuthill. JR.. Director
PUB:.9l6-9I13
__ ~
ORDINANCE NO. 481
AN ORDINANCE ENTITl.EO THE
ANNUAL APPROPRIATION ORDINANCE FROM Tf1E FISCAl.
YEARS BEGINNING OCT09EA 1.
2007. APPROPAIATING r1-4e SUM
O~ $2.727.020 TO DEFRAV THE
EXPENSES AND liABILITIES OF
THE CITV OF WENDELL ~OR
SAID FISCAL 'fEAR, AUTHORIZING A LEW OF THE SUFFICISNT
TAX UPON THE TAXABLE PROPERTV AND SPECIFYING THE
OBJECTS AND PROPOSED FOR
WHICI-t SAIO APPIiOPRIATION IS
MADE.
Of! IT Of'lOAINEO BY THE Mayor
and City Council of U'e City 01
Wendell, GOOCIlng County, loano
Seclion 1: Thai the sum 0'
$2.727.020 be end the same is
appropriated to delray the necessary expenses and liahilities of tne
. City of Wendell, Gooding County,
IdahO for Ihe fiscal yaar beginning
October 1. 2007.
Section 2: The objecls and purposes lor which such appropriation is
made and Ihe amount 01 each
Obrc:! "ndilurn~ iii al3 follows.
SDMA E
PENDltuBiS.;
agNIi::RAL I=UNO 776,440.00
STREET FUND 259,210.00
LI8RARY FUND 604,050.00
WATER
445.000.00
IRRIGATION
60,000.00
SANITATION
77.000.00
SEWER
020.32.0.00
US BANK
500,000.00
TOTAL. C)tpeN3C31Z,721.020.00
Secllon 3: Thai a generAl tall levy on
all lalCaOle property wllnlll the Clly 01
W$ndell be levied in an amount
allowed by law lor the general purpOSe lor said Cily. for fiscal YElar
beginning OClober. 1. 2007.
Sacllon 4: All Ordinances and oarts
ot Ordinances in cuntljct witl1 fhi!;!
ordinance are hareby repealed.
Section 5: This ordinance snail lake
~1I~al ;:1".:1 bA In lull lol'l)~ "pon its
pSl:Isage, approval and pUblication
I" ono 1~lllJO 01 tho G,lOci"'!) CCII.Jnly
Leader. the oHicial newspaper of
Ooid Cily.
Passes under suspension of rules
upon which C!I roll call VOIO was laken
and dulV anacted an Ordinance 01
me City 01 WQnCleli. GOOding
County, Idl'lho at a convened meelIng 0' rne CIIV Of W()ndOIl, Clly
Council held on Ihe Sih day Of
Seplember 2007.
ReI( $lricl<land. May(\!'
"nEST:
MICkEJ~ W,)lkilr, Trails,jl'(')f

Di~lricr :;h.~11 1:11:1 emillea to VOIC 3.
IhEl above l:Ita10C1 alaClion. An
Eleotor need not be regl~terM In
ordal to vofe, bUI will be required 10
exocula an Oillt, f:ltleeting to his or
her qualificOlion 10 vOle.
Nomlnaling pelilions arc aVllilable
ClurinQ blJ~iM$$ hours. al Ihe
Districi office locatod at 112 S.
Apple.. Shoshone. Idaho. SuC:h
nominatIng Petitions must be prop.. rly filled oul and returnod t13 Iho
Districi office no eerlier Ihan
Slilptlilmber 7. 2007 9:00 a.rtl. ;lind
no latar !han Seplember 27. 2007
by' 4;30Jl.I'n.
NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN Ihat il
IIftcr the 2,7th day ot 5eptemaer
2007, it appears that only one (1)
qualified canalOete nas Deen nomlnated for each position to be lilled,
no election will be nald and the
Board ot Directors shall Itlerealter
declara such candidate(s) selected
Ile Dlrector(a).
BV ORDER 01 the Board of
Directors of American Falls
Reservoir District No.2, this 41h day
01 Seplember. 2007.
Jane Sabala
Am.;orlclln Falls Reservoir Ol/wlol
No.2
PUB: QI6-QIl~
..!G..6,6..-t6.1.

r:y.e,;".~L
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RDbertsDn &Jldfe, p.lJ.c.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
J. EVAN ROBERTSON
GARY D: SLETIE

Robin L. Moore, PLS - Paralegal

134 Third Avenue East
P.O. BOX 1906
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83303-1906
TELEPHONE (208) 933-0700
FAX (208) 933-0701

GARY D. SLETTE
gslette@rsidaholaw.com

October 23,2007
Allen D. Merritt, P.E.
Southern Region Manager
Idaho Department of Water Resources
1341 Fillmore Street - Suite 200
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301
RE: Protest of Application for Permit No. 36-16494 (Zingiber Irivestment LLC)
Dear Allen:
Our law ftrm represents LynClifFarms, the protestant in the above-numbered application. Before
my client proceeds with the expenditure of substantial time and energy in preparing for a hearing on this
matter, I believe the circumstances are such that the Department needs to make a threshold determination
before even beginning to process this application.
LynClif Farms is the owner and holder of Water Right Nos. 36-10283A and 36-7875. LynClifs
water rights were properly appropriated and perfected, and have historically been used by LynClif and its
predecessors since the time of those appropria:tions. The pending application would seek to appropriate
LynClifs previously appropriated water at LynClifs point of diversion, albeit for a non-consumptive use.
Article XV, Section 3 ofIdah()'s Constitution provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
The right to divert and appropriate the unappropriated waters of any
natural stream to beneftcial uses, shall never be denied .... "
(Emphasis added).
Idaho Code § 42-101 provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
All the waters of the state, when flowing in their natural channels,
including the waters of all natural springs and lakes within the boundaries
of the state are declared to be the property of the state, whose duty it shall
be to supervise their appropriation and allotment .... " '
(Emphasis added).
EXHIBIT
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According to theIdaho Supreme Court in Cantlin v. Carter, 88 Idaho 179,397 P.2d 761 (1964):
It is a fundamental concept that under our constitution, water which

has already been appropriated is not subject to appropriation by another,
unless it has been abandoned by the original appropriator or his successor
in interest.
88 Idaho at 187. In addition, the Cantlin court stated:
This Court has long held that the State Reclamation Engineer has no right,
power or authority to interfere with vested rights or to grant a permit for
the appropriation and diversion of the water of a stream where the same
has already been diverted and applied to a beneficial use. Nielson v.
Parker, 19 Idaho 727, 115 P. 488; Youngs v. Regan, 20 Idaho 275, 118 P.
499.

Cantlin, supra, at 186.
Because the water sought to be appropriated by Zingiber Investment, LLC has already been
appropriated, and is not public water in a natural stream, I do not believe that the application should have
been accepted by the Department, and that as a matter of law, there is "no right, power or authority to
interfere with [LynClifs] vested rights or to grant a permit for the appropriation and diversion" of water
so sought.
I would appreciate it if you would consider the foregoing, and advise me of the Department's
position in this regard.
Yours truly,

GDS:rlm
cc:

LynClifFanns//
David Tuthill, Director, IDWR."
(208-287-6700)
Phillip J. Rassier, Esq. (phil.rassier@idwr.idaho.gov)..,;
Paul L. Arrington (pla@idahowaters.com) ,/

rlmlgds\letter\IDWR_TF.2
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State of Idaho

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
322 East Front Street· P.O. Box 83720· Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Phone: (208) 287-4800· Fax : (208) 287-6700· Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov
C. L. "BUTCH" OTIER

November 14, 2007

Governor
DAVID R TUTHILL, JR.
Director

GARY D SLETTE
ROBERTSON & SLETTE PLLC
POBOX 1906
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-1906

Re:

Protest of Application to Appropriate Water No. 36-16494
(Zingiber Investment; LLC)

Dear Mr. Slette:
This letter responds to your letter dated October 23,2007. In your letter, you state that
"the water sought to be appropriated by Zingiber Investment, LLC has already been
appropriated, and is not public water in a natural stream .... " As a result, you conclude that the
Department should not have accepted application to appropriate water no. 36-16494 because "as
a matter oflaw, there is 'no right, power or authority to interfere with [LynClif'sJ vested rights
or to grant a permit for the appropriation and diversion' of water so sought."
After visiting with Department staff about various hypothetical facts, I conclude there
may be circumstances when the water flowing in the specific ditch you refer to might contain
water that could be appropriated. In other words, the ruling from the Department will depend
upon the factual information presented. Furthermore, I conclude that your request of the
Department should be formalized in a motion before the Department, possibly a motion for
summary judgment. A motion for summary judgment should assert facts, in affidavit or other
appropriate form, and the non-moving party should have an opportunity to present its own facts
and argument in response to the motion.
As a result of the above, the Department will not reject application no . 36-16494 on its
face. Should you wish to pursue this matter further, I ask that you serve any motions filed with '
the Department on aU parties.
Sincerely,

Cc:

Zingiber Investment, LLC
Paul L. Arrington, Barker, Rosholt & Simpson, Twin Falls
Phil Rassier
Southern Region
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
23425.2
Attorneys for Defendants William G. VanHorn
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
At~SWER TO COMPLAINT FOR
DECLARA TORY RELIEF

Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.

COME NOW, the Defendants William G. Van Hom and Zingiber Investment,
LLC (collectively "Zingiber"), by and through undersigned counsel of record, and for their

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF - 1
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2.1

answer to plaintiffs' Complaint for Declaratory Relief ("Complaint") admit, deny, and allege as
follows:
I.
GENERAL DENIAL
1.

Zingiber denies each and every allegation of plaintiffs' Complaint except

those allegations specifically admitted herein.
2.

Zingiber lacks sufficient information to either admit or deny the

allegations contained within Paragraph 1 of the Complaint, and, therefore, denies the same.
3.

Zingiber admits the allegations contained within Paragraph 2 of the

Complaint.
II.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
4.

Zingiber admits the allegations contained within Paragraph 3 of plaintiffs ,

Complaint.
III.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
5.

Zingiber admits the allegations contained within Paragraph 4 of the

6.

Regarding the allegations contained within Paragraph 5 ofthe Complaint,

Complaint.

Zingiber admits that water right no. 36-10283B is appurtenant to the Zingiber property, and that
it comprises, in part, of a 0.3 cfs irrigation purpose of use. Zingiber further alleges that water
right no. 36-10283B also comprises of a 0.02 cfs stock watering purpose of use.
7.

Zingiber admits the allegations contained within Paragraph 6 of the

Complaint.

i\l'TSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF - 2
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8.

Regarding the allegations contained within Paragraph 7 of the Complaint,

Zingiber denies that Padgett Ditch existed in the location as shown by Exhibit C at the time of
purchase. Zingiber lacks sufficient information to either admit or deny the remaining allegations
contained within Paragraph 7 of the Complaint and, therefore, denies the same.
9.

Regarding the allegations contained within Paragraph 8 of the Complaint,

Zingiber admits that it relocated the portion of Padgett Ditch traversing its property. Zingiber,
however, denies that its ditch relocation activities commenced in 2007. Zingiber lacks sufficient
information to either admit or deny the remaining allegations contained within Paragraph 8 of the
Complaint and, therefore, denies the same.
IV.
COUNT ONE

10.

Zingiber admits that LynClifhas expressed a desire to pipe Padgett Ditch

across the Van Hom Property. Zingiber, however, denies the remaining allegations contained
within Paragraph 10 of the Complaint on the grounds that said allegations represent a legal
conclusion.
11.

Regarding the allegations contained within Paragraph 11 of the Complaint,

Zingiber admits that it disagrees that LynClifpossesses a unilateral right to pipe Padgett Ditch.
12.

Zingiber lacks sufficient information to either admit or deny the

allegations contained in Paragraph 12 of the Complaint and, therefore, denies the same.
13.

Regarding the allegations contained within Paragraph 13 of the Complaint,

Zingiber admits that LynClifis a "person" for purposes of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act,
Idaho Code Section 10-1201, et seq.
14.

Zingiber denies the allegations contained within Paragraph 14 ofthe

Complaint.

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF - 3
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v.
COUNT TWO
15.

Zingiber admits the allegations contained within Paragraph 16 of the

Complaint. Zingiber further alleges that the Application for Permit speaks for itself.
16.

Zingiber denies the allegations contained within Paragraph 17 of the

17.

Zingiber admits the allegations contained within Paragraph 18 of the

18.

Zingiber denies the allegations contained within Paragraph 19 of the

Complaint

Complaint.

Complaint on the grounds that Article XV, Section 3 ofthe Idaho Constitution speaks for itself.
19.

Zingiber denies the allegations contained within Paragraph 20 of the

Complaint on the grounds that Idaho Code Section 42-101 speaks for itself.
20.

Zingiber admits the allegations contained within Paragraph 21 of the

21.

Zingiber admits that LynClif sent the letter attached to the Complaint as

Complaint.

Exhibit F. Zingiber further alleges that the letter speaks for itself. Zingiber, however, denies the
remaining allegations contained within Paragraph 22 of the Complaint.
22.

Regarding the allegations contained within Paragraph 23 of the Complaint,

Zingiber admits that the Idaho Department of Water Resources sent the letter attached to the
Complaint as Exhibit G. Zingiber further alleges that the letter speaks for itself.
23.

Regarding the allegations contained within Paragraph 24 of the Complaint,

Zingiber admits that LynClifis a "person" for purposes of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act,
Idaho Code Section 10-1201, et seq.
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24.

Zingiber denies the allegations contained within Paragraph 25 of the

25.

Zingiber denies the allegations contained within Paragraph 26 of the

Complaint.

Complaint.
VI.
DEFENSES

1.

Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be

2.

The Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over Count II of the Complaint.

3.

Claims raised in Count II ofthe Complaint are already pending between

4.

The Complaint fails to join all necessary or indispensible parties.

5.

Plaintiffs either expressly or impliedly consented to Zingiber's relocation

granted.

the parties.

and reconfiguration of Padgett Ditch.
6.

Zingiber's relocation and reconfiguration of Padgett Ditch is authorized by

7.

Some of Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the doctrine of laches.

8.

Some of Plaintiffs , claims are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands.

9.

Some of Plaintiffs , claims are not yet ripe for adjudication in that

law.

Plaintiffs have failed to exhaust available administrative remedies.
10.

Some of Plaintiffs , claims should be barred as a matter of public policy.

11.

Discovery may disclose the existence of further and additional defenses.

Zingiber, therefore, reserves the right to seek leave of the Court to amend its answer ifit deems
appropriate.
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12.

Zingiber, by virtue of pleading a "defense" above, does not admit that said

defense is an "affinnative defense" within the meaning of applicable law, and Zingiber does not
thereby assume a burden of proof for production not otherwise imposed upon it as matter of law.
Additionally, in asserting any of the defense above, Zingiber does not admit any fault,
responsibility, or damage, to the contrary, expressly denies the same.
VII.
ATTORNEY FEES
Zingiber has been required to retain counsel to defend this action, and has and
will incur costs and expenses as a result. As such, Zingiber seeks all costs and reasonable
attorney fees to which it may be entitled pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 and Idaho
Code Sections 12-120 and/or 12-121.
VIII.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Zingiber prays that the Court:
1.

Dismiss plaintiffs' Complaint, with prejudice, without granting any relief

requested therein;
2.

Award Zingiber its reasonable costs and attorneys fees; and

3.

Grant Zingiber such further relief as the Court deems just and equitable

under the circumstances.
DATED this) lA±d"ay of March, 2008.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

By__~~~~~~==~~~~
Scott L. Campbell - Of the nn
Attorneys for Defendants William G.
VanHorn and Zingiber Investment, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2:1Atday of March, 2008, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF to be
served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

(v)U:S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
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MOFFA IT, THOMAS, BARREIT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
23425.2
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Horn
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
MOTION TO DISMISS

Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. V AN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.

COME NOW Defendants, William G. VanHorn and Zingiber Investment, LLC
(collectively "Zingiber") by and through undersigned counsel of record, and hereby moves this

MOTION TO DISMISS - 1
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court for an order dismissing Plaintiffs' Complaint for Declaratory Relief ("Complaint")
pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b )(1)~ (6), (7), and (8). In sum, Plaintiffs'
Complaint should be dismissed because:
1.

This Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over Count II of Plaintiffs'

Complaint given the Idaho Department of Water Resources' exclusive jurisdiction over the water
right application and permit process, and because of Plaintiffs' failure to exhaust available
administrative remedies;
2.

There is another action already pending for the same cause before the

Idaho Department of Water Resources regarding Count II of the Complaint; and
3.

Plaintiffs have failed to join all necessarylindispensable parties, namely

the water user owners of Padgett Ditch, in pursuit of Count I of their Complaint.
As a result of the foregoing, Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a claim upon
which relief can be granted.
This Motion is supported by the Memorandum filed contemporaneously
herewith.
DATED this

..2.1~y of March, 2008.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

By

MOTION TO DISMISS - 2
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Scott L. Campbell- Oft FIrm
Attorneys for Defendants William G.
VanHorn and Zingiber Investment, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2}Ati~y

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
of March, 2008, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO DISMISS to be served by the method indicated below,
and addressed to the following:
Gary D. Slette

(4.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

_~G~=
Q

Scott L. Campbell
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
23425.2
Attorneys for Defendants William G. VanHorn
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO DISMISS

Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.

Defendants, William G. VanHorn and Zingiber Investment, LLC (collectively
"Zingiber") file this Memorandum in Support of their Motion to Dismiss based upon Idaho Rules
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of Civil Procedure 12(b)( 1), (6), (7), and (8). Zingiber contends that Plaintiffs' Complaint for
Declaratory Relief ("Complaint") should be dismissed in its entirety for the reasons discussed
herein.

I.

BACKGROUND
On or about February 26,2008, Plaintiffs Lynn J. Babington, Kathy L. Babington,
Clifton E. Jensen, Suzanne K. Jensen, and LynClifFarms, LLC (collectively "LynClif') filed a
Complaint for Declaratory Relief concerning their rights, if any, to pipe a portion of Padgett
Ditch, and requesting that the Court summarily deny Zingiber's Application for Permit
No. 36-16494. LynC1iffi1ed the Complaint largely in response to a disagreement with Zingiber
over the location and configuration of Padgett Ditch as it traverses the Zingiber property.
Padgett Ditch serves as the water delivery conduit for both Zingiber's and LynClifs water rights,
among others, diverted from Billingsly Creek.
Padgett ditch was constructed in or about 1881, and since that time, a portion of
the ditch has historically traversed the Zingiber property. Over time, the location and
configuration of Padgett Ditch on the Zingiber property has varied to suit the irrigation needs and
patterns on the property. While the location and configuration of the portion of Padgett Ditch
traversing the Zingiber property has varied, the location and configuration of where the ditch
both enters and exits the Zingiber property has remained constant and unchanged.

In 2006, Zingiber purchased the property located at 17927 Highway 30 in
Gooding County, Idaho. At the time of the purchase, Padgett Ditch traversed the Zingiber
property in a more or less north, northwesterly fashion. After the property purchase, during
June 2006, Zingiber began to relocate and reconfigure the portion of Padgett Ditch traversing
its property in an effort to better serve changing irrigation patterns on the property, and also to
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better serve aesthetic and wildlife habitat interests. Water first ran through the relocated and
reconfigured ditch in October 2006. After the completion of Zingiber's work, LynClifvoiced its
general disagreement with Zingiber's modifications of Padgett Ditch. While LynClif disagrees
with Zingiber's ditch modifications, it has never alleged or quantified any harm or unreasonable
material interference with its water rights as a result of Zingiber's ditch relocation activities. To
the contrary, Zingiber contends that its ditch relocation activities do not adversely impact Padgett
Ditch flows (quantity of water delivered to LynClif or other users downstream) or water quality.
In fact, Zingiber's ditch relocation activities have likely improved water quality in the ditch
through the addition of gravity driven riffles (improving dissolved oxygen content), and through
the reduction of sediment which settles out of the water column as the ditch passes through a
small pond. Additionally, floating and suspended debris has also been reduced as the result of
the installation oftrash racks where the Padgett Ditch both enters and exits the Zingiber property.
Zingiber's ditch modifications are wholly confined to its property, and the location and
configuration of Padgett Ditch as it enters the neighboring LynClifproperty remains unchanged.
Because of its disagreement with Zingiber, LynClifis proposing to place its
portion of Padgett Ditch water (approximately 97% of the flow of the ditch) in a pipe in an effort
to avoid the Zingiber property. L ynClif is attempting to do so by placing the pipe within the
Justice Grade right-of-way, and it has secured a permit from the Hagerman Highway District to
perform the work.
In addition to the dispute over the relocation and reconfiguration of Padgett Ditch,
LynClifhas also protested Zingiber's Application for Permit No. 36-16494, filed with the Idaho
Department of Water Resources on or about March 5, 2007. Zingiber's Application for Permit
seeks to appropriate 10 cfs from Billingsly Creek for non-consumptive recreation, aesthetic, and
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wildlife habitat purposes of use. LynClifformally protested the Zingiber Application for Permit
via correspondence dated September 26,2007, and again on October 23,2007. In response, and
in accordance with the Department's contested case procedures, counsel for Zingiber filed a
notice of appearance on behalf of Zingiber on December 12, 2007. Given the pending protest,
Zingiber also requested (via correspondence dated February 13,2008) that the Department set a
status/scheduling conference for the contested case.
The Idaho Department of Water Resources took LynClifs protests under
advisement, and requested that it file a formal motion for summary judgment in accordance with
the Department's duly authorized contested case procedures. When the Department did not
summarily reject the Zingiber Application for Permit as LynClifrequested, it subsequently filed
the instant Complaint in an attempt to circumvent the already pending administrative process.
II.
ARGUMENT

A.

Plaintiffs' Complaint Should Be Dismissed As It Fails To State A Claim
Upon Which Relief Can Be Granted
1.

Lack Of Subject Matter Jurisdiction

Whether a dismissal for lack of jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 12(b) is proper is a question oflaw. Owsley v. Idaho Industrial Com 'n., 141 Idaho
129, 133 (2005). On a motion to dismiss, the court looks to the pleadings, and all inferences are
viewed in favor of the non-moving party. Id., citing Young v. City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102
(2002). The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but whether the plaintiff is
entitled to offer evidence in support of its claims. Id. Additionally, the failure to exhaust
available administrative remedies is a subset of errors of subject matter jurisdiction that can be
brought under a Rule 12(b)(1) motion. Id. Specifically, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that
the exhaustion doctrine implicates subject matter jurisdiction because a district court does not
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acquire subject matter jurisdiction until all administrative remedies have been exhausted. Id.
at 135, quoting Fairway Development v. Bannock County, 119 Idaho 121 (1990).
In this matter, Zingiber contends that the Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction

over Count II of Plaintiffs' Complaint for two reasons: (1) Idaho Code Section 42-201 confers
exclusive jurisdiction over the water right application and permit process to the Idaho
Department of Water Resources, and (2) LynClifhas failed to exhaust the administrative
remedies available to it concerning Zingiber's Application for Permit prior to its attempt to
invoke the jurisdiction ofthis Court to decide the matter. In simple terms, when LynClif did not
get the result it desired through informal correspondence with the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, it turned to the Court in an attempt to circumvent the administrative process.
In pertinent part, Idaho Code Section 42-201(1) provides:

All rights to use and divert the waters of this state for beneficial
purposes shall hereafter be acquired and confirmed under the
provisions of this chapter and not otherwise. And after the
passage of this title all the waters of this state shall be controlled
and administered in the manner herein provided. Such
appropriation shall be perfected only be means of the application,
permit and license procedure as provided in this title . ..
Id. (emphasis added).
It is well settled that the constitutional method of appropriation of surface waters

(the simple diversion of water and its application to beneficial use without need for application,
permit, and license) was no longer valid as of 1971. See, e.g., Fremont-Madison v. Ground
Water Approp., 129 Idaho 454,456 (1996) ("Section 42-201 of the Idaho Code was changed in

1971 to require a mandatory permit system."). Given that Zingiber's Application for Permit was
filed in 2007 (well after 1971), the consideration of the Application is governed by the
mandatory statutory permit system prescribed in Idaho Code Title 42, Chapter 2.
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Idaho Code Title 42, Chapter 2, makes clear that unresolved protests over
Applications for Permit are subject to the formal hearing procedure set forth in Idaho Code
Section 42-1701A. See, e.g., I.C. § 42-203A(4) and (5). It is only after a formal Department
hearing on a protested Application for Permit that an "aggrieved" party may seek judicial review
of the Department's decision in accordance with Idaho Code Section 42-1701A(4).
I.e. § 42-203A(6). Idaho Code Section 42-1 70 1A(4) provides that judicial review of the
Department's final decision or order "shall be had and in accordance with" the provisions and
standards prescribed by the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho
Code. Id. Count II of LynClif's Complaint is simply not ripe for judicial review until LynClif
exhausts all available administrative remedies available to it in accordance with Idaho Code Title
42, Chapter 2-the mandatory permit system enacted by the legislature in 1971. Moreover, any
judicial review eventually afforded is not unfettered. Any subsequent judicial review would be
limited in scope to the propriety of the Department's final decision with all due deference being
afforded to the Department's conclusions.
At the outset, LynClif reco gnized that the proper procedure for protesting the
Zingiber Application for Permit was to file a formal protest with the Idaho Department of Water
Resources in accordance with Idaho Code Sections 42-203A and 42-221. It filed the protest with
the Department on or about September 26,2007. LynClifthen submitted its October 23,2007
correspondence to the Department requesting that it dispense with the need for holding a formal
hearing on the matter and opt instead for making a "threshold determination" regarding the
availability of water to appropriate "before even beginning to process [the] application." When
the Department responded, and informed LynClifthat there might be circumstances when water
could be appropriated and that LynClif should file a formal motion for summary judgment
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supporting its position, LynClif opted instead to file its Complaint. Put another way, when the
Department did not reach LynClifs desired outcome by summarily rejecting the Zingiber
Application for Permit, LynClif approached the Court in hopes that it would so act.
Count II of LynClifs Complaint should be dismissed because it amounts to an
improper attempt to divest the Idaho Department of Water Resources of its jurisdiction over this
matter. LynClifs attempts to circumvent the administrative process are even more disturbing
given the fact that it is seemingly doing so in response to the Department telling it something that
it did not want to hear. Such a strategy amounts to nothing more than forum shopping, and
should be treated as such.

2.

Another Action Pending Between The Same Parties For The Same
Cause

Two tests govern the determination of whether a lawsuit should proceed where a
similar lawsuit is pending in another court. First, the court needs to determine whether the other
case has gone to judgment, thereby raising concerns over claim or issue preclusion. Klaue v.
Hern, 133 Idaho 437, 440 (1999). Second, the court should determine whether, although not

barred from deciding the case, it should nonetheless refrain from deciding the matter. Id. In
deciding whether to refrain from exercising jurisdiction over a case where there is another action
pending between the same parties for the same cause, the court, among other things, must
evaluate the identity of the parties and the degree to which the claims or issues presented are
similar. Id. The court should also consider whether the court in which the matter is already
pending is in a position to determine the whole controversy. !d. When weighing whether to
exercise jurisdiction, the court should also consider the furtherance of judicial economy, costs to
the parties, and the need to avoid potentially inconsistent judgments. Id.

3'/
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In this matter two things are clear: (1) the Idaho Department of Water Resources,
by operation of Idaho Code Title 42, Chapter 2, is the proper forum for deciding the merits of
Count II of Plaintiffs' Complaint, and (2) the subject matter comprising Count II of Plaintiffs'
Complaint was already pending before the Department when Plaintiffs filed their Complaint.
LynClifFarms, LLC filed its protests with the Department on September 26 and
October 23,2007. Counsel for Zingiber filed a Notice of Appearance before the Department
on December 12,2007, and also filed a request for a status/scheduling conference on
February 13, 2008. According to Idaho Code Section 42-203A(4), an adversarial administrative
proceeding between LynClif and Zingiber regarding Application for Permit No. 36-16494 was
pending the moment the Department received LynClif's protest. The parties to the two actions
are virtually identical-Zingiber as the applicant and the defendant, and LynClif as the protestant
and the plaintiff. Likewise, the issues and claims pending in the two actions are identical-the
propriety of Zingiber' s Application for Permit. Not only is the Idaho Department of Water
Resources in the position to resolve the entirety of Count II of Plaintiffs' Complaint, but it is the
forum of exclusive jurisdiction to decide such matters.
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should dismiss Count II of Plaintiffs'
Complaint because in addition to lacking subject matter jurisdiction over the propriety of
Zingiber's Application for Permit, another action between the same parties for the same cause
was already pending before the Idaho Department of Water Resources. In the alternative, and in
deference to the Department's jurisdiction, and in the interests of judicial economy, the Court
should stay any proceedings on Count II of Plaintiffs , Complaint until the Department has
rendered its decision on the matter.
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3.

Failure To Join Indispensable Parties

When declaratory relief is sought, Idaho Code Section 10-1211 provides, in
pertinent part, that "all persons shall be made parties who have or claim any interest which
would be affected by the declaration .... " fd. See also, Hartman v. United Heritage Property
& Cas., 141 Idaho 193, 197 (2005), citing Tomchak v. Walker, 108 Idaho 446 (1985). Count Iof

Plaintiffs' Complaint should be dismissed because Plaintiffs have failed to join various parties
who are owners of Padgett Ditch, parties who have interests which would be affected by the
declaration sought. All told, there are eight (8) water users who divert water from Padgett Ditch
and, therefore, have ownership, operation, and maintenance interests in Padgett Ditch.

In short, Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint seeks a declaratory judgment that
LynClifhas the right to pipe Padgett Ditch across the Zingiber property "in accordance with the
provisions ofIdaho Code Section 42-1207." Complaint at 110, see also Prayer for Relief at
111-2. Idaho Code Section 42-1207 expressly requires that "the written permission of the owner
of a ditch ... must first be obtained before it is changed or placed in a buried pipe by the
landowner." Despite Plaintiffs' apparent interpretation ofIdaho Code Section 42-1207, neither
they, nor Zingiber are the sole "owners" of Padgett Ditch. To the extent that Plaintiffs are
seeking a declaration regarding respective rights governing ditch relocation and/or piping rights
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-1207, that declaration implicates the rights and interests of
each of the water user co-owners of Padgett Ditch. This is particularly true of the rights and
interests ofKirt L. Martin, who is a water user and co-owner of the Padgett Ditch downstream of
both Zingiber and LynClif.
Similarly, while Idaho Code Section 42-1207 grants the owner of a ditch the right
to pipe the ditch within the existing easement or right-of-way on the property of another,
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Plaintiffs are not the sole owners of the Padgett Ditch. Thus, Plaintiffs, in and of themselves, do
not get to make such a decision.
III.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Zingiber respectfully requests that the Court grant its
Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' Complaint on the grounds that the Court lacks subject matter
jurisdiction; that there is already another action pending between the same parties for the same
cause; and because Plaintiffs have failed to join all necessary/indispensable parties. In the
alternative, Zingiber requests that the Court stay any and all proceedings regarding Count II of
Plaintiffs' Complaint until the previously pending proceedings before the Idaho Department of
Water Resources are concluded.
DATED

this~lAt-day of March, 2008.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

By~~~~~~~~==~~~__

Scott L. Campbell - Of the Fi
Attorneys for Defendants William G.
Van Hom and Zingiber Investment, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~y of March, 2008, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS to be served
by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

(1u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

Scott L. Campbell
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

10

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODlNG

*********

11
12
13

14
15

LYNN J. BABlNGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
LYNN J. BABINGTON and SUZANNE K. )
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)

16
17
18

19
20

Plaintiffs,

v.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual;
and ZINGIBER lNVESTMENT, LLC,
a Colorado limited liability company,
Defendants.

21

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2008-125

AFFIDAVIT OF
T,yNN J BABINGmN

22

STATE OF IDAHO
23
24
25
26

County of Gooding

)
Ss:
)

LYNN J. BABINGTON, fIrst being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as follows:
1.

I am one of the Plaintiffs in this action.

2.

Willliam G. Van Hom and Zingiber Investment, LLC (ItVan Hom") purchased
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1

property adjacent to property owned by the Plaintiffs in 2006. On or about July 16,2006, Van

2

Hom invited me and my wife, together with Cliff Jensen and his wife, to dinner at the Van Horn

3

home. We had prepared a draftldiscussion copy to discuss Van Hom's relocation of the Padgett

4

Ditch across his property, a copy of which is attached to the· Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen as

5

Exhibit n A" .

3.

6

After the meeting, on July 17,2006, Van Hom provided me with a letter, a copy of

which is attached to the Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen as Exhibit "B".
7

4.

On Ju1y 18 or 19,2006, a meeting was held among Van Hom, Cliff Jensen, and

8

me at Jensen's real estate office to discuss the draftldiscussion copy attached to the Affidavit of

9

Clifton E. Jensen as Exhibit IIA".
5.

10
11

move the Padgett Ditch on his property as he pleased.
6.

12

13

either expressly or impliedly, relative to such work.
7.

8.

20
21

22
23

Thereafter, on February 13,2007, a meeting took place at the offices of Robertson

& SIette, PLLC, among our attorney, Gary Slette, Cliff Jensen, Van Hom and myself.
9.

18

19

On or about January 16, 2007, my attorney prepared and sent to VanHorn a letter,

a copy of which is attached to the Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen as Exhibit "C".

16
17

Prior to undertaking Van Hom's construction activities for moving the location of

the Padgett Ditch on his property, he never sought or obtained the consent or approval of anyone,

14
15

Van Hom infoxmed me that he wou1d not sign any document, and that he could

A discussion about piping the Padgett Ditch occurred at that meeting, and Van

Hom indicated to Jensen, Slette and me that such piping would now have to be done in the
location of the new 1500 foot ditch instead of the original location of the 700 foot length Padgett
Ditch.
10.

On or about February 16,2007, a subsequent letter was sent to Van Hom, a copy

of which is attached to the Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen as Exhibit "D".
11.

On or about March 10, 2008, my attorney prepared and sent to Scott L. Campbell,

24

attorney for Van Hom and Zingiber, a letter, which is attached to the Affidavit of Clifton E.

25

Jensen as Exhibit "E".

26

12.

As part of his new construction, Van Hom installed a fish screen on the Padgett

Ditch at the point where the ditch entered his property. On two occasions, the fish screen has
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1

plugged, causing flooding to occur onto the property owned by the Plaintiffs. As a result of

2

LynCIifs water being directed away from the ditch, and consequently its fish ponds, diminished

3

flows were being provided to our sturgeon ponds.

4

5

13.

On a number of occasions in February and March of 2007, I observed chocolate

brown turbid water flowing into our sturgeonMrearing ponds.
DATED this .d..iL day of April, 2008.

6
7

8
9

SUBSCRIBED AND SWDRN to before me this cJ.< day of April, 2008.

10
11

12
13
14
15
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

16
17
18

19

The undersigned certifies that on the ~ day of April, 2008, he caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

manner:
Scott L. Campbell

20

MOFFATI' TIIOMAS BARRETI'

21

Boise, ID 83701-0829

P.O. Box 829

22

23
24
25

26
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Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384
Email

slc@motfatt com
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Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLEITE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB #3198
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7

8
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

10

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

11
12
13

14

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. )
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)

15

Plaintiffs,
16
17

v.

19

WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual;
and ZINGmER INVESTMENT, LLC,
a Colorado limited liability company,

20

Defendants.

18

21

22

STATE OF IDAHO

23

County of Gooding

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2008-125

AFFIDAVIT OF

CI .IFTON E JENSEN

)
Ss:
)

24

CLIFTON E. JENSEN, first being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as follows:

25

1.

I am one of the Plaintiffs in this action.

26

2.

Willliam G. Van Hom and Zingiber Investment, LLC (IIVan Homll) pmchased

property adjacent to property owned by the Plaintiffs in 2006. On or about July 16,2006, Van
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1

Horn invited me and my wife, together with Lynn Babington and his wife, to dinner at the Van

2

Horn home. We had prepared a draft/discussion copy to discuss Van Hom's relocation of the

3

Padgett Ditch across his property, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit" A" and made a

4

part hereof by this reference.
3.

5
6

which is attached hereto as Exhibit "Btl and made a part hereofby this reference.
4.

7

5.

12

Van Hom informed me that he would not sign any document, and that he could

move the Padgett Ditch on his property as he pleased.
6.

10
11

On July 18 or 19,2006, a meeting was held among Van Horn, Lynn Babington,

and me at my real estate office to discuss the draftldiscussion copy attached hereto as Exhibit "A".

8
9

After the meeting, on July 17, 2006, VanHorn provided me with a letter, a copy of

Prior to undertaking VanHorn's construction activities for moving the location of

the Padgett Ditch on his property, he never sought or obtained the consent or approval of anyone,
either expressly or impliedly, relative to such work.
7.

On or about January 16,2007, my attorney prepared and sent to Van Hom a letter,

13
a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" and made a part hereof by this reference.
14
15

8.

Thereafter, on February 13, 2007, a meeting took place at the offices of Robertson

& Slette, PLLC, among OUI attorney, Gary Slette, Lynn Babington, Van Horn and myself.

16

9.

A discussion about piping the Padgett Ditch occurred at that meeting, and Van

17

Hom indicated to Babington, Slette and me that such piping would now have to be done in the

18

location of the new 1510 foot ditch instead of the original location of the 750 foot length Padgett

19

Ditch.
10.

20
21

On or about February 16,2007, a subsequent letter was sent to Van Hom, a copy

of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "D" and made a part hereof by this reference.
11.

On or about March 10, 2008, my attorney prepared and sent to Scott L. Campbell,

22

attorney for Van Hom and Zingiber, a letter, which is attached hereto as Exhibit tiE" and made a

23

part hereof by this reference~ .

24

DATED this.;(..:7,fV~ of April, 2008.

25
26
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CERTIFTCATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that on the

.-2.1.- day of April, 2008, he caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

manner:

11

Scott L. Campbell

[ ~ /

MOFFATT mOMAS BARRETT

[ 4'

12

P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829

[]
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[]
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15
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U.S. Mail
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Draft / Discussion Copy
Agreement between owners of Lots 27 and 28 (Vanhornband lots 1 - 26 of
Ya Ta Ha;Subdivision (LYnclif)Jand Kirt Martin water right holders on lower
portion of Padgett Inigation Ditch.
Vanhorn can modify and relocate Padgett Ditch on his property under the
following conditions:
1) Padget ditch enters and exits Vanhorn property at same existing
locations
2) Lower side of Padget ditch is accessible for cleaning or upper side
in some areas if more feasible
3) All modifications, structures, and screen devices on the Padgett
ditch engineered so that in case of any failures the water will
continue to flow and exit the Vanhorn property at the existing
location without any delays detrimental to the fish in ponds located
below the Vanhorn property
4) Modifications to be completed by
I
/ __
Vanhorn Recognizes:
1) Padgett ditch has easement on both sides for maintenan:z
2) Padgett ditch can be turned off for maintenance (>.,.
'r ..... ),,, /
3) Vanhorn accepts liability for damages down stream due to failures
of any modifications, structures, or screening devices made or
installed on Vanhom property
(I

.R Io-t -' r../, ..

.W

I
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July 18, 2006

Lynn Babington
Cliff Jensen
Dba Lynclif
Dear Lynn and Cliff,
Thank you for the listing of the water right holders that use Padgett Ditch. Please allow
me to explain my understanding of the water rights.
1) All ten right holders have rights directly to Billingsley Creek and all have the
same priority date of 6-26-1881 making all of the rights equal without regard
to amount of water.
2) All right holderS have the right to their jurisdicted water and can do what is
necessary to deliver that water.
3) Padgett Ditch does not have a specifically described location or easement
burdening any of the properties. i.e. Martin and I can not dictate to you how
you route the water across your property so long as he receives his water at
the same point of entry, nor can the three of us dictate to those above us how
,they route the water so long as the point of diversion on Billingsley Creek is
not changed nor the point of entry to our respective properties.
4) No one can shut off water belonging to another for installing improvements or
maintenance, or any other purpose without the permission of the affected right
holders.
5) Necessary fees, repairs and maintenance to Padgett Ditch that benefit more
than one user should be agreed to by and prorated to those benefited.
That all being said, I want to restate my desire to be a good neighbor, to share with you
my plans and to seek your advice and COlUlCil. I recognize that there may be times that
you want to shut down or reduce flow for some fish operation and will try to cooperate. I
think that the important thing is, as you said Lynn, that we all communicate and work
together. Judy and I really enjoyed being with you last night and look forward to many
more get togethers.
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ATIORNEYS AT LAW
1. EVAN ROBERTSON

GARY D. SLETTE
Robin L. Moo"," PLS • PIC2legol

134 Third Avenue East
P.O. BOX 1906
TWIN FALLS. IDAHO 83303·1906
TELEPHONE (208) 933-0700
FAX (208) 933-0701

GARY D. SLEITE
gslelte@rsidaholaw.com

January 16, 2007
CERTIFIED MAIL &
REGULAR U.S. MAIL

William G. & JudithL. Van Hom
2101 McGraw Ranch Rd
P.O. Box 456
Estes Park, CO 80517-0456

RE:

Padgett Ditch

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Van Hom:
Our law firm represents Lynn Babington and Cliff Jensen doing business as LynClifFarms,
L.L.C. With a great deal of reluctance, Lynn and Cliff came to me to discuss issues related to the
Padgett Ditch, and the construction efforts you are undertaking regarding a relocation of that ditch.
The facts as I understand them are set forth below.
Your predecessors in interest obtained Water Right No. 36-10283B for .30 cfs for the
irrigation of 11.5 acres, as well as a stockwater right for .02 cfs. LynClifs predecessors acquired
Water Right No. 36-10283A for 2.38 cfs for the irrigation of 54 acres, as well as two (2) stockwater
rights. In addition, their predecessor acquired Water Right No. 36-7875 for 10.0 cfs for fish
propagation. Both irrigation water rights share the same priority, and the fish propagation right is
junior to your irrigation rights on Billingsley Creek. I understand you acquired your property in or
about April or May of 2006, and subsequent to your acquisition, met with my clients at a dinner
party at your house on July 17, 2006. During that dinner meeting, discussion was had relative to
potential work that you desired to accomplish on the stream in order to enhance your recreational
opportunities. A draft proposal was provided to you by Mr. Babington after the dinner, but you
subsequently advised them that you refused to sign any such documentation with them. Following
that discussion, you dropped off the enclosed letter dated July 18, 2006, at Mr. Jensen's office, and
expressed your belief that you could do as you wanted with regard to relocating the ditch and
building further impoundments. 4 is on the basis of the foregoing that I wish to advise you as to my
clientsI legal position in regard tq the construction activities you are currently undertaking.
Idaho Code § 42-1207 provides the basis for the following discussion. I am enclosing a
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copy of that code section for your review. While it certainly provides that you have an ability to
change the location of a ditch that crosses your property, it also provides that "such change must be
made in such a manner as not to impede the flow of the water therein, or to otherwise injure any
person or persons using or interested in such ditch, canal, lateral or drain, or buried irrigation
conduit". The length of the ditch across your property is now approximately 740 feet. The new ditch
that you have begun to excavate is approximately 1510 feet in length. My clients want to advise you
at this time, prior to your expenditure of any additional time and effort, of their concern and belief
. that your construction activities will result in both a flow impedance and an injury to their rights,
particularly the fish propagation water right. As you are doubtless aware, an aquaculture operation
depends on water that is fully oxygenated without moss accumulations over and above that which
exists naturally in the ditch. By doubling the length of the ditch, my clients believe that flows will
be impeded causing oxygen depletion, and the growth of aquatic vegetation. All three of these
effects would be undoubtedly injurious and deleterious to their operation.
While visiting with me, Lynn and Cliff shared a photo of what would appear to be some
sort of impoundment structure that was constructed on your property just last week. Please be
advised that any attempt to impound the water that naturally flows onto their property pursuant to
their water rights will not be tolerated or accepted by them, since an impoundment is certain to
cause injurious effects to their fish propagation rights. Additionally, it is apparent to me from a
review of your water rights that you possess no storage or impoundment rights whatsoever,
including any such right for the pond that is presently constructed on your property. As you stated in
your letter of July 18, you wanted to restate your desire to be a good neighbor. My clients certainly
have always felt the same, but in light of the work you are undertaking, believe that they must do
everything in their power to protect a valuable property right.
Idaho Code § 42-1 I 02 (copy enclosed) clearly provides that my clients have a right-of-way
easement through your property for purposes of maintaining the existing ditch. As noted in that
section:
The existence of a visible ditch, canal or conduit shall
constitute notice to the owner, or any subsequent purchaser, of the
underlying servient estate, that the owner of the ditch, canal or
conduit has the right-of-way and incidental rights confirmed or
granted by this section.
I refer you to the last paragraph of Idaho Code § 42-1207. Pursuant to that code section, my
clients have the right to place a buried irrigation conduit on your property in the ditch location as
it currently exists. While you are entitled, as the servient owner, to direct that a ditch be relocated
to a different route, that is only permissible so long as there is no impedance to the flow and
delivery of their water right. My clients have been discussing the placement of just such an
underground conduit in the existing easement, but would certainly be willing to discuss with you
the placement of that conduit along the boundary line of your property adjacent to the road. Your

William G. & Judith L. Van Horn
January 16, 2007
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flow of.30 cfs during the decreed irrigation season of March 15 to November 15 would continue to
occur at the present point of diversion. Your year-round flow of .02 cfs for stockwater would
likewise continue to be delivered at the current point of diversion.
My clients had sincerely hoped that they would not be forced into a situation that
necessitated this sort of remedial action,· but they feel compelled to take all necessary steps to
protect their water right interests.
You obviously have the right to have your own water channeled through your property in
any fashion that you desire. However, there is no basis upon which my clients can be compelled to
have their water run through your property in such a manner that it will impact their legitimate use
of their water rights. Once you have had an opportunity to consider the foregoing, please do not
hesitate to contact me in order to discuss matters further.
Yours truly,

GDS:rlm
EncIs.
cc:
Cliff Jensen (837-6116)
Lynn Babington (837-6322)
rIm\gds\latter'Van Hom

42.-902
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that the owner of the ditch. canal or conduit has the right-of-wa
incidental rights confirmed or granted by this section.
Rights-of-way provided by this section are essential for the operations of
the ditches, canals and conduits. No person or entity shall cause or permit
any encroacbments onto the right-.of·way, including public or private roads,
utilities, fences, gates, pipelines, structures, or other construction or placement of objects, without the written permission of the owner' of the
right-of-way, in order to ensure that any such encroachments will not
unreasonably or materially interfere with the use and enjoyment of the
right-of-way. Encroachments of any kind placed in such right-of.way without express written permission of the owner of the right-of-way shall be
removed at the expense of the person or entity causing or permitting such
encroachment, upon the request of the owner of the right-of-way, in the
event that eny such encroachments unreasonably or materiallY interfere
with the use and enjoyment of the right-of-way. Nothing in this section shall
in any way affect the exercise of the right of eminent domain for the p"J-l;C
purposes set forth in section 7-701, Idaho Code.
This section shall apply to ditches, canals or other conduits existing on we
effective date oftbis act [March 12, 1996], as well as to ditches, canals or
other conduits constructed. after such effective date. {l8S1, p. 289; R.9.,
§ 3181; reen,'R.C. & C.L., § 3300; C.S., § 5647; LC.A., § 42-1002; am.
1996, ch. 187, § 1, p. 594; am. 2004, ch. 179, § 1, p. 561.1

CHAPTER 9
DlSTRIBU'l'lON OF WATER TO CONSUMERS

42·902.

Injuring ditch or headgate - Triple daJD.ages.

Construction.

Phrase 'cuts any ditch or the banks
thereof", as contemplated in § 42-902 means
cu tting through the ba:nk of the ditch; hence,
because landowners did not cut intO the irrigation district's lateral, which ran ill an easement over the landowners' property, the district was not entitled to treble damages for

the landowners' interferance with the easement. Nampa &; Meridian Irrigation Dist. v.
Mussell, 139 Idaho 28,72 P.3d 868 (2003).
Because the treble damage award provided
in § 42-902 is intended as a penalty, the
statute must be strictly construed. Nampa &;
Meridian Irrigation Dist. v. Mussell, 189
Idaho 28, 72 P..3d 868 (2003).

CHAPTER 11
RIGHTS OF WAY
SEC'!'lON.

42·1102. Owners of land - Right to right-of·
way. .

: •• 1

(-

~
CJl

c- ~.

42·1102. Owners of land - Right to right·Qf.way. - When any such
owners or claimants to land have' not sufficient length of frontage on a
stream to afford the requisite fall for a ditch, canal or other conduit on their
own premises for the proper irrigation thereof, or where the land proposed
to be irrigated is back from the banks of suc4 stream, lUid convenient
facilities otherwise for the watering of said lands cannot be had, such
owners or claimants are entitled to a right-of-way through the }aJ?ds of
other/1l, for the purposes of irrigation. The right-of-way shall include, but is
not limited. to, the right to enter the land across which the right-of-way
extends, for the purposes of cleaning, maintaining and repairing the ditch.,
canal or conduit, and to occupy such width of the land along the banks of the
ditch, canal or conduit as is necessary to properly do the work of cleaning,
maintaining and repairing the ditch, canal or conduit with personnel and
with such equipment as is commoriIy used, or is reasonably adapted, to that
work. The right-of-way also includes the right to deposit on the banks of the
ditch or canal the debris and other matter necessarily required to be taken
from the ditch or canal to properly clean and maintain it, but no greater
width of land along the banks of the canal or ditch than is absolutely
necessary for such deposits shall be occupi~d by the removed debris or other
matter. Provided, that 'in the mSking, constructing, keeping up ·and maintenance of such ditch, canal or conduit, through the lands of others, the
person, company or corporation, proceeding under this section, and those
succeeding to the interests of such pers,?n, company or corporation. must
keep such ditch, canal or other conduit in good repair, and are liable to the
owners or claimants of the lands crossed by such work or aqueduct for all
daInages occasioned by the overflow thereof, or resulting from any neglect or
accident (unless the same be unavoidable) to such ditch or aqueduct.
The existence of a visible ditch, canal or conduit shall constitute notice to
the owner, or any subsequent purchaser, of the underlying servient estate,

:MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF DITCHES
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Compiler'. Notes. Section 2 of S.L. 2004.
ch. 179 is compiled as § 42·1298.

CHAPTER 12
MAINTENANCE AND llEPAIR OF DITCHES

j,

S"£C'l'ION.
1lJlC'l'10N.

42.1207. Change of ditch. canal, lateral,
drain or buried itrigation conduit.
42.1208. Easements OX' rights-of·way not
subject to adverse possession.

42-1209. Encroac:hments on easements and
rights-of-way.

. 42-1207. Change of ditch, ~anal, lateral, drain or buried irrigation. conduit. -:- Where any ditch, canal, lateral or drain or P' . ",d
irrigation conduit has heretofore been, or may hereafter be, conso.
d
across or beneath the lands of another, the person or perSQns owning 01
contl,'olling said land shall have the right at their own expense to changE
said ditch, canal, lateral or drain or buried irrigation conduit to any Othel
part of said land, but such change must be made in such a manner as not t(
impede the flow of the water therein, or to otherwise injure any person 0]
persons using or interested in such ditch, canal, lateral or drain or buriee
irrigation conduit. Any increased operation and maintenance shall be thE
responsibility of the landowner who makes the change.
A landowner shall also have the right to bury the ditch, canal, lateral 01
drain of another in pipe on the landowner's property, provided that the pipe
installation and backfill reasonably meet standard specifications for sucl

42-1208
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materials and construction, as set forth in the 'Idaho standards for public
works coustruction or other standa.rda recognized by the city or county in
which the burying is to be done. The right and responsibility for operation
and maintenance shall remain with the owner of the ditch, canal, lateral or
drain, but the landowner shall be responsible for any increased operation
and mailltenance costs, including ~ahilitation and replacement, unless
otherwise agreed in writing with the owner.
The written permission of the owner of a ditch, canal, lateral, drain or
buried irrigation conduit must first be obtained before it is changed or
placed in buried pipe l;Jy the landowner.
While the owner of a ditch, canal, lateral, drain or buried irrigation
conduit shall have no right to relocate it on the property of another without
permission, a ditch, canal, lateral or drain owner shall have the right to
place it in a buried conduit within the easement or right-or-way on the
property of another in accordance with standard specifications for pipe,
materials, installation and backfill, as set forth in the Idaho standards for
public works construction or other standards recognized by the city or
county in which the burying is to be'done, and so long as the pipe and the
construction is accomplished in a manner that the surface of the owner's'
property and the owner's ,use thereof is liot disrupted and is restored, to the
condition of acljacent property as expeditiously as possible, but no longer'
than thirty (30) days after the completion of construction. A landowner shall
have the right to direct that'the conduit be relocated to a different route
than the route of the ditch, canal, lateral or drain, provided that the
landowner shall agree in writing to be responsible for any increased
construction or future maintenance costs necessitated by said relocation.
Maintenance of the buried conduit shall be the responsibility of the conduit
'owner. (1907, 237, § 4; reen. R.C. & C.L., § 3311a; C.S., § 5660; I.C.A.,
§ 41-1107; am. 1994, ch. 151, § 1, p. 345; am. 2002"ch. 115,§ 4, p. 326; am.
2005, ch. 331, § I, p. 108B.1

p.

Com.pfier's Notes. Section 2 of SL. 2005,
ch. 331 is compiled as § 18-4308.

42-1208. Easements or rights-of-way not subject to adverse possession. - Easements or rights-of-way of irrigation distIicts, Carey act
operating companies, nonprofit irrigation entities, lateral ditch associations"
and drainage districts are not subject to adverse possession, and no person
shall prevent free access of authorized personnel on easements or rights-ofway or construct any obstruction on easements or rights-of'-way in an effort
to adversely possess s/ilid easement or right-of-way. [I.C., § 42-1208, alii
added by 1981, ch. 344, § 1, p. n8j ~ 2004, ch. 179, § 2, p. 561.]
':,'

Compiler's NcKeS. Section 1 of SL. 2004,

ch.179 ill compiled as § 42-1102.
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42-1209. Encroachments on easements and rights-of.way. - Easements or rights-of-way of irriga~ion districts, Carey act operating companies, nonprofit irrigation entities, lateral ditch associations, and draiwi.ge
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districts are essential for the operations of such irrigation and drainage
entities. Accordingly, no person Or entity shall cause or permit any encroachments onto, the easements or rights-of-way, including any public or private
roads, utilities, fences, gates, pipelines, structures or other construction or
placement of objects, without the written permission' of the irrigation
district, Carey act operating company, nonprofit irrigation entity, lateral
ditch association, or drainage district owning the easement or right-of-way,
in order to ensure ths.t any suCh encroachments will not unreasonably or
materially interfere with the nse and enjoyment of the easement or
right-of-way. Encroachments of any kind placed in such easement or
right-of-way, without such express written permission shall be removed at
the expense of the person or entity causing or permitting such encroachments, upon the request of the owner of the easement or right-of-way, in the
event that any such ene,roachments unreasonably or materially interfere
with the use and enjo~ent of the easement or right-of-way. Nothing in t}!;</
section shall in any way affect the exercise of the right of eminent domaiI
.the public purposes set forth in section 7-701, Idaho Code. [I.C., § 42-12t. .. ,
as added by 2004, ch. 179, § 3: p. 561.1
CHAPTER 13
LATERAL DITCH WATER USERS' ASSOCIATIONS
provements and maintenance
by irrigation delivery entities.

SBCTION.

42-1810. Lateral ditches -

Repairs, 1m-

42-1301. Ol"ganization - Officers - Rules.
Standing.

'

Idaho law grants to lateral aasociations the
authority to direct the improvement, repair
and maintenance of the lateral and distributing ditches that serve its members, and to do
a!J,Y and all thing8 not in con1lict with otber
law wherein the best interests of'fue associa-

tion will be furthered. & a result, even if a
lateral aasociation itself lacks an ownership
interest in its members' ditch easements, it
has standing to seek iDjunctive relief enabling
it to carry out its statutory responsibilities.
Beach Later&1 Water Users .AE,'IIn v, l!a:rrison,
_ Idaho -, 130 P.3d 1138 (2006).

42.1303. Lateral ditches - Repairs, improvements, and maintenance - Assessment of costs.
Standinc.

Idaho law grants to lateil!l associations the
,authority to direct the improvement, repair
and maintenance of the lateral and distribut.ing ditches that Serve its members, and to do
any and all thinga not in c:onfIict with other
law wherein the best intere&tII of the alIIlOcia-

tion will be fUrthered. & a result, even '" a
'lateral association itself lacks an ownership
i:ntereat in its members' ditch easements, it
has stanc:lins to seek injunctive relief enabling
it to carry out itll statutory responsibilities.
Beach Lateral Water Users AsSn v. Harrison,
-Idaho -, 130 P.3d 1138 (2006).

42-1310. Lateral ditches - Repain, improvements, and maintenance by irrigation delivery entities. - In the .event that a water users'
association of lateral or laterals has not been constituted on a particular
lateral or distributing ditch pursuant to this chapter, any individual water
user taking water from a canal or reservoir to be conveyed to their respective
premises for any distance through such lateral or distributing

RDbertsDn Be Jleitt, p.l.l.t.
ATIORNEYSATLAW
J.I!VAN ROBERTSON

GARY D. SL£TTE
Robin L Moo<o, PLS • Pantlcgll

134 Third Avenue East
P.O. BOX 1906
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83303-1906
TELEPHONE (208) 933-0700
FAX (208) 933-0701 .

GARY D. SLETTE
plette@nidabolaw.com

February 16, 2007
CERTIFIED MAIL

William G. & Judith L. Van Hom
2101 McGraw Ranch Rd
P.O. Box 456
Estes Park, CO 80517-0456
RE:

Padgett Ditch

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Van Hom:
Initially, thank you for the time that you spent discussing this matter on Tuesday with Lynn
Babington, Cliff Jensen, and me. I think the issues became fuirlyobvious and the potential for their
resolution was similarly obvious. You have proposed a relocation of the ditch through your property
to accommodate your "dream" of enhanced fly fishing. Your "dream" will result in an additional
750 feet of serpentine ditch to cany both your water, as well as the water represented by my clients'
water rights. The ditch that was in existence on your property when you purchased it in 2006 had
been in place for many years, and was only approximately 740 feet in length. The additional length
of ditch that you propose for your aesthetic purposes will, in all likelihood, result in increased
temperature and moss in the water that serves my clients' aquaculture facilities.
I tried to explain to you that Idaho Code § 42-1102 validates my clients' easement across
your property at the location of the visible ditch that traverses your property. I have inStructed my
clients to obtain a centerline survey of that portion of the ditch· for future reference. I suggested to
you that if you would acknowledge the existence of that easement in a document to be recorded in
the county records, my clients would not be placed in a situation where they felt like they were
compelled to make a quick decision regarding the need to place a conduit in that location. Yau
alluded to the fact that your construction work to date may result in a servient owner's change in the
location of the ditch, and that if my clients wanted to pipe the ditch, they would have to traverse this
new serpentine route. I believe you suggested to them on Tuesday that piping the additional 750
feet would result in a negligible cost differential. I can't believe that that is your sincere belief, but in
any event, if the buried conduit (a) was workable in that location from a water delivery standpoint;
and (b) cost more than the installation of a conduit at the original easement location, they would
expect you to "agree in writing to be responsible for any increased construction or future
maintenance costs necessitated by said relocation". See Idaho Code § 42-1207. Since you believe
such cost would be negligible, and that piping in that location would have the same efficacy as the
EXHJ~lT
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original easement location, you should have no problem with that.
When our conversation ended, you indicated the potential for acknowledging the existence
of the fonner easement, provided that my clients would have to agree to waive their statutory right
to place a conduit in that ditch pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1207. My clients are not willing to
voluntarily give up a right that the law expressly provides to them in this regard. Since you have
neither an aesthetic nor a storage component to your decreed water right, I fail to understand the
basis for your demand that my clients should voluntarily waive their right to place a conduit in the
. ditch easement To the extent that those issues need to be addressed by the Idaho Department of
Water Resources as a means of resolving this matter, that may be a possibility, although it might be
advantageous to see if we can resolve this matter between the parties. My clients are truly not
interested in a squabble with their neighbor, and the need to resort to a declaratory judgment is far
down their list of preferred methods of solution. A water user has no legal or statutory right to
compel another water user to run his water through a conveyance ditch for the benefit of the
servient estate. If your new system works in a manner that is acceptable to my clients, that would be
a fine outcome. However, their right to pipe the existing ditch is a statutory entitlement at this time,
and they are not prepared to accept your theory that they have the burden of proof to show some
injury or diminution before they are entitled to pipe their present conduit location. I renew their
proposal, i.e., your recordation of an express easement over and across your property at the current
location of the ditch. In the event my clients deem it necessary or desirable in the future, they would
maintain their statutory entitlement to place a pipeline in the ditch for the transport of their
irrigation and fish propagation water rights.
My clients understand that you have a "dream" about how you would like to utilize your
property, but they are not going to sit idly by and forego their own property interests to
accommodate your "dream". I am pleased to hear that you intend to consult an attorney regarding
this issue, and hope that we are able to achieve an amicable resolution. That can be accomplished
by your acknowledgement of the irrigation ditch easement at its present location which consists of
approximately 750 linear feet. If that cannot be accomplished, I fear that resort to the courts for
declaratory relief will be the only way to resolve this issue. Please advise me within ten (10) days of
your receipt of this letter as to your intentions. If you have retained an attorney in this regard, please
ask him or her to contact me.

GDS:rlm
cc:
ClifIJensen (837-6116)
Lynn Babington (837-6322)
rlmlgds\leuor\VllI1 H0m2

lilDbertsDfl &Jlttttt p.LLc.
ATIORNEYS AT LAW
I. EVAN ROBERTSON
GARY D. SLETIll

Robin L. Moo.... PLS • Paralegal

134 Third Avenue East
P.O. BOX 1906
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83303-1906
1ELEPHONE (208) 933-0700
FAX (208) 933-0701

GARY D. SLEITE
gsJette@rsldaholaw,com

March 10, 2008
VIA EMAIL: slc@moffatt.com \,/

Scott L. Campbell
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701·0829
RE:

LynClif Farms v. Van Horn / Zingiber
Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-125

Dear Scott:
Your client, Mr. VanHorn, recently installed some sort of fish screen in the irrigation ditch
where it enters his property on the north side of Justice Grade. On November 3, 2007, that fish
screen plugged up, and caused flooding to occur on neighboring properties, and depleted some of
the water available to my clients' aquaculture operation.
Last week, on March 5, the identical situation occurred again, and caused flooding onto
neighboring property owners' land, as well as my clients' property. Approximately 30% of the flow
was directed away from my clients' aquaculture operation as a result of that situation. Luckily, it
appears that my clients' sturgeon escaped injury as a result of this event. However, it is apparent that
that would not be the case in the event of a total blockage or a prolonged period of blockage. There
really is no reason why my clients need to be placed in a position where they have to monitor and
maintain your client's fish screen in order to prevent flooding to their property, and damage to their
aquaculture facility.

Yours truly,

~

GDS:rIm
cc:
LynClifFarms/

.

. GARYD~J
5'11

riJI1lgdslieuer\CampbeU_Scott.~
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Gary D. Slette

ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198

GOODING COUNTY CLERK
BY:

t/~
DEPUTY

!rhn\LynClif\decl reliet\swnjudlLatt:erwin

6
7

8
9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

10

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

11
12

13
14

15

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. )
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,

16

17

v.

19

Wll.liAM G. VAN HORN, an individual;
and ZINGffiER INVESTMENT, LLC,
a Colorado limited liability company,

20

Defendants.

18

21

22

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2008-125

AFFIDAVIT OF
KIRT I, MARTIN

)

ss:
23

)

24

KlRT L. MARTIN, first being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as follows:

25

1.

I am the only water user on the Padgett Ditch who is downstream ofLynClif.

26

2.

I do not oppose LynClifs piping of the Padgett Ditch as it traverses the

ZingiberN an Hom property.

AFFIDAVIT OF K1RT L MARTlN -1

1

3.

2

DA TED this ~ day of April, 2008.

Further, your Affiant sayeth naught.

~~

3

4

TL.

5
6

TIN

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of April, 2008.

if&/

7

~PUBUC
FOR IDAHO
Residing at:

8
9

/,146 et~'V

Commission Expires:

10

Ii;?

6-sf-. ,;(0 / .:(

11
12

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

13

The undersigned certifies that on the '2- '3 day of April, 2008, he caused a true and

14

correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

15

manner:

16

17

Scott L. Campbell

[ ~/

MOFFATI1HOMAS BARRETT

[ Y'

P.O. Box 829
Bo~,llD 83701-0829

[]
[]
[J

18

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384
Email slc@motfatt com

19
20

21
22
23

24
25

26

AFFIDAVIT OF KIRT L MARTIN - 2

5

QlSTRICT COURTO

rt0001NG CO. IDAH
FILED
1
2

3
4

5

2608 APR 24 PH 4: 32

Gaty D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Telephone: (208) 933-0700
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701
ISB # 3198

GOOOltlG COUIHV CLERK
rO~r~
By:_[::;;;.:..t<-...:..-;:v::n-riTVDEPUTY

Irlm\LynCl.if\dec1 reJief\sumjudtLaff.erwin

6

7

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

8

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
9

10
11
12
13

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. )
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)
Plaintiffs,

14
15

v.

16

WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual;
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC,
a Colorado limited liability company,

17
18

Defendants.

19

20

STATE OF IDAHO

23

AFFIDAVIT OF

FRANKERWJN

)

ss:

21
22

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2008-125

)

FRANK ERWIN, flI'St being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as follows:

1.

24

I am and have been the Watermaster for Water District 36A for the last ten (10)
years.

25

2.

I am 62 years of age, and have lived in the Hagerman Valley all of my life.

26

3.

The approximate location of the Padgett Ditch across the Van Hom property has

not changed appreciably over the last forty to fifty years.

AFFIDAVIT OF FRANK ERWIN -1

1

4.

As Watermaster, it is my belief that there is insufficient water supply in Billingsley

2

Creek to provide for the water right Zingiber Investment, LLC is seeking. The proposed water

3

right sought by Zingiber would be a consumptive water right because the flow could never return

4

to Billingsley Creek.

5

5.

I sent the document attached hereto as Exhibit "A" to the IDWR in response to this

application.
6

DATED this ~ day of April, 2008.

7
8

FRANKERWlN

9

10

SUBSCRIBED ANQ~WORN to before me this ~ day of April, 2008.

11
12
13

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at: N.d6lA"... 0" , II) nUl.
Commission Expires: CO· f· J. OJ ~

14
15
16

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

17
18

The undersigned certifies that on the 2_ 3 day of April, 2008, he caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following

19

manner:
20
21
22

Scott L. Campbell
MOFFATI1HOMAS BARRETI

P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829

23
24

25
26

AFFIDAVIT OF FRANK ERWIN - 2

[ ~
[ '1
[]
[]
[]

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384
Email slc@moffatt com
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FAX FILED

Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
MOFFA IT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
234252
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom
and Zingiber Investment, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. BABINGTON,
husband and wife; and CLIFTON E. JENSEN and
SUZANNE K. JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISMISS

Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. V AN HORi'J, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado limited
liability company;
Defendants.

I. INTRODUCTION

On February 27,2008, Plaintiffs Lynn J. Babington, Kathy L. Babington, Clifton E. Jensen,
Suzanne K. Jensen, and LynClifFarms, LLC (collectively "LynClif') filed a Complaint for
Declaratory Relief ("Complaint") concerning their rights, if any, to pipe a portion of Padgett Ditch,
and requesting that the Court summarily deny Zingiber's Application for Permit No. 36-16494. On
March 21, 2008, Defendants William G. Van Hom and Zingiber Investment, LLC (collectively
"Zingiber") filed both an Answer and a Motion to Dismiss in response. Zingiber's Motion to
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS - 1
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Dismiss seeks the dismissal of LynClifs Complaint on the grounds that the Court lacks subject
matter jurisdiction, that there is already another action pending for the same cause, and for a failure
to join indispensible parties. On April 23, 2008, LynClif filed a Motion for Summary Judgment, and
a combined memorandum ("Combined Memo") both in support of its Motion for Summary
Judgment and in opposition to Zingiber's Motion to Dismiss. LynClifs April 23, 2008 filings also
included the affidavits of Clifton E. Jensen, Lynn J. Babington, Kirt L. Martin, and Frank Erwin.
Zingiber now files this Reply in support of its Motion to Dismiss.

II. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARD
LynClifs filing of its combined memorandum both in support of its Motion for Summary
Judgment and in opposition to Zingiber's Motion to Dismiss improperly blurs the lines between the
differences and purposes of a motion to dismiss under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b) and a
motion for summary judgment under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56. LynClifs blended
argument, and its introduction of extra-pleading information (chiefly through the affidavits of
Jensen, Babington, Martin, and Erwin) makes it virtually impossible to separate out LynClifs
opposition to Zingiber's Motion to Dismiss. Given such, it bears noting that the Court is currently
weighing the merits ofZingiber's Motion to Dismiss, and not LynClifs Motion for Summary
Judgment, which is currently set for hearing on June 10,2008. Consequently, the differing legal
standards should be observed accordingly.
Consideration of a Rule 12(b) motion to dismiss is a narrowly tailored exercise that examines
the four comers of the pleadings themselves. It does not involve the consideration of matters outside
of the pleadings. Thompson v. City of Lewiston, 137 Idaho 473, 476 (2002); Hellickson v. Jenkins
118 Idaho 273, 276 (App. 1990). The only facts which a court may properly consider on a motion to
dismiss are those contained within the complaint, and those that the court may properly judicially
notice. Hellickson, 118 Idaho at 276. In sum, a 12(b) motion looks only to the pleadings to
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detel1l1ine whether a claim for relief has been stated, while a motion for summary judgment looks to
the evidence to see ifthere are any issues of material fact and whether the moving party is entitled to
a judgment as a matter oflaw. Young v. City a/Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104 (2002). Ifmatters
outside the pleadings are presented, and the court fails to exclude them from consideration, then the
pending motion to dismiss must be treated as a motion for summary judgment, and it must be
disposed of in accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56. LR.C.P. 12(b); see also
Thompson, 137 Idaho at 476.

Zingiber's Motion to Dismiss raises three discrete issues on the face of the Complaint:
(1) whether LynClif failed to join indispensible parties; (2) whether the Court lacks, or should refrain
from exercising, subject matter jurisdiction; and (3) whether another action for the same cause is
already pending. Depending upon the answers to these questions, either one or both of the Counts
contained within LynClifs Complaint may be subject to dismissal. If the court chooses to entertain
the extra-pleading materials filed and argued by LynChf, then it must convert this proceeding to a
Rule 56 summary judgment proceeding. If the Court does convert this proceeding, then Zingiber
reserves its rights to: (1) fully brief (and support through affidavit) the arguments contained in its
Motion to Dismiss, and (2) to oppose those raised in LynClifs Motion for Summary Judgment
(again through full briefing and affidavit support). Zingiber does not concede the arguments raised
in LynClifs Motion for Summary Judgment, nor the evidence presented by the various affidavits on
file.

III.

COUNT I AND THE FAILURE TO JOIN INDISPENSIBLE PARTIES

The parties agree that Count I of LynClifs Complaint hinges upon the interpretation and the
application ofIdaho Code Section 42-1207 in order to detel1l1ine LynClifs rights, if any, to pipe a
portion of Padgett Ditch, and whether LynClif is pel1l1itted to prescribe the ultimate location of the
ditch (or pipe) on the Zingiber property. The parties also agree that Idaho Code Section 42-1207
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS - 3
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outlines the rights and obligations as between ditch owners and landowners with respect to the
relocation and/or piping of an open ditch. What LynClif fails to recognize, however, is that it is not
the sole owner of Padgett Ditch and, that even if it was, it still does not get to unilaterally decide the
ultimate location ofthe ditch (or pipe) on the Zingiber property. LynClif also fails to recognize
Zingiber's dual role as both an owner of Padgett Ditch (just like LynClif) and as the affected
landowner.
Idaho Code Section 42-1207 permits "landowners" (in this case Zingiber) to relocate,
reconfigure, or pipe a ditch across their property provided that the alteration ofthe ditch is:
(1) performed at the landowner's expense; (2) provided that the alteration does not impede the flow
of the water therein, or otherwise injure persons interested in the ditch; and (3) provided that the
landowner bears any increased ditch maintenance costs occasioned by the ditch alteration.
Conversely, the statute permits "ditch owners" (in this case both LynClif and Zingiber, among
others) to pipe their ditches across the property of others within the easement or right-of-way
underlying the existing open ditch. In continuing, the statute expressly prohibits ditch owners from
relocating their ditch, or replacement pipe, outside ofthe existing open ditch easement or right-ofway without first receiving the permission of the landowner. If the ditch owner does decide to
exercise its rights to pipe its open ditch, the underlying landowner still maintains the ultimate right to
direct the location of the pipe across his property, provided that the landowner agrees to be
responsible for any increased construction or maintenance costs.
As applied to the facts of this matter, Zingiber (both as ditch owner and as the underlying
landowner) reconfigured and relocated that portion of Padgett Ditch traversing its property as was its
right as a landowner to do. It did so at its sole expense, and it did so without any contemporaneous
protest from LynClif, or from any other Padgett Ditch water users. Zingiber reconfigured and
relocated the open ditch to better serve its aesthetic and wildlife interests and, more importantly, it
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS - 4
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did so to better facilitate its irrigation practices on the property. LynClifwould like to pipe the
portion of Padgett Ditch traversing the Zingiber property, and to relocate the pipe to a site that
existed prior to Zingiber ownership. However, LynClif does not posses the right to do so under
Idaho Code Section 42-1207 for three reasons. First, LynClifis not the sole owner of the ditch. The
permission of all of the owners of Padgett Ditch (including that of Zingiber) is necessary before the
ditch can be piped and/or relocated. Second, LynClifs proposed piping and relocation of the ditch
will injure Zingiber's irrigation practices-a result that is expressly forbidden by the statute's
admonition that the relocation or reconfiguration of a ditch cannot "impede the flow of water or
otherwise injure any person" using or interested in the ditch. Third, even if LynClifwas the sole
owner of Padgett Ditch-which it is not-Idaho Code Section 42-1207 still provides Zingiber with
the final say over the ultimate location of any replacement pipe sited on its property.
LynClifs proposed ditch piping and relocation requires the permission of the ditch owner
and, in this case, the owners of Padgett Ditch. For purposes of this Motion to Dismiss, the Court
need only decide whether LynClifis the sole owner of Padgett Ditch. Ifit is not (and it is not),
LynClifhas failed to join indispensible parties in this matter-parties whose legal rights and
interests in the configuration, operation, and maintenance of Padgett Ditch will be affected if the
relief LynClif seeks is granted. Moreover, even if the Court does determine that LynClifis the sole
owner of Padgett Ditch, the ultimate location of the piped ditch across the Zingiber property is still
left to the direction of Zingiber, as the landowner, and not LynClif. Because LynClifhas failed to
join all ofthe co-owner water users of Padgett Ditch, Count I of its Complaint should be dismissed.

IV.

COUNT II AND THE EXERCISE OF SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION

LynClifs Combined Memo makes the conclusory assertions that "nothing in the law"
requires LynClifto go through administrative proceedings before the Idaho Department of Water
Resources ("IDWR") in relation to its objections to Zingiber's Application for Permit No. 36-16494.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS - 5
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Combined Memo at 6. LynClif argues that it is seeking the interpretation, confirmation, and
application of Article XV, Section 3, of the Idaho Constitution, and that interpretations of the Idaho
Constitut~on

or of Idaho Code are not "relegated" to the administrative process. Id. The Idaho

Supreme Court holds otherwise.
A.

The Department Of Water Resource's Exclusive Jurisdiction And The
Administrative Process

The Idaho legislature has ordained that IDWR possesses virtually exclusive jurisdiction over
the administration of water resources within the state ofIdaho. This is because the appropriation of
water confers only the right to beneficially use that which has been appropriated. Ultimate
ownership and control of the resource remains with the state. See, e.g, IDAHO CODE § 42-101;

Walbridge v. Robinson, 22 Idaho 236, 241-42 (1912). In sum, the verb "appropriate" means to
acquire a right to use "public water." Boise Irrigation & Land Co. v. Stewart, 10 Idaho 38,49-50
(1904) (appropriation of water under Idaho law does not give the appropriator the ownership of the
corpus ofthe water itself, but only a right to the use ofthe water).
The precipitating event giving rise to Count II of LynClif's Complaint was Zingiber's filing
of its Application for Permit. Idaho Code Section 42-201 clearly and explicitly confers exclusive
jurisdiction over such matters to IDWR by providing that "all rights to use and divert the waters of
this state for beneficial purposes shall hereafter be acquired and confirmed under the provisions of
[Idaho Code Title 42, Chapter 2J and not otherwise." Id. (emphasis added). The phrase "and not
otherwise" means not otherwise. The Legislature has empowered ID WR to create the mechanisms
necessary to administer the water resources of the state from the inception of an appropriation to the
further management, and in some cases curtailment, of duly existing rights. LynClif must first avail
itself of those statutory mechanisms before it can invoke the jurisdiction of this Court. LynClif's
assertion that it is somehow repugnant to have its constitutional interpretation requests "relegated" to
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an administrative proceeding is erroneous. The Idaho Supreme Court has upheld the exhaustion
doctrine time and again, even in the face of constitutional challenges.
Although district courts have the jurisdiction to decide constitutional issues, the exhaustion
of available administrative remedies is still generally required before a court will exercise its
jurisdiction. See, e.g., American Falls Reservoir v. Department of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862,
869 (2007), Park v. Banbury, 143 Idaho 576, 578-79 (2006), and Owsley v. Idaho Industrial

Comm 'n, 141 Idaho 129, 134 (2005). Pointedly stated, pursuit of statutory administrative remedies
is a condition precedent to judicial review. Park, 143 Idaho at 578, citing, Fairway Dev. Co. v.

Bannock County, 119 Idaho 121, 124 (1990). Thus, while the Court may have jurisdiction over
Count II of LynClif' s Complaint, applicable precedent instructs the Court that it should refrain from
exercising that jurisdiction in deference to the administrative process specifically created to address
such matters. Moreover, there are important policy considerations underlying the requirement that
available administrative remedies first be exhausted, including the opportunity to mitigate or cure
errors without judicial intervention, deferring to the administrative processes established by the
Legislature and the administrative body, and upholding the sense of comity for the quasi-judicial
functions of the administrative body. White v. Bannock County Comm'rs, 139 Idaho 396, 401-02
(2003).
There are exceptions to the general rule that available administrative remedies must be
exhausted before the jurisdiction of the court is invoked (such as a showing of bias or prejudgment
of a decision-maker, or matters involving the facial constitutionality of a rule or a statute, or when
justice so requires). However, LynClif fails to indentify any exceptions to the general rule, let alone
that an exception applies in this matter. Given such, this Court should refrain from exercising its
jurisdiction unless and until LynClif exhausts the administrative remedies available to it regarding its
concerns over Zingiber's Application for Permit.
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS - 7
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It also bears repeating that LynClif, itself, recognized that the proper procedure for resolving

any concerns raised by the Zingiber Application for Permit was to file its protest with IDWR in
accordance with Idaho Code Sections 42-203A and 42-221. This recognition is demonstrated by the
fact that LynCliffiled two protest letters with IDWR on September 26,2007 and October 23,2007,
respectively. It was only after LynClif did not get the result it desired from IDWR (summary
rejection of the Zingiber Permit), that it then turned its attention to the Court in an effort to achieve
the same. LynClifs attempt to circumvent the administrative process equates to forum shopping,
and deserves to be treated as such.

B.

Another Action Pending

LynClif openly concedes that another action regarding the matters contained within Count II
of its Complaint was already pending before IDWR prior to the filing of its Complaint. Combined
Memo at 6. Thus, Zingiber need not supplement this argument further here. Not only are
the actions and the parties are virtually identical, but, as discussed in IV.A. above, IDWR is the
proper forum for resolving the matters contained within Count II of LynClif s Complaint.

C.

The Declaratory Judgment Act And The Need For An Actual Controversy

Another issue that needs be addressed is LynClifs assertion that the constitutional issues and
statutory interpretation issues raised in Count II of its Complaint "are capable of being interpreted
only through a judicial determination pursuant to Idaho Code Section 10-1202." Combined Memo
at 6. This assertion is simply not true for a couple of reasons. First, the courts have long recognized
and have long paid deference to the expertise and the quasi-judicial functions of administrative
agencies. IDWR is the agency empowered and entrusted with administering and enforcing the tenets
ofIdaho water law. The agency is not only capable of interpreting and applying the nuances of the
Idaho Constitution and Idaho Code as it relates to water resource matters, but it is specifically
charged with doing so.
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Second, the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act requires that there be an actual controversy to
resolve in order to invoke the court's jurisdiction. Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516
(1984). In this matter, LynClif is seeking a merely advisory opinion interpreting Article XV, Section
3 of the Idaho Constitution fearing what IDWR might do in regards to Zingiber's Application for
Permit. The Application for Permit, in and of itself, causes no harm to LynClif s legal interests.
Currently, there is no justiciable controversy contained within Count II of LynCLifs Complaintand there will not be unless and until IDWR issues a decision arguably adverse to, or at least
implicating, LynClifs rights. Count II of LynClifs Complaint is premature, in addition to being
pursued in the wrong forum. No one is entitled to judicial relief for a supposed or threatened injury
until the prescribed administrative remedies have been exhausted; and actions for declaratory
judgment are not intended as a substitute for a statutory procedure. Regan v. Kootenai County, 140
Idaho 721, 724-25 (2004).

V.

LYNCLIF'S ATTORNEY FEES REQUEST

LynClif contends that it is entitled to its reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 54 and Idaho Code Section 12-121 because Zingiber's pursuit and defense
ofthis action "is clearly frivolous, unreasonable, and is without foundation." Combined Memo at 7.
Zingiber is not responsible for LynClifs overly simplistic characterizations and interpretations of
Idaho Code Section 42-1207. The fact is, LynClifis not the sole owner of Padgett Ditch and, even if
it was, it does not get to unilaterally determine where the ditch is to be located over the Zingiber

property regardless of whether the ditch gets piped. Moreover, LynClifs desired reconfiguration
and relocation of the ditch to a site predating Zingiber's ownership of the underlying ground cannot
be accommodated because the proposed reconfiguration (piping) and relocation will injure
Zingiber's (a ditch owner) interests in, and uses of, the ditch by thwarting the efficient irrigation
practices that gave rise to Zingiber's relocation of the ditch in the first place.
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Furthennore, Zingiber is not the party forum shopping and seeking to circumvent the
legislatively enacted administrative process in this matter. Regardless of LynClifs misreading or,
worse yet, mischaracterization of the Zingiber Application for Pennit (which clearly identifies
Billingsly Creek and not Padgett Ditch as the source of the proposed appropriation), it is for IDWR
to detennine whether there is water available for appropriation either from Billingsly Creek or from
Padgett Ditch. Such is not the province of LynClif, nor that ofWatennaster Frank Erwin.

VI.

CONCLUSION

Zingiber respectfully requests that the Court grant its Motion to Dismiss in its entirety due to
LynClif s failure to join indispensable parties, its failure to exhaust available administrative
remedies, and because there is currently another action pending for the same cause before IDWR.
Zingiber additionally requests that the Court stay the proceedings on LynClifs Motion for
Summary Judgment: (1) pending its decision of this Motion to Dismiss (which could moot LynClifs
summary judgment proceedings); and (2) ifthis Motion to Dismiss is converted to a Rule 56 Motion
'for Summary Judgment, Zingiber is entitled re-briefthis motion as such, in addition to providing
supporting affidavits, before the merits of LynClifs Motion for Summary Judgment are considered.
DATED this

I~+h

day of May, 2008.
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED

By

~~

An
J. Waldera- Of the FInn
Attorneys for Defendants William G.
VanHorn and Zingiber Investment, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \(0& day of May, 2008, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS to be
served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE,

PLLC

P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

~Facsimile
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Date: 5120/2008

Fifth JUdicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 03:33 PM

Minutes Report

Page 1 of 3

User: CYNTHIA

Case: CV-2008-0000125
Lynn J Babington, eta/. vs. William G. Van Horn, eta/.
Selected Items

Hearing type:

Motion to Dismiss

Minutes date:

05/20/2008

Assigned judge:

Barry Wood

Start time:

11:03 AM
12:00 PM

Court reporter:

Linda Ledbetter

End time:

Minutes clerk:

C. R. Eagle-Ervin

Audio tape number: DC 08-05

Prosecutor:

[none]

Tape Counter: 1103

The Court calfs the case at the time noted.
Identifies counsel and parties for the record.
Mr. Gary Slette for the Plaintiffs Babington, etal who are also pesent personally.
Mr. Waldera for the Defendants VanHorn, not present personally.

Tape Counter: 1104

Tape Counter: 111758
Tape Counter: 1121

Matter before the Court: Motion to Dismiss
Motion for Summary Judgment is pending and scheduled for June 10th. Parties are ready
to proceed on Motion to Dismiss.
The Court asks for further clarification as to depiction of the property and ditch in question.
Mr. Slette makes a diagram drawing of the nature of the picture. Refers to Exhibit "C"
attached to Complaint.
Mr. Slette comments further as to the various rights afforded the VanHorn property.
Subject to partial decree in the SRBA - no storage component to that water right.
Mr. Waldera addresses the conveyance loss issue the Court raised.
Argues his motion to dismiss under Rule 12b of Counts 1 and 2 of Lyncliff Complaint of
Declaratory Relief.
Notes the Summary Judgment motion filed by LynCliff and the different standards for the
Court to consider. However recognizes the Court can convert to Rule 56 Summary
Judgment. Notes as such VanHorn has not submitted affidavits if the Court chases to do
so.
Discusses the rights of the other owners of the Padget Ditch, recites the owners into the
record - as indispensible parties.
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Fifth judicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 03:33 PM

Minutes Report

Page 2 of 3

User: CYNTHIA

Case: CV-2008-0000125
Lynn J Babington, eta/. vs. William G. Van Horn, eta/.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 1125

Tape Counter: 113945
Tape Counter: 1144

Regarding Count" - Mr. Waldera argues further.
Premature and not ripe for judicial review - based upon application only, not action by
IDWR and has failed to exhaust the remedies available within the agency as to contested
case proceedings. Cites statutes for judicial review.
Additionally - another action is currently pending before the IDWR by Lyncliff for the same
relief, therefore this case should be dismissed.
The Court inquires in clarification.
Mr. Waldera responds.
Mr. Slette argues.
Cites Rule 12(b)(6); Bach vs Miller 144 Idaho 142; Whitney vs Randall 58 Idaho 49 as to
requirement of adverse parties.
Argues subject matter jurisdiction is apparent on it's face when defendant's filed their
answer.
Cites I.R.C.P. 2 and 3a define an action - argues the issue of multiple actions.
Failure to join indispensible parties should not warrant dismissal of action, perhaps the
joining of the parties. Notes Martin Affidavit contained in the file. Suggests the matter be
heard on summary judgment on June 10th.
Cites Thompson vs City of Lewiston case cited by VanHorn.
Asks the Court to dismiss the motion filed by Van Horn and allow the case to move
forward.

Tape Counter: 115350

Tape Counter: 1159

Tape Counter: 1200

Mr. Waldera responds.
The Court inquires as to reasons to NOT CONVERT to Summary Judgment. Mr. Waldera
responds.
Mr. Slette argues the treatment of the motion as a summary judgment motion is
appropriate. They have no objection to a full and fair hearing.
The Court will take a further look at the rules and issue an opinion in due course.
Mr. Waldera inquires in clarification.
Asks the Court to stay pending proceedings pending the Court's decision at this hearing.
Asking for relief.
Further colloquy between the Court and parties.
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County

Time: 03:33 PM

Minutes Report

Page 3 of 3

User: CYNTHIA

Case: CV-2008-0000125
Lynn J Babington, etal. vs. William G. Van Horn, etal.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 1202

Mr. Slette responds.
Mr. Waldera responds.
No objection to the request for stay in the filing of the briefing.
The Court asks the Bailiff to print the diagram board, marked as exhibit and copies given
to the parties.

Tape Counter: 1205

Mr. Slette notes there is some matter of funding for the tiling of the Ditch - advises the
Court of the need for expediency.
Plaintiff's Exhibit #1 admitted for the record, illustration purposes only.
End Minute Entry.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
)
)
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and CLIFTON )
E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. JENSEN, husband )
and wife, collectively doing business as LYNCLIF )
FARMS, LLC, and Idaho limited liability company,)
)
The Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
)
WILLIAM G. V AN HORN, an individual;
)
and ZINGEIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado)
limited liability company,
)
)
The Defendants.
)
)

Case No. CV-2008-0000125

ORDER CONVERTING MOTION TO DISMISS TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

I.

ORIENTATION
Counsel:

Gary D. Slette of Robertson & Slette, PLLC, for the Plaintiffs.

ORDER CONVERTING MOTION TO DISMISS TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY mDGMENT. - 1

Andrew J. Waldera of Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered, for
the Defendants.
Court:

Barry Wood, District Judge, presiding.

Order:

The 12(b) Motion to Dismiss shall be treated as a Rule 56 Motion for Summary
Judgment.

II.

ORDER
On May 20,2008, this Court heard arguments concerning the defendant's Motion to
Dismiss. However, before the Court at that time were affidavits and briefing that included
matters outside the pleadings. When matters outside the pleadings are submitted on a Rule 12
Motion to Dismiss, and the Court does not exclude them, the motion should be treated as one for
summary judgment. I.R.C.P. 12(b); Masi v. Seale, 106 Idaho 561, 562 (1984).
In this case, this Court has read the briefing and affidavits submitted by the plaintiffs, and
determined that it would be inappropriate, ifnot impossible, to decide the defendant's Motion to
Dismiss without considering the matters outside the pleadings.
For this reason, the Motion to Dismiss will be treated as a Rule 56 Motion for Summary
Judgment, and the defendant will be given a reasonable opportunity to present all material made
pertinent to such a motion.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

~i::d. ~~¥
Barry Wood, District Judge

ORDER CONVERTING MOTION TO DISMISS TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. - 2
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NOTICE OF ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Certificate of Service Rule 77(d)
I, Cynthia Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of Gooding County do hereby certify that on the
~
_ _ day of May 2008, I filed the above document, and further on th~ day of May 2008,
I caused to be delivered a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument to the
parties listed below:
"") m

Counsel:

Andrew J. Waldera
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10 th Floor
PO Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Gary D. Slette
Robertson & Slette, PLLC
PO Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303

?n~ c2t1. ~d

DATED
CLERK OFTHEISTRICT COURT

B~---

NOTICE OF ORDER

DISTRICT COURT
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FILED'
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
23425.2
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
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COME NOW Defendants William G. Van Horn and Zingiber Investment, LLC
(collectively "Zingiber"), by and through undersigned counsel of record, and hereby file this
Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
I.
BACKGROUND AND FACTS

In June 2006, Zingiber purchased property located at 17927 Highway 30 (the
"Zingiber Property") in Gooding County, Idaho. Affidavit of William G. Van Horn at ,-r 3
("Van Horn Aff."); see also Exhibit 2 attached thereto. The Zingiber Property is traversed by a
manmade, open irrigation ditch known as Padgett Ditch. Id. at ,-r 4. Since 1881, Padgett Ditch
has diverted water from Billingsly Creek and delivered it to water users along the ditch. Id.
Since its construction, Padgett Ditch has always traversed portions of the Zingiber
Property. However, historically, the configuration and location of the portion of the ditch
traversing the Zingiber Property has varied to suit the irrigation needs and patterns on the
Zingiber Property. This is evident by the remnants of prior irrigation structures that are littered
across the Zingiber Property. !d. at,-r 5. While the configuration and location of Padgett Ditch
on the Zingiber Property has changed over time, the location of where the ditch both enters and
leaves the Zingiber Property has remained constant. Id. For example, the current location of the
ditch on the Zingiber Property uses a preexisting diversion structure that predates Zingiber's
purchase ofthe Property. Id. The ditch historically had, and continues to have, sufficient
right-of-way across the Zingiber Property regardless of its configuration pursuant to Idaho Code
Sections 42-1102 and 42-1207. Id.; see also Exhibit 3 attached thereto.
Zingiber is one of the last water users on Padgett Ditch. Zingiber owns Water
Right No. 36-1 0283B. !d. at,-r 6; see also Exhibit 4 attached thereto. The water right has both an
irrigation component (0.3 CFS) and a stockwater component (0.02 CFS). Id.
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Downstream of the Zingiber Property, Padgett Ditch delivers water to LynClif
Farms, LLC ("LynClif') and to Kirt L. Martin before spilling any remaining return and waste
water into the Snake River. Id. at ~ 7. LynClifs property is adjacent to that of Zingiber. !d.
Like the Zingiber Property, Padgett Ditch flows through both the LynClif and Martin properties
before spilling into the Snake River. Id.
LynClifuses water from Padgett Ditch for both irrigation and aquaculture (fish
rearing) purposes. LynClifs irrigation water right dates to June 6, 1881, the same priority date
afforded all other Padgett Ditch irrigation-based water rights. !d. at ~ 8; see also Exhibit 5
attached thereto. LynClifs aquaculture water right has a priority date of October 24, 1979. Id.
LynClifs combined irrigation and aquaculture rights represent approximately 97% ofthe flow of
Padgett Ditch. Id.
All told, there are eight (8) water users who transport and divert water from and,
therefore, have an ownership interest in Padgett Ditch. !d. at ~ 9; see also Exhibit 6 attached
thereto. To Zingiber's knowledge, those Padgett Ditch water user co-owners include Ken
Stutzman, Richard Uppiano, Paradise Pointe, LLC, Billee Reed, Terry Woodhead, Kirt Martin,
Zingiber, and LynClif. Id.
Recently, a dispute arose between Zingiber and LynClif regarding the location of
the Padgett Ditch on the Zingiber Property. Zingiber re-routed a portion of Padgett Ditch
traversing its Property in order to better serve changing irrigation patterns, and also to better
serve aesthetic and wildlife habitat interests. Id. at ~ 10; see also Exhibit 3 attached thereto.
Zingiber performed these activities at its sole cost and expense. Id.
Zingiber commenced its ditch relocation activities in July 2006. Id. at ~ 11.
Water was then diverted through the new (and current) channel in October 2006. Id. LynClif
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did not voice any disagreement with Zingiber's ditch reconfiguration or relocation activities until
January 16, 2007. Id.; see also Exhibit 7 attached thereto. From that point forward, various
conversations were held between the parties regarding Zingiber's ditch relocation activities.
While the parties were unable to reach a satisfactory resolution of their disagreement during an
early February 2007 meeting hosted by counsel for LynClif, Zingiber did reach an agreement
with LynCLif at a later date. Id. During a meeting called by LynClif at the Snake River Grill in
Hagerman, Idaho, LynClif agreed to Zingiber's relocation of Padgett ditch across the Zingiber
Property in return for Zingiber's promise to be responsible for any damages that might be caused
by the ditch relocation. Id. While the agreement was verbal, and confirmed by a handshake, it is
further evidenced by the May 29,2007 Idaho Department of Water Resources "Comment
Report" wherein Frank Erwin (Watermaster of Water District 36-A) informed Department
personnel that "the downstream fish people [LynClif] made an agreement with the applicant
[Zingiber] protecting them from possible damages ... " Id.; see also Exhibit 8 attached thereto.
Subsequent to the agreement, Zingiber purchased $1,400.00 worth offish from LynCLiffor
stocking on the Zingiber Property. Id.
Zingiber's ditch relocation activities have not adversely impacted either Padgett
Ditch flows (quantity of water delivered to LynClif) or water quality. Id. at ~ 12. In fact,
Zingiber's ditch relocation and maintenance activities have likely improved the quality of water
delivered to LynClifby increasing measured dissolved oxygen content by the addition of gravity
flow driven riffles. Id. Sediment has been reduced by directing the entire flow of the ditch
through the Zingiber pond. Id. Debris has been reduced by the addition of debris grates at the
entry and exit of the Zingiber property. !d. Moreover, Zingiber's ditch relocation activities did
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not impact, reconfigure, or otherwise relocate the point at which the Padgett Ditch leaves the
Zingiber Property and subsequently enters the neighboring LynClifproperty. Id.
Because of its disagreement with Zingiber due to the relocation of the Padgett
Ditch over and across the Zingiber Property, LynClifis proposing to place its Padgett Ditch
water (roughly 97% of the ditch flow) in a pipe for delivery to the LynClifproperty. Id. at ~ 13.
The ultimate location of LynClif's proposed piping of Padgett Ditch remains unsettled. At one
time, LynClifproposed piping Padgett Ditch across the Zingiber Property in the location of the
ditch as it existed when Zingiber first acquired the Property. Id. Another option that LynClif is
considering seeks to avoid the Zingiber Property altogether by pursuing placement of the pipe in
the public right-of-way for Justice Grade. Id. In pursuing the Justice Grade right-of-way pipe
placement plan, LynCliffiled a Utility Application and Permit to Use Right-of-Way on
September 25,2007, with the Hagerman Highway District. Id.; see also Exhibit 9 attached
thereto. The District approved LynClif's application on September 27,2007, thereby permitting
LynClifto construct a private water conveyance facility within the public right-of-way for
Justice Grade. Id. Hagerman Highway District's grant of that permit is currently the subject of
pending litigation in this same Court as Case No. CV-2008-0057. Id.
While LynClif appears unsettled as to the ultimate location in which it would like
to pipe the portion of Padgett Ditch that traverses the Zingiber Property, any piping of the ditch
either across or around the Zingiber Property will prove injurious to the irrigation and stockwater
interests and practices of Zingiber. Id. at ~ 14. Zingiber relocated Padgett Ditch across its
property in part to foster wildlife and aesthetic interests, but, more importantly, to foster more
efficient, gravity-driven irrigation on the Zingiber Property. Id. Padgett Ditch's current
configuration and location on the Zingiber property allows Zingiber to irrigate the property
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without the use of any electricity. Id. This was a key consideration when Zingiber planned and
designed the ditch reconfiguration it completed. Id. Additionally, the relocation and
reconfiguration of the open ditch is designed to facilitate stock watering on the Zingiber Property
as the irrigation reestablishes the pasture grasses. Id. LynClif's proposed piping of Padgett
Ditch regardless of the location will utterly obliterate Zingiber's wildlife and aesthetic interests,
and will hann its present and future irrigation and stockwater practices. Id.
In addition to its disagreement with Zingiber's ditch relocation and
reconfiguration activities, LynClif also objects to Zingiber's Application for Pennit
No. 36-16494. Zingiber filed the Application for Pennit on March 5, 2007. Id. at,-r 15; see also
Exhibit 10 attached thereto. Zingiber's Application for Pennit seeks to appropriate 10 CFS from
Billingsly Creek for non-consumptive recreation, aesthetic, and wildlife habitat purposes. Id.
LynCliffiled fonnal protests with the Idaho Department of Water Resources
("IDWR") on September 20, 2007, and again on October 23, 2007. Id. at,-r 16; see also
Exhibit 11 attached thereto. Included in its protests, LynClif requested that IDWR summarily
reject the Zingiber Application for Pennit based on the premise that waters flowing through
Padgett Ditch are not susceptible to subsequent appropriation by others. Id. IDWR declined to
reject the Application, instructing LynClifthat it should file a motion for summary judgment
with IDWR in accordance with IDWR's contested case procedures. Id.; see also Exhibit 12
attached thereto.
In response to LynClif's protests, counsel for Zingiber filed a Notice of
Appearance before IDWR on December 12,2007. Id at,-r 17; see also Exhibit 13 attached
thereto. Counsel for Zingiber then requested the setting of a scheduling conference in
accordance with IDWR's contested case procedures. Id.; see also Exhibit 14 attached thereto.
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That initial scheduling conference is now scheduled for June 23, 2008. Id.; see also Exhibit 15
attached thereto.
In sum, LynClif has filed a two count Complaint for Declaratory relief seeking
(1) a determination of the parties' respective rights under Idaho Code Section 42-1207 (namely
LynClif's rights to pipe the portion of Padgett Ditch traversing the Zingiber Property, and
LynClif's ability to decide the ultimate location of that pipe), and (2) a declaration that the
waters flowing through Padgett Ditch are not susceptible to subsequent appropriation by others
(namely Zingiber).
II.

ARGUMENT
A.

Summary Judgment Standard
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56 provides that summary judgment is proper if the

pleadings, depositions, admissions on file, and affidavits show there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. Generally, the
facts should be construed in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party. Brown v. Caldwell
Sch. Dist., 127 Idaho 112, 115,898 P.2d 43,46 (1995).
InBadellv. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102,765 P.2d 126,127 (1988), the Idaho

Supreme Court adopted the summary judgment standard announced by the United States
Supreme Court in Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317,322 (1986). Thus, under Idaho law, "[t]he
moving party is entitled to judgment when the nonmoving party fails to make a showing
sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case on which that
party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Badelt, 115 Idaho at 102,765 P.2d at 127. As the
court stated in Jarman v. Hale, 122 Idaho 952,842 P.2d 288 (Ct. App. 1992):
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A party opposing a motion for summary judgment has the burden
of presenting sufficient evidence to establish a triable issue which
arises from the facts, and a genuine issue of fact is not created by a
mere scintilla of evidence. .. Summary judgment is proper if the
evidence before the court on the motion would warrant a directed
verdict if the case were to go [to] trial. Id. Further, a nonmoving
party's failure to make a showing sufficient to establish the
existence of an element essential to that party's case, on which
that party will bear the burden ofproof at trial, requires the entry
of summary judgment. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, supra; see also
LR.C.P.56(c). "In such a situation, there can be no 'genuine issue
as to any material fact,' since a complete failure of proof
concerning an essential element of the nonmoving party's case
necessarily renders all other facts immaterial." Celotex Corp. v.
Catrett, 477 U.S. at 322-23, 106 S.Ct. at 2552.
Jarman, 122 Idaho at 955-56, 842 P.2d at 291-92 (citation omitted; emphasis added), overruled
on other grounds by Puckett v. Verska, 144 Idaho 161, 158 P.3d 937 (2007). See also, Nelson v.
Anderson Lumber Co., 140 Idaho 702, 707, 99 P.3d 1092, 1097 (Ct. App. 2004). ("The language

and reasoning of Celotex ha[ ve] been adopted in Idaho. "); Nelson v. City of Rupert, 128 Idaho
199, 202, 911 P.2d 1111, 1114 (1996); Olsen v. J A. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706, 720-21,
791 P.2d 1285, 1299-1300 (1990); Garzee v. Barkley, 121 Idaho 771, 774, 828 P.2d 334,337
(Ct. App. 1992).
A motion for summary judgment should not be regarded with disfavor as the
United States Supreme Court stated in Celotex:
[sJummary judgment procedure is properly regarded not as a
disfavored procedural shortcut, but rather as an integral part of
the Federal Rules as a whole, which are designed "to secure the
just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action. "
Celotex, 477 U.S. at 317 (citation omitted; emphasis added).

In opposing a motion for summary judgment, "'a mere scintilla of evidence or
slight doubt as to facts' is not sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of summary
judgment." See Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 996 P.2d 303,
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307 (2000), citing Harpole v. State, 131 Idaho 437, 439, 958 P.2d 594, 596 (1998). The
nonmoving party "must respond to the summary judgment motion with specific facts showing
there is a genuine issue for trial." Id., citing Tuttle v. Sudenga Indus., Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 150,
868 P.2d 473, 478 (1994).
Finally, where, as in the case at bar, the Court will be the trier of fact regarding
LynClif's claims for declaratory relief, the Court need not draw any inferences in favor of the
nonmoving party. See Riverside Dev. Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 650 P.2d 657 (1982). As
the Idaho Supreme Court held in Ritchie, where the "evidentiary facts are not disputed and the
trial court 'rather than a jury will be the trier of fact, summary judgment is appropriate, despite
the possibility of conflicting inferences because the court alone will be responsible for resolving
the conflict between those inferences." Id., 103 Idaho at 519, 650 P.2d at 661. See also,

Blackmon v. Zufelt, 108 Idaho 469, 470, 700 P.2d 91, 92 (Ct. App. 1985) (when the judge will be
the trier of fact, he or she is free to arrive at the most probable inferences to be drawn from
uncontroverted evidentiary facts).

B.

Count One Of LynClif's Complaint For Declaratory Relief
1.

Idaho Code Section 42-1207 And Zingiber's Dual Role As Landowner
And Ditch Owner

The parties agree that Count One of LynClif's Complaint hinges upon the
interpretation and the application of Idaho Code Section 42-1207 in order to determine LynClif' s
rights, if any, to pipe a portion of Padgett Ditch, and whether LynClif is permitted to prescribe
the ultimate location of the ditch (or pipe) on the Zingiber property. The parties also agree that
Idaho Code Section 42-1207 outlines the rights and obligations as between ditch owners and
landowners with respect to the relocation and/or piping of an open ditch. What LynClif fails to
recognize, however, is that it is not the sole owner of Padgett Ditch and, that even ifit was, it still
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does not get to unilaterally decide the ultimate location of the ditch (or pipe) on the Zingiber
property. LynClifalso fails to recognize Zingiber's dual role as both an owner of Padgett Ditch
(just like LynCli£) and as the affected landowner.
Idaho Code Section 42-1207 permits "landowners" (in this case Zingiber) to
relocate, reconfigure, or pipe a ditch across their property provided that the alteration of the ditch
is: (1) performed at the landowner's expense; (2) provided that the alteration does not impede the
flow of the water therein, or otherwise injure persons interested in the ditch; and (3) provided
that the landowner bears any increased ditch maintenance costs occasioned by the ditch
alteration. Conversely, the statute permits "ditch owners" (in this case both LynClif and
Zingiber, among others) to pipe their ditches across the property of others within the easement or
right-of-way underlying the existing open ditch. Also, the statute expressly prohibits ditch
owners from relocating their ditch, or replacement pipe, outside of the existing open ditch
easement or right-of-way without first receiving the permission of the landowner. lfthe ditch
owner decides to exercise its rights to pipe its open ditch, the underlying landowner still
maintains the ultimate right to direct the location of the pipe across his property, provided that
the landowner agrees to be responsible for any increased construction or maintenance costs
occasioned by the exercise of that right.
As applied to the facts of this matter, Zingiber (both as ditch owner and as the
underlying landowner) reconfigured and relocated that portion of Padgett Ditch traversing its
property as was its right as a landowner to do. It did so at its sole expense, and it did so without
any contemporaneous protest from LynClif, or from any other Padgett Ditch water users. Van
Horn Aff. at ~~ 10-11. Moreover, LynClif consented to the new location of the ditch in response

to Zingiber's express willingness and agreement to be responsible for any damages that the ditch
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relocation might cause. Id. at,-r 11. Last, and as Idaho Code Section 42-1207 expressly provides,
even if the Court ultimately determines that LynClif is entitled to pipe Padgett Ditch across the
Zingiber Property (the property of another), the ultimate location of the piped ditch across the
Zingiber property is still, as a matter of law, left to the final direction of Zingiber, as the
landowner.
2.

LynClif's Amorphous Damages Allegations l

Despite numerous requests by Zingiber for LynClifto provide any evidence of
any damages or injury caused by Zingiber's ditch relocation, LynClifhas responded only with
supposition and speculation, but no concrete facts. For example, counsel for LynClif stated in
correspondence dated January 16,2007, that his clients "believe" that post-relocation Padgett
Ditch flows have been impeded, thereby causing oxygen depletion and the growth of aquatic
vegetation. Van Horn AfJ. at Exhibit 7. In correspondence dated February 16, 2007, counsel for
LynClifvoiced concern that Zingiber's ditch relocation "will, in all likelihood" result in
"increased temperature and moss" in the water that flows to LynClifs aquaculture facility. Id. at
Exhibit 16. Most recently, the Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen (on file with the Court) states that
on two occasions, fish screens on the Zingiber portion of the ditch have "plugged," thereby
causing "flooding onto neighboring properties, including the LynClifproperty," and that as a
further consequence, flows to the LynClif sturgeon rearing ponds have been diminished.
Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen at Exhibit E and Affidavit ofLynn Babington at,-r 12. Last, Mr.

I LynClifhas filed a two count complaint seeking only declaratory relief pursuant to
Idaho Code Section 10-1201, et seq. The Complaint does not contain any independent damages
claims or causes of action. While LynClifs amorphous damages allegations have no bearing
upon this Court's review of the declaratory relief it seeks, Zingiber did not want LynClifs
damages allegations to go unaddressed.
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Babington states that he has observed "chocolate brown turbid water" flowing into the LynClif
sturgeon ponds. Affidavit ofLynn Babington at ~ 13.
These allegations amount to nothing more than mere conclusory statements, not
factual evidence establishing damages. LynClif's "belief' that Padgett Ditch flows have been
impeded does not constitute proof, through flow gauge measurements or otherwise, that Padgett
Ditch flows have been impeded as a result of Zingiber's ditch relocation. Likewise, LynClif's
supposition that Zingiber's ditch relocation "will, in all likelihood" result in increased
temperatures and moss does not constitute actual elevated temperature or moss growth data.
Moreover, assuming arguendo that flows to the LynClif sturgeon rearing ponds have been
diminished on a couple of occasions, LynClif fails to assert just how those diminished flows
have caused any injury or damage to their fish rearing operation. More importantly, such
statements do not establish any causation connecting the ditch relocation to these events. Last,
regarding the "chocolate brown turbid water" that allegedly flowed into the LynClif sturgeon
ponds, LynCliffails to locate the source of the turbid water. At a minimum, LynClif does not
affirmatively allege that the Zingiber Property was the source of the turbid water. Flows entering
Padgett Ditch upstream of the Zingiber property could have been turbid already, or, perhaps, the
source of the turbidity resided on the LynClifproperty itself. Again, no evidence of causation
was provided.
LynClif's speCUlative and unsubstantiated damage claims are nothing more than
an attempt to cloud the focus of these proceedings. LynClif's Complaint for Declaratory Relief
does not seek damages, nor could it. The only issue to be decided by this Court with respect to
Count One of LynClif's Complaint for Declaratory Relief is the interpretation and application of
Idaho Code Section 42-1207 as between Zingiber and LynClif.
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3.

LynClif's Proposed Piping Will Injure Zingiber

As stated earlier, it is undisputed that Zingiber is a water user co-owner of Padgett
Ditch. Zingiber is also a "landowner" as contemplated by Idaho Code Section 42-1207. As a
Padgett Ditch co-owner, and as the landowner at issue, Zingiber relocated Padgett Ditch across
its property in part to foster wildlife and aesthetic interests, but, more importantly, to allow more
efficient, gravity irrigation practices on the property, as was its right to do. Padgett Ditch's
current configuration and location on the Zingiber property allows Zingiber to irrigate the
property without the use of any electricity. This was a key consideration when Zingiber planned
and designed the ditch reconfiguration it completed. Additionally, the relocation and
reconfiguration of the open ditch is designed to facilitate stock watering on the Zingiber Property
as the irrigation reestablishes the pasture grasses. Van Horn Aff. at ,-r 14.
LynClifs proposed piping of Padgett Ditch either across or around the Zingiber
Property will utterly obliterate Zingiber's wildlife and aesthetic interests, and will injure its
exercise of irrigation and stockwater rights. This result is expressly forbidden by Idaho Code
Section 42-1207' s admonition that the relocation or reconfiguration of a ditch cannot "impede
the flow of water or otherwise injure any person" using or interested in the ditch. As such, and
as a matter oflaw, LynClif is not permitted to pipe Padgett Ditch in the manner that its
Complaint for Declaratory Relief requests.
4.

LynClif Has Failed To Join Indispensable Parties In Derogation
Of Idaho Code Section 10-1211, And Idaho Rules Of Civil
Procedure 12(b)(7) And 19(a)(1)

When declaratory relief is sought, Idaho Code Section 10-1211 provides, in
pertinent part, that "all persons shall be made parties who have or claim any interest which
would be affected by the declaration .... " Id. See also, Hartman v. United Heritage Property
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& Cas., 141 Idaho 193, 197 (2005), citing Tomchakv. Walker, 108 Idaho 446 (1985).

Additionally, Idaho Code Section 42-1207 expressly requires that "the written pennission of the
owner of a ditch ... must first be obtained before it is changed or placed in a buried pipe by the
landowner."
Neither, LynClif, nor Zingiber, are the sole owners of Padgett Ditch. The record
evidence establishes that there are presently eight (8) water user co-owners of Padgett Ditch,
each with the same irrigation use priority date of June 6,1881. Van Horn AjJ. at ~~ 8-9. At the
least, it is uncontroverted that Zingiber, LynClif, and Kirt L. Martin are water user co-owners of
Padgett Ditch. Consequently, and pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-1207, LynClifs proposed
ditch piping and relocation requires the pennission of the owners of Padgett Ditch (including that
of Zingiber).
By failing to join Kirt L. Martin and the other known water user co-owners of
Padgett Ditch, LynClifhas failed to join indispensible parties in this matter-parties whose legal
rights and interests in the configuration, operation, and maintenance of Padgett Ditch will be
affected if LynClif prevails. Thus, as a matter oflaw, LynClif is not pennitted to pipe Padgett
Ditch until (1) it obtains the necessary written pennission of all co-owners to do so, or (2) until it
joins all of the water user co-owners of Padgett Ditch in accordance with Idaho Code
Sections 42-1207 and 10-1211, and Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b)(7) and 19(a)(1).
C.

Count Two Of LynClif's Complaint For Declaratory Relief
Regarding Zingiber's Application for Pennit No. 36-16494, and according to

LynClif, "[t]he only matter to be detennined by this court pursuant to Count Two is a declaration
that the water rights appropriated by LynClif, and flowing in the Padgett Ditch, are not
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susceptible of appropriation by Zingiber." See Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment
& Brief in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss at 6.

1.

The Lack Of A Justiciable Controversy-Idaho Code Section 10-1201,
et seq., And Idaho Rule Of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6)

The Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act (Idaho Code Section 10-1201, et seq.)
requires that there be an actual controversy to resolve in order to invoke the court's jurisdiction.

Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516 (1984). In this matter, LynClifis seeking an
advisory opinion interpreting Article XV, Section 3 of the Idaho Constitution, fearing what
IDWR might do in regards to Zingiber's Application for Permit. The Application for Permit, in
and of itself, causes no harm to LynClifs legal interests. Currently, there is no justiciable
controversy contained within Count Two of LynClifs Complaint-and there will not be unless
and until rDWR issues a decision adverse to, or at least implicating, LynClifs rights. Count
Two of LynClifs Complaint is premature, in addition to being pursued in the wrong forum.
No one is entitled to judicial relief for a supposed or threatened injury until the prescribed
administrative remedies have been exhausted; and actions for declaratory judgment are not
intended as a substitute for a statutory procedure. Regan v. Kootenai County, 140 Idaho 721,
724-25 (2004).
Consequently, Zingiber is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law that Count
Two of LynClifs Complaint for Declaratory Relief fails to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted; it fails to present a live, justiciable controversy.
2.

IDWR's Exclusive Jurisdiction And The Administrative ProcessIdaho Rule Of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1)

The Idaho Legislature has determined that IDWR possesses virtually exclusive
jurisdiction over the administration of water resources within the state of Idaho. This is because
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the appropriation of water confers only the right to beneficially use that which has been
appropriated. Ultimate ownership and control of the resource remains with the state. See, e.g,
IDAHO CODE § 42-101; Walbridge v. Robinson, 22 Idaho 236,241-42 (1912). In sum, the verb
"appropriate" means to acquire a right to use "public water." Boise Irrigation & Land Co. v.

Stewart, 10 Idaho 38, 49-50 (1904) (appropriation of water under Idaho law does not give the
appropriator the ownership of the corpus ofthe water itself, but only a right to the use of the
water).
The precipitating event giving rise to Count Two of LynClifs Complaint was
Zingiber's filing of its Application for Permit. Idaho Code Section 42-201 clearly and explicitly
confers exclusive jurisdiction over such matters to IDWR by providing that "all rights to use and
divert the waters of this state for beneficial purposes shall hereafter be acquired and confirmed
under the provisions of [Idaho Code Title 42, Chapter 2] and not otherwise." Id. (emphasis
added). The phrase "and not otherwise" means not exactly that. 2
Idaho Code Title 42, Chapter 2, makes clear that unresolved protests over
Applications for Permit are subject to the formal hearing procedure set forth in Idaho Code
Section 42-1701A. See, e.g., IDAHO CODE § 42-203A(4) and (5). It is only after a formal
Department hearing on a protested Application for Permit that an "aggrieved" party may seek
judicial review of IDWR's decision in accordance with Idaho Code Section 42-1701A(4).
IDAHO CODE § 42-203A(6). Idaho Code Section 42-170lA(4) provides that judicial review of
2 It is well settled that the constitutional method of appropriation of surface waters (the
simple diversion of water and its application to beneficial use without need for application,
permit, and license) was no longer valid as of 1971. See, e.g., Fremont-j\1adison v. Ground
Water Approp., 129 Idaho 454, 456 (1996) ("Section 42-201 of the Idaho Code was changed in
1971 to require a mandatory permit system."). Given that Zingiber's Application for Permit was
filed in 2007 (well after 1971), the consideration of the Application is governed by the
mandatory statutory permit system prescribed in Idaho Code Title 42, Chapter 2.
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IDWR's final decision or order "shall be had and in accordance with" the provisions and
standards prescribed by the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho
Code. Id.
This point is further emphasized by Idaho Code Section 42-1401D. The statute
expressly divests the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court of jurisdiction over such matters (a
direct legislative response to the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in Sagewillow, Inc. v. Idaho

Department of Water Resources, 135 Idaho 24 (2000)), while further confirming that review of
IDWR actions shall only proceed in accordance with provisions and procedures prescribed by
the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code. See IDAHO
CODE § 42-1401D. The Idaho Administrative Procedures Act clearly requires the exhaustion of
all available administrative remedies before the jurisdiction of this Court may be invoked in this
matter. See IDAHO CODE § 67-5271.
In sum, the Idaho Legislature has empowered IDWR to create the mechanisms
necessary to administer the water resources of the state from the inception of an appropriation to
the further management, and in some cases curtailment, of duly existing rights. LynClifmust
first avail itself of those statutory mechanisms before it can invoke the jurisdiction of this Court.
LynClifs assertion that it is somehow repugnant to have its constitutional interpretation requests
"relegated" to an administrative proceeding is erroneous. The Idaho Supreme Court has upheld
the exhaustion doctrine time and again, even in the face of constitutional challenges.
Although district courts have the jurisdiction to decide constitutional issues, the
exhaustion of available administrative remedies is still generally required before a court will
exercise its jurisdiction. See, e.g., American Falls Reservoir v. Department of Water Resources,
143 Idaho 862, 869 (2007), Parkv. Banbury, 143 Idaho 576, 578-79 (2006), and Owsley v. Idaho
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Industrial Comm 'n, 141 Idaho 129, 134 (2005). Pointedly stated, pursuit of statutory

administrative remedies is a condition precedent tojudicial review. Park, 143 Idaho at 578,
citing, Fairway Dev. Co. v. Bannock County, 119 Idaho 121, 124 (1990). Thus, while the Court

may have jurisdiction over Count Two of LynClifs Complaint, applicable precedent instructs
the Court that it should refrain from exercising that jurisdiction in deference to the administrative
process specifically created to address such matters. Moreover, there are important policy
considerations underlying the requirement that available administrative remedies first be
exhausted, including the opportunity to mitigate or cure errors without judicial intervention,
deferring to the administrative processes established by the Legislature and the administrative
body, and upholding the sense of comity for the quasi-judicial functions of the administrative
body. White v. Bannock County Comm'rs, 139 Idaho 396, 401-02 (2003).
Zingiber acknowledges that there are exceptions to the general rule that available
administrative remedies must be exhausted before the jurisdiction of the court is invoked (such
as a showing of bias or prejudgment of a decision-maker, or matters involving the facial
constitutionality of a rule or a statute, or when justice so requires). However, LynCliffails to
indentify any exceptions to the general rule, let alone that an exception applies in this matter.
Given such, this Court should refrain from exercising its jurisdiction over Count Two of the
Complaint unless and until LynClif exhausts the administrative remedies available to it regarding
its concerns over Zingiber's Application for Permit.
Moreover, LynClif, itself, recognized that the proper procedure for resolving any
concerns raised by the Zingiber Application for Permit was to file its protest with IDWR in
accordance with Idaho Code Sections 42-203A and 42-221. This recognition is demonstrated by
the fact that LynCliffiled two protest letters with IDWR on September 20,2007 and
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October 23,2007, respectively. Van Horn Aff. at ~ 16. It was only after LynClif did not get the
result it desired from IDWR (summary rejection ofthe Zingiber Permit), that it then turned its
attention to the Court in an effort to achieve the same. LynClifs attempt to circumvent the
administrative process equates to forum shopping, and deserves to be treated as such.
For the foregoing, Zingiber is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw that
Count Two ofLynClifs Complaint for Declaratory Relief fails to state a claim upon which relief
can be granted, because this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction (or should at least refrain
from exercising subject matter jurisdiction), given IDWR's near exclusive jurisdiction, and due
to LynClifs failure to satisfy the applicable exhaustion doctrine.
3.

Another Action Pending For The Same Cause-Idaho Rule Of Civil
Procedure 12(b)(8)

Two tests govern the determination of whether a lawsuit should proceed where a
similar lawsuit is pending in another court. First, the court needs to determine whether the other
case has gone to judgment, thereby raising concerns over claim or issue preclusion. Klaue v.
Hern, 133 Idaho 437,440 (1999). Second, the court should determine whether, although not

barred from deciding the case, it should nonetheless refrain from deciding the matter. Id. In
deciding whether to refrain from exercising jurisdiction over a case where there is another action
pending between the same parties for the same cause, the court, among other things, must
evaluate the identity ofthe parties and the degree to which the claims or issues presented are
similar. Id. The court should also consider whether the court in which the matter is already
pending is in a position to determine the whole controversy. !d. When weighing whether to
exercise jurisdiction, the court should also consider the furtherance of judicial economy, costs to
the parties, and the need to avoid potentially inconsistent judgments. Id.
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With respect to Count Two of LynClifs Complaint, two things are clear:
(1) IDWR, by operation ofIdaho Code Title 42, Chapter 2, is the proper forum for deciding the

merits of Count Two of Plaintiffs' Complaint, and (2) the subject matter comprising Count Two
of Plaintiffs' Complaint was already pending before IDWR when Plaintiffs filed their Complaint.
LynClif filed protests with IDWR on both September 20 and October 23, 2007. Van Horn Aff.
at ~ 16. Counsel for Zingiber filed a Notice of Appearance before IDWR on December 12,2007,
and also filed a request for a status/scheduling conference on February 13, 2008. Id. at ~ 17.
According to Idaho Code Section 42-203A(4), an adversarial administrative
proceeding between LynClif and Zingiber regarding Application for Permit No. 36-16494 was
pending the moment IDWR received LynClifs protest. The parties to the two actions are
virtually identical-Zingiber as the applicant and the defendant, and LynClif as the protestant
and the plaintiff. Likewise, the issues and claims pending in the two actions are identical-the
propriety of Zingiber's Application for Permit.
LynClif openly concedes that another action regarding the matters contained
within Count Two of its Complaint was already pending before IDWR prior to the filing of its
Complaint for Declaratory Relief. See Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment & Brief
in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss at 6. Therefore, Zingiber is entitled to a
judgment as a matter oflaw that Count Two ofLynClifs Complaint for Declaratory Relief fails
to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, because there was already another action
pending before IDWR for the same cause of action.
III.
CONCLUSION

Zingiber respectfully requests that the Court grant its motion for summary
judgment in its entirety; that the Court declare or adjudge that:
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1.

Zingiber, and not LynClif, is the final arbiter regarding the ultimate

location of that portion of Padgett Ditch traversing the Zingiber Property pursuant to Idaho Code
Section 42-1207;
2.

That LynClif is not permitted to pipe Padgett Ditch either across or around

the Zingiber property because any piping, regardless of its location will injure Zingiber's
irrigation and stockwater rights in derogation of Idaho Code Section 42-1207;
3.

That LynClifhas failed to join indispensable parties with respect to Count

One of its Complaint in derogation ofIdaho Code Section 10-1211, and Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure 12(b)(7) and 19(a)(1) and, consequently, Count One of LynClifs Complaint should be
dismissed;
4.

That Count Two of LynClifs Complaint fails to present a justiciable

controversy at this time and, consequently, Count Two of LynClifs Complaint fails to state a
claim upon which relief may be granted in derogation ofIdaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6);
5.

That, with respect to Count Two of LynClifs Complaint, the Idaho

Department of Water Resources possesses exc1usivejurisdiction over such matters; that LynClif
has failed to exhaust the administrative remedies available to it; and, that as a consequence,
Count Two of LynClif s Complaint should be dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction in
accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1); and/or
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6.

That, with respect to Count Two of LynClifs Complaint, there is another

action already pending for the same cause before the Idaho Department of Water Resources and,
as a consequence, Count Two ofLynClifs Complaint should be dismissed in accordance with
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(8).
DATED this

\0-B:

day of June, 2008.
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

Attorneys for Defendants William G.
Van Horn and Zingiber Investment, LLC
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Coth.
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correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701
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Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom
and Zingiber Investment, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L.
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K.
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

Case No. CV-2008-125
AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM G. VAN HORN IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs,
vs.
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado
limited liability company;
Defendants.

STATE OF COLORADO
County of Larimer

)
) ss.
)

AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM G. VAN HORN IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1

William G. Van Hom, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as
follows:
1.

The following statements are made based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am the Manager of Zingiber Investment, LLC. Attached hereto as

Exhibit 1 are true and correct copies of the Idaho Application For Registration of Foreign
Limited Liability Company and the 2008 Idaho Annual Report.
3.

In June 2006, I and Zingiber (collectively "Zingiber") purchased property

located at 17927 Highway 30 (the "Zingiber Property") in Gooding County, Idaho. Attached
hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy ofthe June 26,2006 Warranty Deed.
4.

The Zingiber Property is traversed by a manmade, open irrigation ditch

known as Padgett Ditch. Based upon my review of historical documents (provided primarily by
the Idaho Department of Water Resources), Padgett Ditch has diverted water from Billingsly
Creek and delivered it to water users along the ditch, including Zingiber, since 1881.
5.

Based upon my review of historical documents (provided primarily by the

Idaho Department of Water Resources), Padgett Ditch has always traversed portions of the
Zingiber Property since its construction. However, historically, the configuration and location of
the portion of the ditch traversing the Zingiber Property has varied to suit the irrigation needs and
patterns on the Zingiber Property. This is evident by the remnants of prior irrigation structures
that are located on the Zingiber Property. While the configuration and location of Padgett Ditch
on the Zingiber Property has changed over time, the location where the ditch enters and leaves
the Zingiber Property has remained constant. For example, the current location of the ditch on
the Zingiber Property uses a preexisting diversion structure that predates Zingiber's purchase of
the Zingiber Property. The ditch historically had, and continues to have, sufficient right-of-way
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across the Zingiber Property regardless of its configuration pursuant to Idaho Code
Sections 42-1102 and 42-1207. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 are true and correct copies of: (1) a
drawing, prepared by me, depicting the location of Padgett Ditch across the Zingiber Property at
the time of the Zingiber purchase, and depicting the current, reconfigured location of the ditch
across the Zingiber Property; (2) an aerial photograph overlay map prepared by the Idaho
Department of Water Resources ("IDWR"), depicting the current, relocated configuration of the
ditch (outlined in red by IDWR), as well as the former location of the old, two-forked ditch; and
(3) an additional version ofIDWR's map depicting the former location ofthe ditch in black
(outlined by me due to the poor quality of the underlying aerial photograph).
6.

Zingiber is one ofthe last water users on Padgett Ditch. Zingiber owns

Water Right No. 36-10283B. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 are true and correct copies of the June
23,2006 Idaho Department of Water Resources Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership
form; the March 2, 1998 Partial Decree for Water Right No. 36-1 0283B; and the August 27,
2001 Order Amending Irrigation Period of Use. The water right contains both an irrigation
component (0.3 CFS) and a stockwater component (0.02 CFS).
7.

Downstream of the Zingiber Property, Padgett Ditch delivers water to

LynClifFarms, LLC ("LynClif') and to Kirt L. Martin before spilling any remaining return and
waste water into the Snake River. LynClif' s property is adjacent to that of Zingiber. Like the
Zingiber Property, Padgett Ditch flows through both the LynClif and Martin properties before
spilling into the Snake River.
8.

According to my review of its water rights (based upon documents

provided by the Idaho Department of Water Resources), and based upon conversations with
Lynn Babington, Clifton Jensen, and Frank Erwin, LynClifuses water from Padgett Ditch for
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both irrigation and aquaculture (fish rearing) purposes. LynClifs irrigation water right dates to
June 6, 1881, the same priority date afforded all other Padgett Ditch irrigation-based water
rights. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 are true and correct copies of the Partial Decree for Water
Right No. 36-10283A and the License for Water Right No. 36-7875. LynClifs aquaculture
water right has a priority date of October 24, 1979. LynClifs combined irrigation and
aquaculture rights represent approximately 97% of the flow of Padgett Ditch.
9.

All told, there are eight (8) water users who divert water and, therefore,

have an ownership interest in the operation and maintenance of the Padgett Ditch. To Zingiber's
knowledge, those Padgett Ditch water user co-owners include Ken Stutzman, Richard Uppiano,
Paradise Pointe, LLC, Billee Reed, Terry Woodhead, Kirt Martin, Zingiber, and LynClif.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of a Padgett Ditch water user summary
sheet given to me by Lynn Babington. My subsequent research based upon records provided by
the Idaho Department of Water Resources agrees with the Babington analysis.
10.

Recently, a dispute arose between Zingiber and LynClif regarding the

location of the Padgett Ditch on the Zingiber Property. Zingiber re-routed the portion of Padgett
Ditch traversing its Property in order to better serve changing irrigation patterns, and also to
better serve aesthetic and wildlife habitat interests. Zingiber performed these activities at its sole
cost and expense.
11.

Zingiber commenced the ditch relocation activities in July 2006. Water

was then diverted through the new (and current) channel in October 2006. LynClif did not voice
any disagreement with Zingiber's ditch reconfiguration or relocation activities until January 16,
2007. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of correspondence dated January
16, 2007, received from counsel for LynClif. From that point forward various conversations
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were held between the parties regarding Zingiber's ditch relocation activities. While the parties
were unable to reach a satisfactory resolution of their disagreement during an early February
2007 meeting hosted by counsel for LynClif, Zingiber did reach an agreement with LynClif at a
later date. During a meeting called by LynClif at the Snake River Grill in Hagerman, Idaho,
LynClif agreed to Zingiber's relocation of Padgett Ditch across the Zingiber Property in return
for Zingiber's promise to be responsible for any actual damages that might be caused by the
ditch relocation. While the agreement was verbal, and confirmed by a handshake, it is further
evidenced by the May 29,2007 Idaho Department of Water Resources "Comment Report"
wherein Frank Erwin (Watermaster of Water District 36-A) informed Department personnel that
"the downstream fish people [LynClif] made an agreement with the applicant [Zingiber]
protecting them from possible damages .... " Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct
copy of said Comment Report. Subsequent to the agreement, Zingiber purchased $1,400.00
worth of fish from LynClif for stocking in Padgett Ditch on the Zingiber Property.
12.

Zingiber's ditch relocation activities have not adversely impacted either

Padgett Ditch flows (quantity of water delivered to LynClif) or water quality. In fact, Zingiber's
ditch relocation and maintenance activities have likely improved the quality of water delivered to
LynClifby increasing measured dissolved oxygen content by the addition of gravity flow driven
riffles. Sediment has been reduced by directing the entire flow of the ditch through the Zingiber
pond. Debris has been reduced by the addition of debris grates at the ditch entry and exit points
on the Zingiber Property. Moreover, Zingiber's ditch relocation activities did not impact,
reconfigure, or otherwise relocate the point at which the Padgett Ditch leaves the Zingiber
Property and subsequently enters the neighboring LynClif property. I am confident in this
assessment as I am a professionally licensed engineer (both in Colorado and Idaho) who has
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worked on water matters over my entire thirty-five (35) year career. I have designed numerous
water channel reconfigurationslimprovements for both state and federal government.
13.

Because of its disagreement with Zingiber due to the relocation of the

Padgett Ditch over and across the Zingiber Property, LynClifis proposing to place its Padgett
Ditch water (roughly 97% of the ditch flow) in a pipe for delivery to the LynClif property. The
ultimate location of LynClifs proposed piping of Padgett Ditch remains unsettled. At one time,
LynClifs proposed the piping of Padgett Ditch across the Zingiber Property in the location of
the ditch as it existed when Zingiber first acquired the Property. Another option that LynClif is
considering seeks to avoid the Zingiber Property altogether by pursuing placement of the pipe in
the public right-of-way for Justice Grade. In pursuing the Justice Grade right-of-way pipe
placement plan, LynCIif filed a Utility Application and Permit to Use Right-of-Way on
September 25,2007, with the Hagerman Highway District. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true
and correct copy of the September 25,2007 Utility Application and Permit. The District
approved LynClifs application on September 27,2007, thereby permitting LynClifto construct
a private water conveyance facility within the public right-of-way for Justice Grade. Hagerman
Highway District's grant of that permit is currently the subject of pending litigation in this same
Court as Case No. CV-2008-0057.
14.

Regardless of the location, any piping of Padgett Ditch either across or

around the Zingiber Property will injure Zingiber's exercise of irrigation and stockwater rights,
both now and in the future. Zingiber relocated Padgett Ditch across its Property in part to foster
wildlife and aesthetic interests, but more importantly to allow more efficient, gravity-driven
irrigation use on the Zingiber Property. Padgett Ditch's current configuration and location on the
Zingiber Property allows the property to be irrigated without the use of any electricity. This was
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a key consideration when Zingiber planned and designed the ditch reconfiguration it completed.
Additionally, the relocation and reconfiguration ofthe open ditch is designed to facilitate stock
watering on the Zingiber Property as irrigation reestablishes the pasture grasses. In sum,
LynClif's proposed piping of Padgett Ditch across the Zingiber Property will utterly obliterate its
wildlife and aesthetic interests, and will injure its present and future exercise of irrigation and
stockwater rights.
15.

In addition to its disagreement with Zingiber's ditch relocation and

reconfiguration activities, LynClif also objects to Zingiber's Application for Permit
No. 36-16494. Zingiber filed the Application for Permit on March 5,2007. Attached hereto as
Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of Application for Permit No. 36-16494. The Application
for Permit seeks to appropriate 10 CFS from Billingsly Creek for non-consumptive recreation,
aesthetic, and wildlife habitat purposes.
16.

LynCliffiled formal protests with the IDWR on September 20,2007, and

again on October 23,2007. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 are true and correct copies of the
September 20, 2007 Notice of Protest and the October 23,2007 additional protest letter.
Included in its protests, LynClif requested that IDWR summarily reject the Zingiber Application
for Permit based on the premise that waters flowing through Padgett Ditch are not susceptible to
subsequent appropriation by others. IDWR declined to so act, instructing LynClifinstead that it
should instead file a motion for summary judgment with IDWR in accordance with the agency's
contested case procedures. Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the
November 14,2007 IDWR response to LynClif's October 23,2007 protest letter.
17.

In response to LynClif's protests, counsel for Zingiber filed a Notice of

Appearance before IDWR on December 12,2007. Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and
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correct copy of the Notice of Appearance. Counsel for Zingiber then requested the setting of a !
scheduling conference in accordance with IDWR's contested case procedures. Attached hereto:
as Exhibit 14 are true and correct copies of Zingiber counsel's requests for a scheduling
conference setting. That initial scheduling conference is now scheduled for June 23,2008.
i

Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of the IDWR correspondence setting thie
r

June 23,2008 scheduling conference.
18.

i
I

Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of correspondeno:e

received from counsel for LynClif dated February 16, 2007_
Further your affiant sayetb naught.

Residing at -'-=::I..::::[....{..J.l-IL1::::J!...!::::::::.;.~~~~
My Commission Expires -->4..~""'-";"':'-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of June, 2008, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM G. VAN HORN IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated
below, and addressed to the following:
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC

P.O. Box 1906
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

N U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
OF THE STATE OF COLORADO

CERTIFICATE
L Mike Coffinan, as the Secretary of State of the State of Colorado, hereby certifY that,
according to the records of this office,
Zingiber Iovestmezd, LLC

is a
Limited Liability Company
formed or registered on 1210812005 under the law of Colorado, has complied with all applicable
requirements of this office, and is in good standing with this office. lbisentity has been
assigned entity identification nwnber 20051457167 .
This certificate reflects facts eStablished or disclosed by docmnents delivered to this office on
paper through 06/2012007 that have been posted. and by documents delivered to this office
electronically through 06/2512007 ~ 13:47:51 .
I have affixed hereto the Great Seal of the State of Colorado and duly generated, executed,
authenticated, issued, delivered and communicated this official certificate at Denver. Colorado
on 0612512007 @ 13:47:51 pursuant to and in accordance with applicable law. This' certificate is
assigned Confirmation Number 6816567.
..
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Case No. 549 I 9-GSM
TitleFact, Inc.
163 Fourth A venue North
P.O. Box 486
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303

o

...... SPACE ABOVE FOR RECORDER ....

WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECENED BLAINE C. TAYLOR, a married man dealing with his sole and separate
property, hereinafter called the Grantor, hereby grants, bargains, sells and conveys unto WILLIAM G.
VAN HORN, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property as to an undivided 57%
interest; AND ZINIGIBER INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Colorado Limited Liability Company as to
an undivi ed 43%..,interest, hereinafter caIIed Grantee-,....whose address is:
_
.
- 0 . 1-::'>
S
"'tS-f..-e...;;.. ...J.'>Prl"-K.... c.....D
~o<:; 11
, the
following described premises in Gooding County, Idaho; to-wit:
PARCEL NO. 1
Township 7 South, Range 13 East of the Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho
Section I I: Part of the NWY.NE'1. of said Section, described as follows:
COMMENCING at the NorthwesLcomer of said NWlI..NEY.;
THENCE South 0°04'3 I " West 994.90 feet along the Westerly boundary of said NW Y.NElI..;
THENCE South 36°08'20" East 372.4 feet;
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 257.17 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 581.54 feet;
THENCE North 0°11'00" East 419.75 feet;
THENCE East 215.41 feet to the Westerly right of way boundary ofD.S. Highway 30;
THENCE North 2°24'05" East 8.79 feet along said Westerly right of way boundary to a point 50.00 feet
right of Station 266+71.33;
THENCE Northerly along said Westerly right of way boundary 150.08 feet on the arc ofa curve to the
left with a radius of22,868.32 feet, a central angle of 0°22'34", and a chord which bears
North 2°14'54" East 150.08 feet;
THENCE West 361.20 feet;
THENCE North 1°09'28" East 84.76 feet;
THENCE West 444. I 9 feet;
THENCE South 0°04'31" West 661.38 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.
PARCEL NO. 2
Township 7 South, Range 13 East of the Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho
Section 11: Part of the NWlI..NElI.. of said Section, described as follows:
COMMENCING at the Northwest comer of said NWlI..NElI..;
THENCE South 0°04'31" West 994.90 feet along the Westerly boundary of said NWlI..NEY.;
THENCE South 36°08'20" East 372.4 feet;
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 838.71 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 200.00 feet to the Westerly right of way boundary ofD.S. Highway 30;
THENCE Northerly along said Westerly right of way boundary 183.63 feet on the arc of a non-tangent
curve to the right with a radius of 17,238.74 feet, a central angle of 0°36'37" and a chord which
bears North 2°07'44" East 183.63 feet to a point of curvature 50.00 feet right of Station 269+ 17.62;
THENCE North 2°24'05" East 237.09 feet along said Westerly right of way boundary;
THENCE West 215.41 feet;
THENCE South 0°1 1'00" West 419.75 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.

TOGETHER WITH DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES WATER RIGHT NO 36-10283B
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee and the Grantee's
heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that the
Grantor is the owner in fee simple of said premises; that they are free from all encumbrances except as described
above; and that Grantor will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever.
Dated: June 23, 2006

~ q:;?BLAINEC.T~

Instrument # 216936
GOODING, GOODING, IDAHO
2006-06-23
04:36:56 No. of Pages: 2
Recorded for : TITLEFACT
DENISE M. GILL
Fee: 6.00
Ex..otlielo Recorder Deputy_--::7"_+"9~~P'"""'''''-c
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* * * *' .,
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin falls

-

/)7rY
On this ~ day of June, 2006, before me, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally

appeared BLAINE C. TAYLOR, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property, known
or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me
that he executed the same.
IN WITNESS HEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and official seal the day and year first above written.

~~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Twin Falls
Commission expires I 1-28-2008
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
NOTICE OF CHANGE IN WATER RIGHT OWNERSHIP

.
OS-IV

D~,(l ./U.t,

S-D

<IJ
SOu';:""l"f; ~6'
l.'o,c

PleOlSe print or 1)1l<. Altnclt pages with addiliolllli iufonl1ation. Inslruction. a.. included at !he end of this fonn.
fncootplete fonns will be returned.

I.

'!:/).?'I/p

'TIy~ ,S~

IfG'OI\l19Cs-S

Please list the water right number(s) and/or adjudication claim l1umber(s) (if any) for each water right to be changed. List just the
adjudication claim number if there is no corresponding water right record on file with the department. [ndicate, by checking in the
space provided (under the "split" heading), if the change in ownership is limited to a portion of a water right in which case
division of the existing water right or adjudication claim record will be required.
Water
Right No(s).

Adjudication
Claim No(s).

Water
Right No(sl.

Split

Adjudication
Claim No(s).

'.
Split

.:

,

..! '--- :..

'2.

The following REQUIRED infonnation must be submitted with this fonn:
A. The appropriate FILING FEE. See instructions for fee amounts.
B.

A copy of the most recent DEED, TITLE POLlCY, CONTRACT OF SALE or other legal documenl indicating your
OW11ership of the property and water right(s) orclaim(s) in question, WITH AITACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION.

C.

Either ofthe following (if necessary to clarity division of water rights or other complex property descriptions):
PLAT OF PROPERTY or SURVEY MAP clearly showing the location of the point(s) of diversion and place of use of
your watcr right(s) and/or adjudication claim(s) (these are usually nltached to your deed or on file with the county).
OR
If your water right(s) and/or adjudication claim(s) is for ten or more acres of irrigation, you must submit a USDA Fann
Service Agency AERIAL PHOTO with the irrigated acres outlined and poinl(s) of diversion clearly marked. The
AERIAL PHOTO should be submilted in place of the PLAT OF PROPERTY or SURVEY MAP.

3,

Name and Address of Forrner
Owner/Claimant(s)

4.

New Owner/Claim3mts)

6l Ct. f1V c::- C-\ 9:-\l ~

N.meConnector(Ov:clcone):

New Mailing Address

t, ().

5.

Date you acquired the property

.""

2><....'+ '-l: S~ ~ ct. "Sh:~_ S ~ k__ L-0

City, State and ZIP Code
New Telephone Number

[J and. [)or, [) ancllor

(

Q'1\) - 'dd-'7 - ce~ IJ~

0[; 7> IQv

7':1
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6.

If the change in ownership affects the entire water right for each water right or adjudication claim number listed in item

1, THEN SKIP THIS ITEM AND GO TO ITEM 7. Jfthe change in ownership divides the water right(s) among Inultiple
owners, YOlll11l1st describe, in detail, your portion of each water right after the change. Fill in the appropriate spaces in the box(es)
below to describe your water right(s) ailer the change (one water right per box, you may copy this page as necessary). I f your
quantity of water is greater than a proportionate split, you must attach documentation to show justification for a larger amount. If
you are not sure how to identify your portion of the original water right or adjudication claim records. please contact the nearest
IDWR office for assistance.

DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PORTION OF WA TER RIGHT
(If the right(s) will not be split, skip this area and proceed to item 7)
Water RiG\1t and/or Adjudication Claim Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Water Use

Diversion Rate or Volume
(cubic feet per seeonu or acre· feet per annum)

Description
(acres. number and type of stock. homes. elc)

Irrigation
Stock
DOll1eslic
Other _ _ _ _ _ __

Total

DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PORTION OF WATER RIGHT
(If the right(s) will nol be split. skip this area and proceed to item 7)

Water Right and/or Adjudication Claim Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WalerUse

Diversion Rate or Volume
(cubic feet per second or acre· feet per annum)

Description
(acres. number and type of stock. homes. etc)

Irrigation
Stock
Domestic
Other _ _ _ _ _ __
Total

7.

Signature orNew Owner(s) or Oaimant(s).t4~4'fi:J~m.~~'-1..6a.~!J::::r.rz..:f:±:~=------
(include title if applicable)

For Snake River Basin Adjudication Oaims: Please attach a Notice of Appearance completed by your attorney, if you wish
IDWR to correspond with hinvller for all matters related to your claims.
For ornce&ff~
3 te
Received b J. ___ ._
DDate
A I
Receipted by 'H-....,~'"TT.,..-v..,.
Processed by
AJ Date _ _ _ _ __

'l/:i(}/q
ll..:.!-

FeedS.Dl)

Receipt No. ,SO .;l 'i" ., c... 3
WR
Date _ _ _ _ __
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WARRANTY DEED
FOR VALUE RECEIVED BLAINE C. TAYLOR, a married man dealing with his sole and separate
property, hereinafter called the Grantor, hereby grants, bargains, sells and conveys unto WILLIAM G.
VAN HORN, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property as to an undivided 57%
interest; AND ZINIGIBER INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Colorado Limited Liability Company as to
an undivi ed 43o/o.."interest, hereinafter called Grantee,...whose address is:
.
·0 . I~
S
<f.s..J--e.->.,- .J.'>A-r
C-.0 70S-n
, the
following described premises in Gooding County, Idaho; to-wit:
PARCEL NO. 1
Township 7 South, Range 13 East of the Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho
Section 11: Part of the NWY.NEY. of said Section, described as follows:
COMMENCING at the Northwest comer of said NW1/.NEY.;
THENCE South 0°04'31" West 994.90 feet along the Westerly boundary of said NWY.NEY.;
THENCE South 36°08'20" East 372.4 feet;
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 257.17 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 581.54 feet;
THENCE North 0°11 '00" East 419.75 feet;
THENCE East 215.41 feet to the Westerly right of way boundary of US. Highway 30;
THENCE North 2°24'05" East 8,79 feet along said Westerly right of way boundary to a point 50.00 feet
right of Station 266+71.33;
THENCE Northerly along said Westerly right of way boundary 150.08 feet On the arc of a curve to the
left with a radius of22,868.32 feet, a central angle of 0°22'34", and a chord which bears
North 2°14'54" East 150.08 feet;
THENCE West 361.20 feet;
THENCE North 1°09'28" East 84.76 feet;
THENCE West 444.19 feet;
THENCE South 0°04'31" West 661.38 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.
PARCEL NO. 2
Township 7 South, Range 13 East of the Boise Meridian, Gooding Connty, Idaho
Section 11: Part of the NWY.NEY. of said Section, described as follows:
COMMENCING at the Northwest comer of said NWY.NEY.;
THENCE South 0°04'31" West 994.90 feet along the Westerly boundary of said NWV.NEY.;
THENCE South 36°08'20" East 372.4 feet;
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 838.71 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 200.00 feet to the Westerly right of way boundary of US. Highway 30;
THENCE Northerly along said Westerly right of way boundary 183.63 feet on the arc ofa non-tangent
curve to the right with a radius of 17,238.74 feet, a central angle of 0°36'37" and a chord which
bears North 2°07'44" East 183.63 feet to a point of curvature 50.00 feet right of Station 269+ 17.62;
THENCE North 2°24'05" East 237.09 feet along said Westerly right of way boundary;
THENCE West 215.41 feet;
THENCE South 0°11'00" West 419.75 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.

TOGETHER WITH DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES WATER RIGHT NO 36-10283B
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee and the Grantee's
heirs and aSSIgns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that the
Grantor is the owner in fee simple of said premises; that they are free from all encumbrances except as described
above; and that Grantor will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever.
Instrument # 216936
GOODING, GOODING. IDAHO

2006-06·23

BLAINE C. T A YLO

04:36:56 No. of Pages: 2

Recorded for: TITLEFACT
.
~
DENISE M. GILL
Fee: 6.00
Ex.Qffie;o Recorder Deputy_ _~~"\'
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* * *' '" *
ST ATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin falls

?-> rY

On this
day of June, 2006, before me, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally
appeared BLAINE C. TAYLOR, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property, known
or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me
that he executed the same.
IN WITNESS HEREOF

r have hereunto set my hand and official seal the day and year first above written.

~~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Twin Falls
Commission expires 11-28-2008
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District Court

Snake River Basin Adjudication
PO Box: 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707

,
/

Important Information About Your Water Right
August 27, 2001

.t

RlGHT LANE TRUST
643 N PERRYS HOLLOW RD
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84103

Dear Water Right Claimant(s):
The reverse side of this letter contains a copy of an Order Amending Im'gation Periad of
Use Element in Partial Decree and Incorporating into Partial Decree An Express Statment
Regarding General Provisions7 Nunc Pro Tunc (hereinafter "Order") for water right number
36-10283B. According to Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) records, you are the
current owner of this water right. If you are not the current owner, please contact IOWR
immediately at:
fdaho Department of Water Resources
1301 North Orchard
Boise, ID 83706
800-451-4129
The Purpose of the Order is to set forth beginning and ending dates for the irrigation
period of use for this water right. As stated in the face of the Order, this action was necessary
following the decision of the Idaho Supreme Court in A&B Irrigation Dis!. v. Idaho
Conservation League, 131 Idaho 411, 423, 958 P.2d 568, 580 (1998). This Order also
incorporates into the Partial Decree an express statement that the Partial Decree is subject to
such general provisions necessary for the deflnition or for the efficient administration of the
water right. This express statement is necesssary to comply with the requirements of Idaho Code
section 42-1412(6). This Order in combination with the Partial Decree that was issued for this
water right on March 02, 1998,
sets forth all of the elements of your water right. The
Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) Court suggests that you keep this document in a safe
location together with a copy of the Partial Decree to show evidence of the water right. The
original of this Order and the original of the Partial Decree for this water right are on fIle with
SRBA Court. If you do not have a copy of the original Partial Decree, one can be obtained by
contacting the SRBA Court at (208) 736-3011. Please note that the Order is entered Nunc Pro
Tunc, meaning that the Order will be treated as if it were issued the same date that the Partial
Decree was originally issued.
Sincerely,

~~~ --

Diana Delaney
Case Administrator

2001 Aug 27 PM 1:30

Distrn:t COUlt-SRBA
Twin Falh. I<laho
Filed:
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

)

Water Right

)
)

36-10283B

ORDER AJ.'fENDING IRRIGAnON PERIOD OF USE ELEMENT
IN PARTIAL DECREE AND INCORPORATING INTO PARTIAL
DECREE AN EXPRESS STATEMENT REGARDING GENERAL
PROVISIONS, NUNC PRO TUNC

)

I,

A Partial Decree was entered for the above-captioned irrigation water right on March 02,
1998. The period of use element was decreed as lIirrigation season." In A&B Irrigation Dist. v. IdIlho
Conservation League, 131 Idaho 411, 423, 958 P. 2d 568, 580 (1998), the Idaho Supreme Court
remanded with the directive to include specific dates for the period of use element. Following remand,
InWR fIled a Supplemental Director's Report, Reporting Area 3, IDWR Basin 36, Regarding Revision
of Period of use (For Irrigation Water Uses) and Conjunctive Management General Provisions, which
included an irrigation period of use recommendation for this water right. No objections were flIed to
this recommendation and the time period for flling objections has now expired.
THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the period of use for the irrigation element of the
above-captioned water right is hereby amended and decreed as:
PERIOD OF USE:

02~15

11-30

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that thePartial Decree for the above-captioned water right is
hereby amended and decreed to contain the following;
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for the defmition of the rights or for the
efficient administration of the water rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in t.ime no
later than the entry of a fmal unifieq decree. I.e. section 42-1412(6).

This order is being entered nunc pro tunc as of the date the Partial Decree was issued and is not
intended to modify any subsequent administrative changes for the water right, if any, which occurred
following entry of the Partial Decree.
RULE54~)CER~CATE

With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in
accordance with Rule 54(b), LR.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of
the entry of a final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order
shall be a final judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the
Idaho Appellate Rules.

Dated August 27, 200 1

~~
ROG R BURDICK
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

"
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

JuRe SRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)

ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE
For Water Right 36-10283B

On January 29, 1998, a Special Master's Report and Recommendation was filed for the

above water right. No Challenges were filed to the Special Masters Report and Recommendation
and the time for filing Challenges has now expired.
Pursuant to LR.C.P. 53(e)(2) and SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13f, this court has
reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Special ;.Waster S Report and
wholly adopts them as its own.

Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that water right 36-10283B is hereby decreed as set forth in the
attached Partial Decree Pursuant to LR.C.P. 54(b).

DATEDMarch~ 1998.

"1D~ eJ£f-,('lltlllL<
DANIEL C. HURLl3 TT, JR.

Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE
Page I
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE fIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FDR.THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
1n Re SRBA

Case 110. 39576

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUA~T TO
I.R.C.P. 54(b) fOR

)
)
)

--------)

Water Right 36-102833

1998 NAR - 2 prJ 2: q5
DiSTRJCT C(;cRT - SRBA
TWIN FALLS CO., IDAHO
FILED

NAME & ADDRESS:

RIGHT LAIIE TRUST
643 N PfRRYS HOLl~ RD
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84103

SOURCE:

aflLINGSLEY CREEK

QUANTITY:

0.3

TRIBUTARY: SNAKE RIVER

CFS

THE QUANTITY Of WATER UNDER THIS RIGHT FOR STOCKWATER USE
SHALL NOT EXCEED 13,000 GALLONS PER DAY.
THE APPROPR!ATOR (S ENTITLED TO THE AMOUNT OF WATER DESCRIBED
ABOVE FOR STOCKWATER PURPOSES AT A POINT Of MEASUREMENT WHERE THE
DELIVERY DITCH ENTERS THE PLACE Of USE DESCRIBED BELOW.
THE PORTION OF THIS RIGHT FOR STOCKWATER PURPOSES MAY BE
DIVERTEO SO LONG AS THE AMOUNT Of WATER DIVERTED AT THE POINT Of
DIVERSION FOR STOCKWATER PURPOSES DOES NOT COKSTITUTE
UNREASONABLE WASTE AND DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH THE PUBLIC
INTEREST, AS DETERMINED BY THE DIRECTOR.
PRIORITY DATE:

06/26/1881

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T07S R13E 517

PURPOSE AND
PERIOO OF USE:

PLACE Of USE:

Within GOOOING county

NWSENE

PURPOSE OF USE
IRRIGATION
STOC)(lJATER

PEru 00 OF USE
Irrigation Season
01-01 12·31

IRRIGATION
107S RUE 511
9.2 ACRES TOTAL

Within GOODING County
NWNE 9.2

STOCKI,iATER
T07S R13E 511

Within GOOOING County
NWNf

QUANTITY
0.3
CFS
0.02 cFS

OTHER PROVrSIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
THE QUANTITY OF WATER DECREED FOR THIS WATER RIGHT FOR
STOCKWATER USE IS NOT A DEtERMINATIOIi OF HISTORICAL BENEFICIAL
USE.

RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
With respeet to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon whiCh execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as rovided by the Idaho Appellate RuLes.

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 36-102838

PAGE
1
JAN-22-1998
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1998 MAR 02 PM 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TWIN FALLS CO., IDAHO
FILED ______________
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

)
)

Case No. 39576

)

----------------------)

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
Water Right(s)! 36-10283B

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54{b) for WATER RIGHT 36-10283B was mailed
on March 02, 1998, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid
to the following:
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
CLIVE STRONG
OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
Phone: 208-334-2400
RIGHT FAMILY TRUST
C/O BLAINE TAYLOR
643 PERRY'S HOLLOW
SALT LAKE CITY, UT

84103

MATTIE P. GRIGG
GRIGG, GOLDEN T.
P.O. BOX 278 A
HAGERMAN, ID 83332

PAGE 1
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

DIANA DELANEY
Chief Deputy Clerk

03/02/98_

7~
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MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Babington v. Zingiber
Case No. CV-2008-125
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• • •1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

7i;]

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR

Case No. 39576

PiJV 27 Pii 2: it 8

Water Right 36-10283A

NAME AND ADDRESS:

YA-TA-HAY INVESTMENTS/ INC.
MARY RUTH BARRETT
813 W. KIOWA
HOseS, NM 88240

SOURCE:

BILLINGSLEY CREEK

QUANTITY:

2.38 CFS

TRIBUTARY: SNAKE RIVER

THE PORTION OF THIS RIGHT IN EXCESS OF 1.30 CFS IS
SUBORDINATED TO ALL GROUND WATER AND SURFACE WATER RIGHTS WITH
PRIORITY DATES OF DECEMBER 31, 1999 OR EARLIER.
PRIORITY DATE:

06/26/1881

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T075 R13E 511

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

NESENE
NWSENE

PURPOSE OF USE
Irrigation
StocKwater
Stockwater

Within Gooding County

PERIOD OF USE
02-15 TO 11-30
02-15 TO 11-30
12-01 TO 02-14

QUANTITY
2.38 CFS
0.12 CFS
0.34 CFS

THE IRRlGATION use UNDER THIS RIGHT IN EXCESS Of 1.30 CfS 15
SUBORDINATED TO ALL WATER RIGHTS WITH PRIORITY DATES OF
DECEMBER 31, 1999 OR EARLIER.
PLACE OF USE:

Irrigation
1075 R13E 502 LOT 02 (SWNE) 2.0
SWSE 25.0
S11
NWNE 10.0
54.0 Acres Total

Within Gooding county
NWSE 17.0

Stockwater
T07S R13E S02 LOT 02 (SWNE)
SWSE
S11
NWNE

Within Gooding County
NWSE

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
THE QUANTITY OF WATER DECREED UNDER THIS RIGHT FOR STOCKWATER
USE IS NOT A DETERMINATION OF HISTORICAL BENEFICIAL USE.
0.22 CFS OF THE UNSUBOROINATED PORT1ON OF THIS RIGHT IS
LIMITED TO USE fOR CONVEYANCE LOSSES IN DELIVERY OF THIS RlGHT.
THE SUBORDINATED PORTION OF THIS WATER RIGHT SHALL NOT BE
ASSERTED, DELIVERED, HONORED, USED, ENFORCED, EFFECTIVE, OR
OTHERWISE RECOGNIZED IF IT WOULD CAUSE OR REQUIRE, ElTHER
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, CURTAILMENT OF, INJURY TO, OR
MITIGATION FROM ANY SURFACE WATER OR GRQUND WATER RIGHTS WITH
PRIORITY DATES OF DECEMBER 31, 1999 OR EARLIER. THE
SUBORDINATION SHALL RUN WITH AND SE A PERPETUAL SERVITUDE UPON
THIS WATER RIGHT AND THE ASSOCIATED LANDS, INCLUDING ANY NEW
LANDS TO WHICH ALL OR ANY PORTION OF THIS WATER RIGHT IS
TRANSFERRED.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EfFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION Of THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY

MrCROFILMED
SRBA PARTIAL DeCREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 36-10283A

PAGE 1
Oct-31-2000
;:
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SRBA partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b) (continued)
OTHER PROVISIONS (continued)
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIF!ED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6),
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shaLL be a final
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho AppelLate Rules.

Barry Wood
Administrative District Judge
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DeCREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 36-10283A

PAGE 2

Oct-31-2000

{', .".
'J'.J

1/~

4"l.r

State of Idaho
Department of Water Resources

WATER RIGHT LICENSE
WATER RIGHT NO.

priority:

October 24, 1979

36-07875

Maximum Diversion Rate:
Maximum Diversion Volume:

CFS

10.00
7239.8

AF

This is to certify, that YA TA HAY INVESTMENTS INC
C/O MARY R BARRETT

813 W KIONAlHOBBS NM 882400000
has complied with the terms and conditions
of the permit, issued pursuant to Application for Permit dated October 24, 1979; and
has submitted Proof of Beneficial Use on september 28, 1988. An examination indicate
that the works have a diversion capacity of 12.860 cfs of water from:
tributary to SNAKE RIVER

BI~CREEK

source, and a water right has been established as follows:
BENEFICIAL USE

PERIOD OF USE

FISH PROPAGATION

01/01 to 12/31

LOCATIQl OF POINl'(S) OF DIVERSICN:

PLACE OF USE:
'IWN RGE SEC

07S 13E

RATE OF DIVERSICN

10.00

CFS

ANNUAL VOLUME

7239.8

AF

SENE , Sec. 11, Township 078, Range
GOODING County

FISH PROPAGATION

2
11

SWSE
NWNE

caIDITIm8;tmMARKS:

1.

2.
3.
4.
"5.
6.

The maximum diversion volume is defined as the maximum
allowable volume of water that may be diverted annually from the
source under this right. The use of water confirmed by this
right is limited to the amount which can actually be beneficially
used. The maximum diversion volume may be adjusted to more
accurately describe the beneficial use or to implement accepted
standards of diversion and use efficiency.
This water right is appurtenant to the described place of use.
This right is subject to all prior water rights and may be
forfeited by five years of non-use.
Modifications to or variance from this license must be made
within the limits of Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or the
applicable Idaho law.
A measuring device of a type approved by this Department shall
be maintained as a part of the diverting works.
Use of water under this water right will be regulated by the
watermaster of State Water District No. 36A.

NOV 1 7 1992

PAGE

2

State of Idaho
'Department of Water Resources

WATER RIGHT LICENSE
WATER RIGHT NO.

7.

36-07875

Use of water under this right is subject to policies set forth in
the st~te of Idaho water Plan, including policy NO. 5G.

This license is issued pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-219, Idaho Code.
witness the seal and signature of the Director, affixed at Boise, this .27?!:!.
day of
OC7d o?6/z, 19'9 z...
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~obtrtson &Jltttt, p.l.I.C.
AITORNEYS AT LAW
1. EVAN R.08ERTSON

GARY D. SLETTE
Rnbin L. Moore, PLS • p... legal

134 Third Avenue East
P.O. BOX 1906
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83303-1906
TELEPHONE (208) 933-0700
FAX (208) 933-0701

GARY D. SLEITE
gslette@rsidaholaw.com

January 16,2007
CERTIFIED MAIL &
REGULAR U.S. MAIL

William G. & Judith L. Van Hom
2101 McGraw Ranch Rd.
P.O. Box 456
Estes Park, CO 80517-0456

RE:

Padgett Ditch

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Van Hom:
Our law firm represents Lynn Babington and Cliff Jensen doing business as LynClif Farms,
L.L.C. With a great deal of reluctance, Lynn and Cliff came to me to discuss issues related to the
Padgett Ditch, and the construction efforts you are undertaking regarding a relocation of that ditch.
The facts as I understand them are set forth below.
Your predecessors in interest obtained Water Right No. 36-10283B for .30 cfs for the
irrigation of 11.5 acres, as well as a stockwater right for .02 cfs. LynCIifs predecessors acquired
Water Right No. 36-10283A for 2.38 cfs for the irrigation of 54 acres, as well as two (2) stockwater
rights. In addition, their predecessor acquired Water Right No. 36-7875 for 10.0 cfs for fish
propagation. Both irrigation water rights share the same priority, and the fish propagation right is
junior to your irrigation rights on Billingsley Creek. I understand you acquired your property in or
about April or May of 2006, and subsequent to your acquisition, met with my clients at a dinner
party at your house on July 17, 2006. During that dinner meeting, discussion was had relative to
potential work that you desired to accomplish on the stream in order to enhance your recreational
opportunities. A draft proposal was provided to you by Mr. Babington after the dinner, but you
subsequently advised them that you refused to sign any such documentation with them. Following
that discussion, you dropped off the enclosed letter dated July 18, 2006, at Mr. Jensen's office, and
expressed your belief that you could do as you wanted with regard to relocating the ditch and
building further impoundments. It is on the basis of the foregoing that I wish to advise you as to my
clients' legal position in regard to the construction activities you are currently undertaking.
Idaho Code § 42-1207 provides the basis for the following discussion. I am enclosing a

EXHIBIT

I

A-'

William G. & Judith L. Van Horn
January 16,2007
Page 2

copy of that code section for your review. While it certainly provides that you have an ability to
change the location of a ditch that crosses your property, it also provides that "such change must be
made in such a manner as not to impede the flow of the water therein, or to otherwise injure any
person or persons using or interested in such ditch, canal, lateral or drain, or buried irrigation
conduit". The length of the ditch across your property is now approximately 740 feet. The new ditch
that you have begun to excavate is approximately 1510 feet in length. My clients want to advise you
. at this time, prior to your expenditure of any additional time and effort, of their concern and belief
that your construction activities will result in both a flow impedance and an injury to their rights,
particularly the fish propagation water right. As you are doubtless aware, an aquaculture operation
depends on water that is fully oxygenated without moss accumulations over and above that which
exists naturally in the ditch. By doubling the length of the ditch, my clients believe that flows will
be impeded causing oxygen depletion, and the growth of aquatic vegetation. All three of these
effects would be undoubtedly injurious and deleterious to their operation.
While visiting with me, Lynn and Cliff shared a photo of what would appear to be some
sort of impoundment structure that was constructed on your property just last week. Please be
advised that any attempt to impound the water that naturally flows onto their property pursuant to
their water rights will not be tolerated or accepted by them, since an impoundment is certain to
cause injurious effects to their fish propagation rights. Additionally, it is apparent to me from a
review of your water rights that you possess no storage or impoundment rights whatsoever,
including any such right for the pond that is presently constructed on your property. As you stated in
your letter of July 18, you wanted to restate your desire to be a good neighbor. My clients certainly
have always felt the same, but in light of the work you are undertaking, believe that they must do
everything in their power to protect a valuable property right.
Idaho Code § 42-1102 (copy enclosed) clearly provides that my clients have a right-of-way
easement through your property for purposes of maintaining the existing ditch. As noted in that
section:
The existence of a visible ditch, canal or conduit shall
constitute notice to the owner, or any subsequent purchaser, of the
underlying servient estate, that the owner of the ditch, canal or
conduit has the right-of-way and incidental rights confinued or
granted by this section.
I refer you to the last paragraph ofIdaho Code § 42-1207. Pursuant to that code section, my
clients have the right to place a buried irrigation conduit on your property in the ditch location as
it currently exists. While you are entitled, as the servient owner, to direct that a ditch be relocated
to a different route, that is only permissible so long as there is no impedance to the flow and
delivery of their water right. My clients have been discussing the placement of just such an
underground conduit in the existing easement, but would certainly be willing to discuss with you
the placement of that conduit along the boundary line of your property adjacent to the road. Your

William G. & Judith L. Van Hom
January 16, 2007
Page 3

flow of.30 cfs during the decreed irrigation season of March 15 to November 15 would continue to
occur at the present point of diversion. Your year-round flow of .02 cfs for stockwater would
likewise continue to be delivered at the current point of diversion.
My clients had sincerely hoped that they would not be forced into a situation that
necessitated this sort of remedial action, but they feel compelled to take all necessary steps to
protect their water right interests.
You obviously have the right to have your own water channeled through your property in
any fashion that you desire. However, there is no basis upon which my clients can be compelled to
have their water run through your property in such a manner that it will impact their legitimate use
of their water rights. Once you have had an opportunity to consider the foregoing, please do not
hesitate to contact me in order to discuss matters further.
Yours truly,

GDS:rim

Ends.
cc:

Cliff Jensen (837-6116)

Lynn Babington (837-6322)
rlmlgdsllcttcr\Van Hom
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Comment Report
36-16494
1. jstanton
5/29/2007 Comment/Analysis
Comment: This application proposes to use the existing flow in the Padgett Ditch for
recreation (trout fishing). aesthetic and wildlife uses on the Zingiber property. Today I
met with Frank Erwin. watermaster of District 36-A, to verify the pod and to view the
property. The historic pod for this ditch will continue to be used, but the ditch itself has
been modifed as it flows through the pou. Instead of running basicall straight west and
then north after entering the pou, the ditch has been completely rerouted on a twisting
path before leaving the NW corner of the property as it has historically done. This
could reduce water quality for downstream fish producers, and could increase
conveyance loss due to the longer distance traveled (more evaporation and loss to
streamside vegetation. Frank said that the downstream fish people have made an
agreement with the applicant protecting them from possible damage due to this
development. While the fish right is for 10 cfs, that amount of water is no longer
available on a consistant basis; 4-6 cfs is all that is available most of the time. The
permit will "use" whatever is in the ditch. so there is probably no harm in allowing the
full amount applied for. This water never returns to Billingsley Creek; any unused flow
goes directly into the Snake River. Obviously we will need watermaster & Fish &
Game Dept comments. This application may be approvable with proper conditions;
the work has apparently already been done.
2. jstanton
5/29/2007 4:33:34 PM Special Administration Area Notes
Comment: Special Administration Areas: 1992 Snake River Moratorium Area
Exempt: Y
Reason: Non-Consumptive Use
Doc Attached:
Explanation:

3. jstanton
5/29/2007 4:36:47 PM Additional Information Supporting Application
Comment: Residency affidavit for hydropower development: N/A
Additional hydropower project information: NIA
Additional fish propagation project information: N/A
Appropriation Rule 40.05.c information: N/A
Mitigation Plan or acceptance form: N/A
Evidence of Pre-1987 development: N/A
4. jstanton
5/29/2007 Legal Notice Remarks
Comment: This application proposes to use the existing flow in the Padgett Ditch. up to
10 cfs, for recreational fishing. aesthetic and wildlife uses in the portion of the Ditch
that runs through the Zingiber property. The Ditch will rebuilt to meander through the
property to provide additional aquatic habitat before leaving the property at the historic
location. The property is located 1 mile north of Hagerman on the west side of Hwy.30
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)

APPLICATION AND PERMIT TO USE RIGHT OF WAY
UTILlTIES
Copy of pennit must be present a1 work site during construction:

Public road surface type: (Dirt) (Gravel) (pavement)
Start Date:

June 11: 2008

Est. Completion Date:

AUgl,!st

1, 2008

NOTICE: This permit sball not be
valid for excavation until, or unless,
the provisions of Idaho Code Title
55, Chapter 22 have been compfied
with. PRIOR TO EXCAVATION,
CALL DIG LINE 1 (800) 342-1585

Road Name: Justice Grade Road West
North side of Justice Grade Road West easement from where the Padgett
Location: goes under the road to the Southeast corner of Lyncli£ Farms, L.L.C.

DISTANCE FROM: Approx. 1.5 ft. North of _ _ _ _ _ _ __

UTILITY
OVERHEAD

CENTER LINE

o

UNDER·
GROUND

D~tch

ANGLE OF CROSSING
SIZE OF PIPE )0" to 20"

N/A

~--~------------

o

RIGHT OF WAY LINE

UTILITY TYPE Water
PRESSURE

Gravity

A PLAN
S
A
U
BL
LA
T
A A H:
:
SPECIAL PRovlsrONS: Lynclif Farms,. L.L.C. would construct an underground pipeline'

for the conveyance of water. from where the Padgett Ditch goes under the Justice Grade
Road to the SE corner of applicants property. Said pipeline will start \>tith 30": plastiC
!it~~~fP~ioJind construction &: traffic control will be as per hwy. specification

=

,=

=

I CERTIFY THAT I AM THE AUTHORJ.ZEO mILlTY COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE AND REQUEST nIe
"
PERMISSION TO CONSTRUcr THE ABOVE FACILITIES WITHlN THE H{GHWA Y RIGHT OF WAY IN.
iI·
ACCORDANCE WITH THE GENERAL PROVISIONS PRINTED ON THE FOLLOWINO PAGES OF mrs FORM. %,.
niE SPEC[AL PROVISIONS A.NO THE PLANS MADE A PART OF THIS PERMIT.
J~ .-f) C

V (:: l

~.~~~~'>q,D

COMPANY AND ADDRESS
L:t:!!clif Farms

L L C
I

Clifton E. Jensen - Partner

APPLICANT _ PL

•••

'

TYPE OR PRINT'

l.

D

P. O. Box: #201
Ha~erman ,

8:2332

rdah 0

STATE

CrTY

ZIP

SUBJEct TO ALL TERMS. CONDmONS. AND PROVISIONS SHOWN ON nus FORM OR AITACHMENTS, .
PERMISSION IS HEREBY GRANTED TO TIlE ABOVE NAMED APPLlCANT TO PERFORM 1HE WORK,
DESCRIBED ABOVE.

BY:
TITLE:

K\9JA,Eb.,.

l?oA.D

K.

J

/

L uNI\

Fe1~l\}

DATE:

2--7

SE-P

Y!>r

This form may be reproduced fur use in making multiple applications.

Exhibit A
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'ORM202

Ident. No.

12199

---=~-,"-'--Ll--"'.'~LJ'-J-7+if_
~~S~O

STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT
To appropriate the public waters of the State of Idaho

Zing; her Tnve$.tme1Jn~t~,,...,--.iL'""TL./.,'-C______ Phone ( 970)
Mailing address PO Box 456, Estes Park, CO 80517
Source of water supply Bi 11 i ngs ley Creek
which is a tributary of Snake River

1. Name of Applicant
2.

3. Location of point of diversion is Township
7S
Range 13 E
--,S",E
___Y., NE
X, Govt Lot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , B.M.,

Sec. 11
Good i ng

, in the -±.;NwW-,--_ _ X,
County;

additional points of diversion if any: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Water will be used for the foHowing purposes:
Amount

10

for

~IIa!~ r!ng AesJttp~s~hfb~

l/O]to J 2/31 (both dates inclusive)

I

(ds or acre-feet per annum)

Amount

for

purposes from _ _ _ _t,o

(both dates inclusive)

(ds or acre-feet per annum)

Amount

for

purposes from ____to ____ (both dates inclusive)

(ets or acre-feet per annum) - - - - - - - - -

Amount

purposes from ____to____ (both dates inclusive)

for

(ds or acre-feet per annum)

Amount

for

purposes from ____ to ____ (both dates inClusive)

(ds or acre-feet per annum)

Amount

for

purposes from ____ to.____ (both dates inclusive)

(ds or acre-feel per annum)

5. Total quantity to be appropriated is (a) _-,l"-,,,O~-:--c,.--__.,--__ and/or (b) _ _ _~,.--_ _ _ __
cubic feet per second

acre feel per annum

6. Proposed diverting works:
Wa t. e r

a. Describe type and size of devices used to divert water from the source

j S

d j ve r ted

~~5S~~~ P~~g~h~ R~pT~caK€!Ch was redirected accross the Appljcant's

fi'. Height of st&age (jam

N/A

feet; active reservoir capacity

acre-feet; total

reservoir capacity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ acre-feet
c. Proposed well diameter is

inChes; proposed depth of well is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ feet

d. Is ground water with a temperature of greater than 85°F being sought? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
e. If well is already drilled, when?

; Drilling firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Well was drilled for (well owner)

; Drilling Permit No. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7. TIme required for completion of works and application of water to proposed beneficial use is

ill years (minimum

1 year)

8. Description of proposed uses (if irrigation only, go 10 ilem 9):
a.

Hydropower; show total feet of head and proposed capacity in kW. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

b.

Stockwatering; list number and kind of livestOCk. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c.

Municipal; show name of municipality. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

d.

Domestic; show number of households. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

e.

Olher;describefully. This nonconsumptive

right

wj 1]

be llsed to ensure

flows through the Padgett Ditch where applicant w i l l stock
fish for f l y fishing and other recreational purposes.
Water will run through the ditch to maintain aesthetic value
of property.

j.

Description of place of use:
a. If water is for irrigation, indicate acreage in each subdivision in the tabulation below.
b. If water is used for other purposes, place a symbol of the use (example: D for Domestic) in the corresponding place of use
below. See instructions for standard symbols.
TWP

RGE

7S

13

NE

SEC

NE

11

MN

SW

NW
SW

SE

NE

NW

SW

SE

NE

SE
SW

NW

SE

NE

NW

SW

TOTALS
SE

X

I

I

i

I

fatal number of acres to be irrigated

MIA

10, Describe any other water rights used for the same purposes as described above. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

t<___________________

11. a. Who owns the property at the paint of diversion? ~A"-Jp~pc.l"-""i_"cwad.n
......

b, Who owns the land to be irrigated or place of use? _A~p:<JP~l'-'i'"'c"'_"a"'n"_"'t'___________________
c. If the property is owned by a person other than the applicant, describe the arrangement enabling the applicant to make
this filing: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tb is j s a ooocoosumptiye right intended to protect the
recreational and aesthetic value of the applicants property.

12. Remarks:

13, MAP OF PROPOSED PROJECT REQUIRED - Attach an BYz"x11" map clearly identifying the proposed point of diversion,
place of use, section #, township & range. (A photocopy of a USGS 7.5 minute topographic quadrangle map is preferred.)
BE IT KNOWN that the undersigned hereby makes this ap'plication for permit to app
the State of Idaho as herein set forth.

~eceived by -=---t~+----- Date .3 - 5'- l2

=ee $ (j

5Q ~

~ublication prepared by

~ublication

approved

10

::--'.M~=---c,..-,~_-

Time
4tjVJ
Preliminary check by
Receipted by _ _-jil.41.L-_ _ _ _ #
'i ~ 'h'
Dar..! - S Date
UPublished in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5

y.J

01

114.;1 S 1
:d : U.~; V~G::; I '. ·...~P) ., : i :11"' ;' id;)

t 1.',: r : ~:(~

3

,;1 n'\i:OS. lIic;:( t.: r? ( i,";,:,;, Ii.,"c( ~~ ..t S;_
t· .. , (lo;-'· h!"f..~ ! j ~\' I!P : lie- ; . :-: ~' of :,: .", ~n.-: l).

-=

7 t) ;>::]1 , CS: f;C ~ -''5 "
C 10, n:(J n: 1I)tC:ll'.;:t"l- rt

tAL
A.PHIC

f,Ef

" lOMIT E.!§..........
!}.HERS
~,,1 s. g:n et.ic

Declination

0 ,,03Al5107

$9

J• . GoodingBu..,
lnclion Butta, illill'Sll
'89

~ES

·~1 p:'IC

NAD1 ,

1. Tic •• k<, ID '89
2. Bliss, ID '87

6

:ro:J

,

,&n

7
MAr LOCATION
IN IDAHO

8

9

~ . H~tman.

I I I~:

rD'87

C. TutU., rn '8S
7.CrowsU •• t.,lD75

I S."'ohoocre~lD
'7 5
9. Tbous6nd S.. ".. 'U

A DJOINING 7.5' QUAOst • .
'-'

. '. '

~.

1~g

,

l
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November 26, 1999

STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
NOTICE OF PROTEST
This fonn may be used to file a protest with the department under sections 42-108B, 42-203A, 42-203C, 42-21 l. 42-222 and 42-224,
Idaho Code. The department will also accept a timely protest not completed on this form if it contains the same information.

1. Matter being protested
2. Name of protestant

Application for Pennit No. 36-16494 in the name of Zingiber Investment, LLC
LynClifFarms, L.L.C.

3. Protestant's Representative for service (If different than protestant)

Gary D. Slette - Attorney at Law
4. Servkem~ing~dreu~~P_D~.B_o_x~19_0_6_,T_w~in_F_a_"_s,_ID~8_3_3_00_-_19_0_6~~~~~~~~~~~

5. Service telephone no._ _(2_0_8_)9_3_3_-0_7_0_0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6. Basis of protest (including statement of facts and law upon which the protest is based)
Please see attached.

(additional pages may be attached to describe nature of the protest)

7. What would resolve your protest? ~_ _~_ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Withdrawal of the application or grant of acceptable express written
conveyance easement across Applicant's property acknowledging entitlement to install a
pipeline at Protestant's sole and absolute discretion.
I hereby, acknowledge that in, or my designated representative, fails to appear at any regularly scheduled
conference or hearing in the matter of which I have been notified at the address above, the department may
issue a notice of proposed default against me in this matter for failure to appear. I also verify that I have served
a copy of this protest upon the applicant.
~o·~
Signed this --"-,,,~~_day
of

L
I
\)(1e.iT~VV\
"o~

, 20ff/.

Protestant

.~

9/ZO/o7- ~
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Novemb« 26, 1999

rue.

me

Thil form 1liiY be UIId to
protut whb.
decllII'tIneDt under IMtfMl42-JOIB, 42-2031., 42-203C, 42-21 Jt "2-222 Ad 42.224
JdIbo Codo. Tbe~ wID &lao .ccept. _Jy prottl& not oompJCItOd OIl dUJ fomJ if It oaafItDs tbe AIM ifttormaUoD.
•

1. Mauw heiDi protctted

2.

Applieatioft for Permit No. 36-16494 ill tbo aame of Ziagibor Iovcatment, LLC

N~ot~~hmt_______L_~
___f_F_~
__._L_L_C_.__________________________________

3. Proteatlnt'li R.cpreaentative for lICIJ'Vioe (U dift'erent chan protucane)

aary O. Slet:tc - Attomey at Law

4. Service mailing addrel,,_ _
P._O_.Box.
______l_906
_____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
t T_W_iD_P_aJ_
lIt_ID_83_J_03_-1_906
5. ScrviCOtelepbcneDO.__<_208_)_93_3_..07_00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6. Balis otpmlOlt (tr,,:luding aauancllt ot facta and Jaw upon wbicb tbo protest is baSe4)

Plcaae Bee attached.

(IddItiMaI PIPI may Do IdtulMId to deIoribe DIllIn ofCht proteIt)

7. Whatwouldrl!lOlvo your Pf'01e8t7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Withdrawal of the app1icatiaa or BfU't of KCeptabJe exprea. written

convoymoo casernent aero.. Applicant'. property acknowlcdain8 eotitlemeac to install,
pipeliDc at l'rotoItaftt'. 1011 aud absolute diacretiOll.

r horcby, acknowledge that if I. or my dclipated repre.eentatiyc, faila to appear at any regularly lCheduled
ccm.t'ercDcc Or luwiDg in the matter at wbicb J bavc bccD notified at the Iddroll above. the department may
illue • notice of proposotl default apinat me iD tbi. matter for failure to appear. I abo verily that I have aerved
a ~opy of thiI proteIt upon tbe applicant.

Proteltlnt'a Repraeonw:ive

LynClif Farms, L.L.c. protests this application on the basis of Idaho Code § 42203A(5)(a), (b), (c), (e), and (t). LynClifFarms, L.L.C. is the owner and holder of Water
Right Nos. 36-10283A and 36-7875 on the Padgett Ditch. The latter water right is for ten
(10) cfs for fish propagation purposes. LynClifFanns, L.L.C. asserts that the proposal of
Zingiber Investment, LLC, the Applicant herein, will reduce both the quantity and quality
of water under existing water rights, and that if LynClif Fanns, L.L.C. exercises its
statutory right to place a buried conduit on the Applicant's property (as it intends to do)
pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1207, there will be no water supply for the purpose for
which the right is sought to be appropriated. LynClif Fanns, L.L.C. asserts that the
Applicant's application will conflict with the local public interest and that such
. application would be contrary to the conservation of water resources within the state.
Copies of correspondence previously sent to the Applicant, or its members and/or
managing members, regarding LynClif Farms L.L.C.'s statutory right and intent to install
a pipeline for deliver of its rights, are attached hereto as Exhibits "A" and "B". LynCliff
Fanns, L.L.C. is undertaking the required engineering and pipeline acquisition in order to
avail itself of its statutory right to install a pipeline instead of an open ditch in order to
provide its water rights from the point of diversion to the place of use. Upon the
occurrence of that event, there will be no water supply whatsoever for serving the
purpose for which this application has been sought. Having knowledge of LynClifFarrns,
L.L.C.'s statutory rights, this application has not been made in good faith. Furthermore,
the letter from the Applicant attached hereto as Exhibit "C" represents that the Applicant
and LynClif Farms, L.L.C's members "have come to a mutual understanding." Most
assuredly, there is no mutual understanding or agreement, express or implied, relative to
this application. Such representation by the Applicant is not correct.

Copies of the Notice of Protest sent September 20, 2007, via United States Mail, postage
prepaid thereon, to:
Zingiber Investment, LLC
PO Box 456
Estes Park, CO 80517-0456
William G. & Judith L. Van Hom
2101 LaGraw Ranch Rd.
Estes Park, CO 80517-0456

..
"v

Bobtrlson &.sltttt, p.l.l.c.
ATIORNEYSATLAW
}. EVAN ROBERTSON
GARY D. SLETTE

Robin L. Moore, PLS - Panlegal

J34 Third Avenue East
P.O. BOX 1906
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83303·1906
TELEPHONE (208) 933·0700
FAX (208) 933·0701

GARY D. SLETTE
gs!ette@rsidabolaw.com

October 23, 2007
Allen D. Merritt, P.E.
Southern Region Manager
Idaho Department of Water Resources
1341 Fillmore Street - Suite 200
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301
RE: Protest of Application for Permit No. 36-16494 (Zingiber Investment LLC)
Dear Allen:
Our law finn represents LynClifFarms, the protestant in the above-numbered application. Before
my client proceeds with the expenditure of substantial time and energy in preparing for a hearing on this
matter, I believe the circumstances are such that the Department needs to make a threshold determination
before even beginning to process this application.
LynClif Farms is the owner and holder of Water Right Nos. 36-10283A and 36-7875. LynClifs
water rights were properly appropriated and perfected, and have historically been used by LynClif and its
predecessors since the time of those appropriations. The pending application would seek to appropriate
LynClifs previously appropriated water at LynClifs point of diversion, albeit for a non-consumptive use.
Article XV, Section 3 ofIdaho's Constitution provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
The right to divert and appropriate the unappropriated waters of any
natural stream to beneficial uses, shall never be denied ...."
(Emphasis added).
Idaho Code § 42-101 provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
All the waters of the state, when flowing in their natural channels,
including the waters of all natural springs and lakes within the boundaries
of the state are declared to be the property of the state, whose duty it shall
be to supervise their appropriation and allotment .... II
(Emphasis added).

,,~
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Allen D. Merritt, P.E.
October 23, 2007
Page 2

According to the Idaho Supreme Court in Cantlin v. Carter, 88 Idaho 179,397 P.2d 761 (1964):
It is a fundamental concept that under our constitution, water which
has already been appropriated is not subject to appropriation by another,
unless it has been abandoned by the original appropriator or his successor
in interest.
88 Idaho at 187. In addition, the Cantlin court stated:
This Court has long held that the State Reclamation Engineer has no right,
power or authority to interfere with vested rights or to grant a pennit for
the appropriation and diversion of the water of a stream where the same
has already been diverted and applied to a beneficial use. Nielson v.
Parker, 19 Idaho 727, 115 P. 488; Youngs v. Regan, 20 Idaho 275, 118 P.
499.

Cantlin, supra, at 186.
Because the water sought to be appropriated by Zingiber Investment, LLC has already been
appropriated, and is not public water in a natural stream, I do not believe that the application should have
been accepted by the Department, and that as a matter of law, there is "no right, power or authority to
interfere with [LynClifs] vested rights or to grant a penn it for the appropriation and diversion" of water
so sought.
I would appreciate it if you would consider the foregoing, and advise me of the Department's
position in this regard.
Yours truly,

GDS:r1m
cc:

LynClifPanns
David Tuthill, Director, IDWR
(208-287-6700)
Phillip J. Rassier, Esq. (phil.rassier@idwr.idaho.gov)
Paul L. Arrington (pla@idahowaters.com)

rlm\gds\\euer\lDWRJF.2

,','
~1".,'
'J
J. . . ~."
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State of Idaho

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
322 East Front Street· P.O. Box 83720 • Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Phone: (208) 287-4800' Fax: (208) 287-6700' Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov

November 14,2007

C. L. "BUTCH" OTTER
Governor

DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR.
Director
....... .

GARY D SLEITE
ROBERTSON & SLETTE PLLC
POBOX 1906
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-1906

\

. NOV 1 6 2007
:.
." 2)
Lu ........ -. : . . -----...:. ,,;

~.

-----------~---.--.--

Re:

Protest of Application to Appropriate Water No. 36-16494
(Zingiber Investment, LLC)

Dear Mr. Slette:
This letter responds to your letter dated October 23, 2007. In your letter, you state that
"the water sought to be appropriated by Zingiber Investment, LLC has already been .
appropriated, and is not public water in a natural stream .... " As a result, you conclude that the
Department should not have accepted application to appropriate water no. 36-16494 because "as
a matter oflaw, there is 'no right, power or authority to interfere with [LynClif's] vested rights
or to grant a pennit for the appropriation and diversion' of water so sought."
After visiting with Department staff about various hypothetical facts, I conclude there
may be circumstances when the water flowing in the specific ditch you refer to might contain
water that could be appropriated. In other words, the ruling from the Department will depend
upon the factual information presented. Furthermore, I conclude that your request of the
Department should be formalized in a motion before the Department, possibly a motion· for
summary judgment. A motion for summary judgment should assert facts, in affidavit or other
appropriate form, and the non-moving party should have an opportunity to present its own facts
and argument in response to the motion.
As a result of the above, the Department will not reject application no. 36-16494 on its
face. Should you wish to pursue this matter further, I ask that you serve any motions filed with .
the Department on all parties.

Cc:

Zingiber Investment, LLC
Paul L. Arrington, Barker, Rosholt & Simpson, Twin Falls
Phil Rassier
Southern Region

...
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RECEIVE

2007
RESOURCES
REf310N

Attomeys for Zingiber Investment, LLC
Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Teiephonc (20S) 3~5-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
23425.0

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

In The Matter Of Application for
Permit No. 36-16494 In The Name Of
Zingiber Investment, LLC

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

J.

Waldera of MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD., and hereby make an appearance
and request that all notices,

in this matter
con-espondence,

!Al"'6UJ.ll~i",

or other OOImDUDlcatlon

dm:x;tcxl to

at

address

~OTICE

OF APPEARANCE - 1

80U<lT2:G72430 1

166

DATED this \-:l~ day of December,2007.
MOFFATI', THOMAS, BARRETI', ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

By__~~~~~________________
An
Attorneys for Zingiber Investment, LLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

r HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

12~ day of December, 2007, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEARANCE to be served by the method

indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Director

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 287-6700
Gary D. Slette
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
134 Third Avenue
Post Office Box 1906
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906
Fax: (208) 933-0701

~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

An

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 2

J. Waldera

801_ MT2:672430. 1
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Boise
Idaho Falls
Pocatello
Twin Falls

Moffit.t _ThQmqs___
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD.
Eugene C. Thomas
John W. Barrere
·R. B. Rock
Richard C. Fields
John S. Simko
John C. Ward
D. James Manning
David B. Lincoln
Gary T. Dance
Larry C. Hlineer
Randall A. Pererman
Mark S. Prusynski
Seephen R. Thomas
Glenna M. Chriscensen
Gerald T. Husch
Scott L. Cam pb. II
Robert B. Burns

Michael E. Thomas
Parricia M. Olsson
Chrisrine E. Nicholas
Bradley J Williams
Lee Radford
Michael O. Roe
David S. Jensen
James 1. 'Marcin
C. Claycon Gill
Michael W. McGreaham
David P. Gardner
Tan Martens
Julian E. Gabiola
Kimberly D. Evans Ross
Jason G. Murray
Mark C. Peterson
Paul D. McFarlane

Jon A. SrenquiSt
Tyler J. Henderson
C. Edward Carher III
Andrew J. Waldera
Tyler J Anderson
Dylan B. Lawrence
Benjamin C. Riechie
Rebecca A. Rainey
Nachan R. Searnes
Andrew J. Snook

us Bank Plaza Building
101 5 Capitol Blvd 10th FJ

PO Box 829
BOise Idaho 83701 0829

February 13,2008

2083452000
8004222889
208 385 5384 Fax
www.moffatt.com

Robere E. Bakes, ofcounsel
Willis C. Mofhu, 1907 -1980

Kirk R. Hdvie, 1956-2003

Allen Merritt
Idaho Department of Water Resources Southern
Region Office
1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3380

Re:
Application for Permit No. 36-16494 (Zingiber Investment, LLC)
MTBR&F File No. 23425.0
Dear Mr, Merritt:
I am writing to request that the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department") hold a
status/scheduling conference regarding the above-referenced Application for Permit
("Application"), As you know, public notice of the Application has been duly published, and
the Application was protested by LynClifFarms on or about September 26,2007. The parties
have been unable to informally resolve the protest.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

VT~;S'

A~

J, Waldera

AJW/dII

cc:

William VanHorn

client~rs40.1~1.
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Willis C Aia/Hm. 1907-1980
Kirk R. 1M";e, I 956-20U.l

.A.llen 1'.1erritt
Water Rights Supervisor
Idaho Department of Water Resources Southern
Region Office
1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3380

Re:
Application for Permit No. 36-16494 (Zingiber Investment, LLC)
MTBR&F File No. 23425.0
Dear Allen:
I am responding to the February 27,2008 correspondence from Gary Slette to you, concerning
the above referenced matter. My client, Zingiber Investment, LLC, does not agree with Mr.
Slette's characterization of the circumstances in this matter. Regardless ofMr. S1ette's intent to
file a motion for summary judgment, that action will not necessarily lead to resolution of the
litigation which his client has filed against mine. Additionally, the Idaho Department of Water
Resources' administrative hearing process is separate and cannot be delayed because other
litigation involving similar matters is pending in a different venue. Regardless of Mr. Sletle's
clients' request, my client has a right to proceed forward with the administrative hearing
process with the Idaho Department of Water Resources, pursuant to Idaho Code
Section 42-203(A). Consequently, I request that the Department proceed with its scheduling
process as soon as possible.
Very truly yours,

~~
SLC/dll
cc:
William Van Hom
Gary Slette
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Debby Long
From:

Merritt, Allen [Allen.Merritt@idwr.idaho.gov]

Sent:

Thursday, May 01, 20084:44 PM

To:

Debby long

Cc:

Scott Campbell; Andy Waldera; gslette@rsidaholaw.com; Spackman, Gary

Subject: RE: Zingiber Investment, LLC -- Application for Permit No. 36-16494

ladies and Gentlemen:
I've reviewed the available dates and it appears that June 23rd fits the best for conducting a pre-hearing conference.
propose starting the conference at 10:00am.
My only concern is that I may not be available since I've been notified I may be called to federal jury duty. In light of this
prospect I've arranged for a substitute (Gary Spackman) to hold the conference if indeed I have to appear.
The pre-hearing conference will be by telephone conference call. You will be notified of what phone number to call and
the participation code to use as soon as I've made those arrangements.
If you have questions please contact me.
Respectfully,

Allen Merritt

From: Debby Long [mailto:DLL@moffatt.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2008 9:41 AM
To: Merritt, Allen
Cc: Scott Campbell; Andy Waldera; Slette, Gary D. (gslette@rsidaholaw.com)

Subject: FW: Zingiber Investment, LlC -- Application for Permit No. 36-16494
Dear Mr. Merritt.
last week I sent you the email below providing our available dates fora Pre-Hearing Conference in May or June. This
email is to inquire as to the progress made in scheduling the conference and, additionally, to provide you with our revised
dates.
May 2, 8, 9, 12, 19, 22, 23, 28, 30
June 2, 4, 6,10, 11,12,18,23,27,30
Thank you. We look forward to hearing from you.
Debby long, PLS
Administrative Assistant to
Scott l. Campbell and Andrew J. Waldera
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, Chtd.
Direct Dial 208-385-5323

From: Debby long

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2008 11:00 AM
To: Merritt, Allen (Alien.Merritt@idwr.idaho.gov)
Cc: Slette, Gary D.; Scott Campbell; Andy Waldera

~
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5/29/2008

bject: Zingiber Investment, LLC -- Application for Permit No. 36-16494
Dear Mr. Merritt,
This message is to provide you with the dates which our office· is available to participate in a Pre-Hearing Conference on
the above referenced matter. The Department had asked for available dates in May and June, here are those dates:
April 28
May1,2,8,9, 12, 19, 22,23,28,30
June 2, 4, 6,10,11,12,13,16,18,23,26,27,30
Thank you for your assistance. We look forward to hearing back from you on this scheduling.
Debby Long, PLS
Administrative Assistant to
Scott L. Campbell and Andrew J. Waldera
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, Chtd.
Direct Dial 208-385-5323

NOTICE: This e-mail,includingattachments, constitutes a confidential attorney-client communication. It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any
unauthorized persons. If you have received this communication in error, do not read it. Please delete it from your system without copying it, and notify the sender
by reply e-mail or by calling (208) 345-2000, so that our address record can be corrected. Thank you.
NOTICE: To comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this email, including attachments, is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be
imposed by the Internal Revenue Service.

.
.

5/29/2008
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Robertson &Stette, p.Ll.c.
ATIORNEYS AT LAW
l. EV AN ROBERTSON
GARY D. SLETrE

Robin L. Moore, PLS • Paralegal

134 Third Avenue East
P.O. BOX 1906
TWIN FAILS, IDAHO 83303·1906
TELEPHONE (208) 933-0700
FAX (208) 933·0701

GARY D. SLETTE
gsfettc@nidabolaw.com

February 16, 2007
CERTIFIED MAIL

William G. & Judith 1. Van Hom
2101 McGraw Ranch Rd.
P.O. Box 456
Estes Park, CO 80517-0456

RE:

Padgett Ditch

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Van Hom:
Initially, thank you for the time that you spent discussing this matter on Tuesday with Lynn
Babington, Cliff Jensen, and me. I think the issues became fairly obvious and the potential for their
resolution was similarly obvious. You have proposed a relocation of the ditch through your property
to accommodate your "dream" of eTh'1anced fly fishing. Your "dreaml1 will result in an additional
750 feet of ser;H;mtine ditch to carry both your water, as well as the water represented by my clients'
water rights. The ditch. that was in existence on your property when you purchased it in 2006 had
been in place for many years, and was only approximately 740 feet in length. The additional length
of ditch that you propose for your aesthetic purposes will, in all likelihood, result in increased
temperature and moss in the water that serves my clients' aquaculture facilities.
I tried to explain to you that Idaho Code § 42-1102 validates my clients' easement across
your property at the location of the visible ditch that traverses your property. I have instructed my
clients to obtain a centerline survey of that portion of the ditch for future reference. I suggested to
you that if you would acknowledge the existence of that easement in a document to be recorded in
the county records, my clients would not be placed in a situation where they felt like they were
compelled to make a quick decision regarding the need to place a conduit in that location. You
alluded to the fact that your construction work to date may result in a servient owner's change in the
location of the ditch, and that if my clients wanted to pipe the ditch, they would have to traverse this
new serpentine route. I believe you suggested to them on Tuesday that piping the additional 750
feet would result in a negligible cost differential. I can't believe that that is your sincere belief, but in
any event, if the buried conduit (a) was workable in that location from a water delivery standpoint;
and (b) cost more than the installation of a conduit at the original easement location, they would
expect you to "agree in writing to be responsible for any increased construction or future
maintenance costs necessitated by said relocation". See Idaho Code § 42-1207. Since you believe
such cost would be negligible, and that piping in that location would have the same efficacy as the
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William G. & Judith L. Van Hom
February 16,2007
Page 2

original easement location, you should have no problem with that.
When our conversation ended, you indicated the potential for acknowledging the existence
of the former easement, provided that my clients would have to agree to waive their statutory right
to place a conduit in that ditch pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1207. My clients are not willing to
voluntarily give up a right that the law expressly provides to them in this regard. Since you have
neither an aesthetic nor a storage component to your decreed water right, I fail to understand the
. basis for your demand that my clients should voluntarily waive their right to place a conduit in the
ditch easement. To the extent that those issues need to be addressed by the Idaho Department of
Water Resources as a means of resolving this matter, that may be a possibility, although it might be
advantageous to see if we can resolve this matter between the parties. My clients are truly not
interested in a squabble with their neighbor, and the need to resort to a declaratory judgment is far
down their list of preferred methods of solution. A water user has no legal or statutory right to
compel another water user to run his water through a conveyance ditch for the benefit of the
servient estate. If your new system works in a manner that is acceptable to my clients, that would be
a fine outcome. However, their right to pipe the existing ditch is a statutory entitlement at this time,
and they are not prepared to accept your theory that they have the burden of proof to show some
injury or diminution before they are entitled to pipe their present conduit location. I renew their
proposal, i.e., your recordation of an express easement over and across your property at the current
location of the ditch. In the event my clients deem it necessary or desirable in the future, they would
maintain their statutory entitlement to place a pipeline in the ditch for the transport of their
irrigation and fish propagation water rights.
My clients understand that you have a "dream" about how you would like to utilize your
property, but they are not going to sit idly by and forego their own property interests to
accommodate your "dream". I am pleased to hear that you intend to consult an attorney regarding
this issue, and hope that we are able to achieve an amicable resolution. That can be accomplished
by your acknowledgement of the irrigation ditch easement at its present location which consists of
approximately 750 linear feet. If that cannot be accomplished, I fear that resort to the courts for
declaratory relief will be the only way to resolve this issue. Please advise me within ten (10) days of
your receipt of this letter as to your intentions. If you have retained an attorney in this regard, please
ask him or her to contact me.

GDS:rim
cc:
Cliff Jensen (837-6116)
Lynn Babington (837-6322)
rlm\gtisllctterl Van Hom2
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Gary D. Sletie
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
LYNN 1. BABINGTON and KATIIY L.
)
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and
)
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. )
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively
)
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, L.L.c.,)
an Idaho limited liability company,
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
v.
)
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; )
)
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC,
)
a Colorado limited liability company,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV-2008-125

ANSWERING BRIEF IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SI IMMARY
IIIDGMENT

The Plaintiffs, collectively referred to as "LynClif', hereby submit their Answering Brief

22

in Opposition to the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 56(c),

23

LynClif also serves herewith the affidavits of Lynn Babington, Kathy Babington, Clifton E.

24

Jensen, Suzanne Jensen, together with the affidavits of Jim Stanton and Gary D. Slette, and the

25

Supplemental Affidavit of Frank Erwin.

26

COllnt One

According to Van Hom's Memorandum in Support of his Motion for Summary Judgment:

ANSWERING BRIEF IN OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1

1

The only issue to be decided by this Court with respect to Count One
of LynClifs Complaint for Declaratory Relief is the interpretation
and application of Idaho Code Section 42-1207 as between Zingiber
and LynClif.

2
3
4

Van Hom's Memorandum at p. 11. LynClif is in basic accord with Van Hom's statement. All of

5

Van Hom's denunciation of the piping of the ditch is controlled by Idaho Code § 42-1207. The

6

right to place a ditch is statutory in nature and Van Hom's suggestion that such piping "will injure

7
8

Zingiber's exercise of irrigation and stockwater rights" is without foundation, or any legal basis. A
discussion of the term "injury" in the context of water rights issues will be discussed later in this
brief. LynClif chooses to fIrst respond to Van Hom's Memorandum and affidavit in roughly the

9

same order as the issues were asserted in his brief.

10

On page 1 of his brief, Van Hom referenced Idaho Code § 42-1102. Coincidentally, that is

11

the very statute relied upon by LynClif with regard to the location of the ditch easement on the

12

VanHorn property for purposes of the location of an underground pipeline. That code section

13

provides:

14
15
16

The existence of a visible ditch, canal or conduit shall
constitute notice to the owner, or any subsequent purchaser, of the
underlying servient estate, that the owner of the ditch, canal or
conduit has the right-of-way and incidental rights confIrmed or
granted by this section.

17

Van Hom has attested to the fact that he purchased the property in 2006, and that the Padgett

18

Ditch was then in existence at the approximate location of the black line shown on the third page

19

of Exhibit 3 to VanHorn's affIdavit. The ditch had been in that location over the last forty to fIfty

20

years. (Affidavit of Frank Erwin at ~ 3.) The length of that original ditch was approximately 740

21

feet. (Supp. Affidavit ofLynn Babington at ~ 9.) The parallel red lines on Exhibit 3 to Van Hom's
affIdavit clearly show a new location for the ditch that is circuitous and significantly longer than

22
23

the visible ditch that existed on the property in 2006. The new ditch is approximately 1510 feet in
length. (Supp. Affidavit of Lynn Babington at

~

9.) Van Hom unilaterally elected to make the

24

change to the Padgett Ditch in order to advance his "dream" of having a fly-fIshing stream run

25

through his property. (See Exhibit 16 to Van Hom Affidavit.) In his affidavit, Van Hom has stated

26

that water was diverted through the current channel in October of 2006. (See VanHorn AffIdavit
at ~ 11.) He acknowledged further that there was no resolution of the parties' disagreement relative
;

'.

-

'-iv
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1

to the Padgett Ditch relocation in February of2007.1d As proof that there was no accord, and that

2

LynClif had not waived its statutory right to pipe the ditch, Van Hom attached the letter of

3

LynClifs counsel to him dated February 16,2007. (See Exhibit 16 to Van Hom Affidavit.) That

4

letter clearly stated:

5
6

7

8

9
10

My clients are not willing to voluntarily give up a right that the law
expressly provides to them in this regard. ... However, their right
to pipe the existing ditch is a statutory entitlement at this time, and
they are not prepared to accept your theory that they have the burden
of proof to show some injury or diminution before they are entitled
to pipe their present conduit location.

Id In an apparent attempt to create an issue of fact, Van Hom has asserted an alleged oral
agreement regarding the "relocation of Padgett Ditch across the Zingiber Property in return for
Zingiber's promise to be responsible for any damages that might be caused by the ditch

11

12

relocation." (See Van Hom Affidavit at ~ 11). Apparently, VanHorn contends that he is entitled to
contradict the aforementioned terms of the written letter by his version of parol evidence, and

13

asserts that terms undefmed of the "agreement" were confirmed by a handshake. The affidavits of

14

Mr. and Mrs. Babington and Mr. and Mrs. Jensen clearly contradict the unilateral understanding

15

that Van Hom has articulated for the first time in his affidavit. Likewise, the Jensens and

16
17

Babingtons have stated in their affidavits that none of them ever recalls shaking hands with Mr.
VanHorn at the Snake River Grill meeting. However, if anyone of them did, it was purely a
matter of social grace, and it was not the imprimatur of acceptance of any type of agreement.

18

According to the affidavits of the Babingtons and the Jensens, there was no agreement by them

19

that they were waiving their statutory right to pipe the ditch across the VanHorn property. A

20

waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a known right. Straub v. Smith, Op. No. 33348

21

(Idaho Sup. Ct., November 27, 2007). Waiver is foremost a question of intent; and "[i]n order to

22

establish waiver the intention to waive must clearly appear ... ". (Citations omitted). Riverside

23

Development Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 650 P.2d 657 (1982).
The letter sent by LynClifs counsel which Van Hom attached as Exhibit 16 to his affidavit

24

clearly sets forth evidence of non-waiver of the statutory rights accorded to LynClif pursuant to
25
26

Idaho Code § 42-1207. If Zingiber's purchase of $1,400 worth of fish from Ark Fisheries, Inc. is
being advanced as a method by which Van Hom would assert estoppel against LynClif, Van Hom
is seriously mistaken. Van Hom has stated under oath that he purchased "fish from LynClif for

ANSWERING BRIEF IN OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3

1

stocking in Padgett Ditch on the Zingiber property", (See ~ 11 of VanHorn affidavit.) VanHorn is

2

in error in this regard. The fish Zingiber purchased were sold by Ark Fisheries, Inc., a corporation

3

that is a separate and distinct legal entity unrelated to LynClif Farms, L.L.c. other than the fact

4

that some of the shareholders of Ark Fisheries, Inc. are members of LynClif. (Affidavit of Kathy

5

Babington at ~ 4.) Van Hom likewise cannot assert estoppel relative to the alleged agreement with
regard to his ditch construction activities, since the work had already been completed prior to the

6

meeting at the Snake River Grill in Hagerman in February, 2007. Quite simply, LynClif alleges
7

that Van Hom's unilateral allegation of such an agreement is unfounded. Having stated in writing

8

that LynClifwas not about to waive its statutory right to pipe the ditch on the Van Hom property,

9

this latent suggestion of an oral agreement contradicting non-waiver should be disregarded.

10

VanHorn has cited this court to the case of Riverside Development Co. v. Ritchie, 103

11

Idaho 515, 650 P.2d 657 (1982) for the proposition that the court "need not draw any inferences in

12

favor of the non-moving party." Van Hom Memorandum at p. 8. LynClif believes that the
Riverside case is appropriately applied to the facts of this action because it involves cross-motions

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

for summary judgment, and the issue of waiver. In Riverside, the Court held:
Nevertheless, where the evidentiary facts are not disputed and the
trial court rather than a jury will be the trier of fact, summary
judgment is appropriate, despite the possibility of conflicting
inferences because the court alone will be responsible for resolving
the conflict between those inferences. (Citations omitted).
103 Idaho at 519. Interestingly, the Idaho Supreme Court rejected a fmding of waiver in that case
regarding a lease agreement. The Court stated:
We agree that a continuing course of conduct by a lessor which
misleads a lessee to his prejudice in regard to the lessor's intent to
strictly enforce the terms of the lease may constitute a waiver.
103 Idaho at 522. There was no course of conduct on the part of LynClifwhich could be deemed
to have misled Van Hom to his prejudice in any way as a result of a purported oral agreement. In
Riverside, the Court affirmed the district court's determination that there had not been a waiver

24

because no intention to waive clearly appeared in the facts of that case. The same must be said to
25
26

be true of the facts in this case, and there is no evidence, other than Van Hom's bald-faced
assertion, that some undefmed agreement had been achieved.
Van Hom also contends that the Comment Report filed by Jim Stanton, a Senior Water
~
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1

Resource Agent for the Idaho Department of Water Resources, substantiates that some sort of

2

agreement existed between LynClif and Van Horns by virtue of Stanton's note concerning a

3

conversation with Frank ElWin. (See

4

upon hearsay on hearsay in support of his argument. (Supp. Affidavit of Frank ElWin at ~ 3.) Mr.

5

~

1 of Exhibit 8 to VanHorn Affidavit.) VanHorn relies

ElWin stated in his affidavit that he did not believe he had ever advised anyone that there was any
sort of agreement between the parties. Further, the Supplemental Affidavit of Frank ElWin

6

indicates that he would have had no way of knowing what the parties' agreement, if any, might
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

have been. Id Mr. Van Horn's letter to Jim Stanton is attached as Exhibit "A" to ElWin's
Supplemental Affidavit. In that letter, it was Mr. VanHorn who stated:

Mr. Lynn Babington, Cliff Jensen, and I have had several
discussions regarding our properties and water rights and have come
to a mutual understanding.
LynClif is appreciative of the fact that Mr. Van Hom attached LynClifs Notice of Protest to his
affidavit as Exhibit 11. The following is quoted from page 3 of that exhibit:
Furthermore, the letter from the Applicant attached hereto as Exhibit
"C" represents that the Applicant and LynClif Farms, LLC's
members "have come to a mutual understanding." Most assuredly,
there is no mutual understanding or agreement, express or
implied, relative to this application. Such representation by the
Applicant is not correct.
(Emphasis added).

18

VanHorn next contends that he will be "injured" if the court grants LynClifs motion for

19

summary judgment allowing the ditch to be piped. In water law parlance, the term "injury" is not

20

construed in the fashion which VanHorn now advocates. Apparently, VanHorn believes that he

21

should be able to compel LynClif to perpetually run its water through his property in order to
"carry" his water, and to afford him the chance to fulfill his dream of having a fly-fishing stream

22
23

through his property. In paragraph 14 of his affidavit, he states that "any piping of Padgett Ditch
either across or around the Zingiber Property will injure Zingiber's exercise of irrigation and

24

stockwater rights, both now and in the future." Zingiber apparently acknowledges that injury

25

relates only to water rights, and not to his subjective dreams and plans. According to the Idaho

26

Supreme Court in Dept. of Reclamation of the State of Idaho, In re: Transfer of Water Rights of
Enoch and Johnson, 50 Idaho 573 , 300 P. 492 (1931 ), the Idaho Supreme Court stated:
.. J
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1

2
3
4

5
6
7

The tenn "injured" as used in the sections of the statute
referred to . .. applies to injury to the water right of another. It has
no application to any damage, or injury that may accrue to another
growing out of the fact that he is a tenant in common of the same
conduit with the owner of the water transferred. In other words, the
proximate cause of the injury to appellant is not the change of point
of diversion, or the place of the use, but the failure of respondents to
longer use the Soda Canal in common with appellant. Such
injury ... is not cognizable in this proceeding and does not prevent
the sale of the water, or change in the means of conveyance, point of
diversion, or place of use.

8

50 Idaho at 580. Van Horn's water rights as identified in the Partial Decree attached as Exhibit 4

9

to Van Horn's affidavit will continue to be available to him at his same point of diversion. The

10

fact that he will no longer be able to ride on the back of LynClifs water does not give rise to an

11

"injury" cognizable under Idaho Code § 42-1207.

12

Van Horn has asserted an argument about "amorphous damages" in its brief. (Van Horn
Memorandum at p. 10.) LynClifis uncertain what bearing Van Horn's allegations should have to

13
14

the facts of this case, since Idaho Code § 42-1207 clearly does not require that LynClif establish
any "amorphous damages" before piping of a ditch is allowed. In fact, judging by footnote 1 at

15

page 10 of VanHorn's Memorandum, it appears that VanHorn would concur. Coincidentally,

16

Van Horn attested to the "debris grates", which LynClif believes are intended for use as fish

17

screens to prevent the escape of the fish that VanHorn purchased from Ark Fisheries, Inc. It was

18

those "debris grates" which plugged up and caused flooding, and the flow of water to be re-

19

directed out of the Padgett Ditch onto the property of adjoining owners and LynClif. (See SUpp.
Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen at

20

21

~

6.) LynClifs rationale for exercising its statutory right to pipe

the ditch across the Van Horn property is not ill-conceived or malicious; rather, its purpose is to
insure once and for all that its water rights will not be impeded in any manner. Beyond the issues

22

associated with the plugged "debris grates", it is apparent that an additional 800 feet of open ditch

23

will cause flow to be slowed, the water to be heated, with a seepage loss that naturally occurs in an

24

earthen ditch. Although Mr. VanHorn expressed a self-serving opinion in his affidavit that made

25
26

it sound like he was actually being helpful, the members of LynClif do not agree with his opinion
evidence. Like the "amorphous damages" issue, however, these differing opinions do not matter
with regard to this declaratory judgment action. The crux of this case boils down to the right of

h4
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1

LynClifto place a buried conduit in the ditch location that existed in 2006. On February 13, 2007,

2

Van Hom informed LynClif that LynClifs piping would have to be done in the new 1500 foot

3

ditch location. (See Supp. Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen at

4

possible that the court might choose to embrace VanHorn's suggestion that his construction work

5

~

6.) Although not palatable, it is

resulted in the servient owner's change in the location of the ditch, all as more specifically set
forth in the letter attached as Exhibit 16 to VanHorn's affidavit. Reference was made in that letter

6

to Van Hom's suggestion that piping the additional 750 feet of the new serpentine ditch would
7

result in a negligible cost differential. Two things are noteworthy. First, VanHorn stated in his

8

affidavit that he is a "professionally licensed engineer (both in Colorado and Idaho)." It stretches

9

the limits of professional credibility to suggest that doubling the length of an underground

10

irrigation pipeline · would result in a negligible cost differential. Second, the Supplemental

11

Affidavit of Lynn J. Babington indicates that the approximate cost of piping the original ditch

12

ranged between $40,000 and $50,000. Because of the additional length and the numerous curves
of the new ditch, and the requirement for significant rock blasting in the new ditch location, the

13
14

estimated cost would be more than double the original amount. Id at ~ 10. If Mr. Van Hom is so
interested in directing the route that the conduit should be placed, he should be required to bear

15

the additional expense over and above the cost of piping the location of the ditch easement that

16

existed in 2006.

17

Without any statutory authority or case law, Van Hom contends that all upstream

18

landowners who divert water from the Padgett Ditch are required to be named as indispensable

19

parties to this action. LynClif obviously disagrees with Van Hom's contention, since no activity
undertaken in piping the ditch below their points of diversion would have any impact on an

20
21

upstream owner's water rights. (As a parenthetical, Van Hom clearly did not take any steps to
procure their permission or approval relative to his own construction activities.) The only

22

downstream owner who might conceivably have an interest is Kirt L. Martin, and he has provided

23

his affidavit attesting to the fact that he has no objection to LynClifs plan of piping. Presumably,

24

Martin knows that piping of the ditch will result in less transmission loss and the likelihood of

25
26

more water being delivered to his property. It is apparent that full and complete relief can be
accorded in this case without naming other parties as defendants in this action. However, if the
court orders their inclusion, perhaps it is VanHorn who should bring them in as third-party
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1

defendants if he is so interested in protecting their "rights". LynClif contends that Van Horn's

2

suggestion that the upstream diverters are indispensable parties is nothing more than a red herring.

3

It is indeed unfortunate that this situation has turned into a battle between the neighbors.

4

Little did Lynn Babington and Cliff Jensen know how prophetic Mr. Van Horn would be when,

5

after declining to execute the "DraftlDiscussion Copy" attached as Exhibit "A" to the
Supplemental Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen, Van Hom advised them that if they had problems

6

with him,.they should just sue him. (See ~ 10 ofSupp. Affidavit of Clifton E. Jensen.)

7

Count Two

8

VanHorn has advanced numerous theories in an attempt to have this court decline to rule

9

on Count Two. LynClif opts to use portions of Van Hom's own words to refute Van Hom's

10

suggestion in this regard.
It is obvious that Van Hom has sought to appropriate water that has been previously

11

12

appropriated by LynClif. In his original affidavit, Frank Erwin fIrst attested to his belief that there
was insufficient water supply in Billingsley Creek for such a new water right. Van Horn also

13
14

15

provided the Comment Report of Jim Stanton relative to his newly proposed water right
application. (See Exhibit 8 to Van Horn Affidavit.) Paragraph 1 of Stanton's Comment Report
states:

16
17

The permit will "use" whatever is in the ditch ...
Continuing, at paragraph 4, Stanton stated:

18

This application proposes to use the existing flow in the Padgett
Ditch ....

19

20

In Stanton's affidavit filed herewith, he stated:
It is my understanding that the water sought to be appropriated
pursuant to that application [36-16494] is the water currently flowing
in the Padgett Ditch, and is not an additional ten (10) cfs of water to
be diverted out of Billingsley Creek.

21

22
23
24

Id at ~ 3.
The Issue was confirmed at the pre-hearing conference conducted by the Idaho

25

26

Department of Water Resources on June 23 , 2008. In response to a statement made by Allen
Merritt of the Idaho Department of Water Resources that it was his understanding that the
application proposed no new diversion from Billingsley Creek, and sought to appropriate the

.i....,.
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1

water that was already flowing in the Padgett Ditch, Mr. VanHorn's attorney confmned that that

2

was a "correct statement". (See Affidavit of Gary D. Slette.)

3

With those thoughts in mind, LynClif directs this court to Van Hom's own words

4

conceding that "district courts have the jurisdiction to decide constitutional issues." (Van Horn

5

Memorandum at p. 16).
LynClif Farms, L.L.C. is the owner and holder of Water Right Nos. 36-10283A and 36-

6

7875. LynClifs water rights were properly appropriated and perfected, and have historically been
7

used by LynClif and its predecessors since the time of those appropriations. Van Hom's pending

8

application would seek to appropriate LynClifs previously appropriated water at LynClifs point

9

of diversion, albeit for a non-consumptive use. Article XV, Section 3 of Idaho's Constitution

10

_provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

11

The right to divert and appropriate the unappropriated waters of
any natural stream to beneficial uses, shall never be denied .... "

12
13

(Emphasis added).

14

Idaho Code § 42-101 provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

15
All the waters of the state, when flowing in their natural
channels, including the waters of all natural springs and lakes
within the boundaries of the state are declared to be the property of
the state, whose duty it shall be to supervise their appropriation and
allotment .... "

16
17
18

19

(Emphasis added).

20
21
22
23

24
25

26

According to the Idaho Supreme Court in Cantlin v. Carter, 88 Idaho 179, 397 P.2d 761
(1964):
It is a fundamental concept that under our constitution,
water which has already been appropriated is not subject to
appropriation by another, unless it has been abandoned by the
original appropriator or his successor in interest.
88 Idaho at 187. In addition, the Cantlin court stated:
This Court has long held that the State Reclamation Engineer has
no right, power or authority to interfere with vested rights or to
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1

3

grant a permit for the appropriation and diversion of the water of a
stream where the same has already been diverted and applied to a
beneficial use. Nielson v. Parker, 19 Idaho 727, 115 P. 488;
Youngs v. Regan, 20 Idaho 275, 118 P. 499.

4

Cantlin, supra, at 186. Based upon the uncontested evidence contained in the record of this

5

matter, it is apparent that Van Hom's application contravenes Article XV, Section 3, of Idaho's

6

Constitution. The statutes and case law interpreting and applying that provision clearly support the

2

7

position of LynClif. A declaratory judgment on Count Two should be entered consistent with
LynClifs prayer for relief. The Idaho Constitution is reasonably clear that the rights of

8

9

appropriation pursuant to Article XV, Section 3 apply only to the unappropriated waters of the
State. In his own affidavit, VanHorn admitted that the Padgett Ditch is a "man-made, open

10

irrigation ditch". Not only would Van Hom ask the Department of Water Resources to ignore

11

Article XV, Section 3 ofIdaho's Constitution, but he would also ask the Department to ignore the

12

provisions of Idaho Code § 42-101, since the water he seeks to appropriate is not flowing in a

13

natural channel.

14
15
16
17
18
19

Justice McFadden was fairly pointed in Cantlin, supra, when he stated:
Before any permit to appropriate water to a beneficial use can ripen
into a right to use the water, it is basic that the permit holder must
show a supply of unappropriated water.
88 Idaho at 187. As stated in Nielson v. Parker, 19 Idaho 727, 115 P. 488 (1911):
The state engineer has no authority to deprive a prior appropriator of
water from any streams in this state and give it to any other person.
Vested rights cannot thus be taken away.

20

19 Idaho at 732. Similarly, in Young v. Regan, 20 Idaho 275, 118 P. 499 (1911), the Idaho

21

Supreme Court stated:

22
23
24

In Nielson v Parker, 19 Idaho 727, 115 Pac. 488, this Court
held that the state engineer has no right, power or authority to
interfere with vested rights or to grant a permit for the appropriation
and diversion of the water of a stream where the same has already
been diverted and applied to a beneficial use ....

25

20 Idaho at 280. Van Hom's hidden agenda for seeking to appropriate LynClifs previously

26

appropriated water is nothing more than an attempt to gain control over the method of delivery of
LynClifs water.
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1

In an attempt to forestall any judicial action on Count Two, VanHorn has asserted that

2

LynClif seeks an "advisory opinion interpreting Article XV, Section 3 of the Idaho Constitution".

3

Far from seeking this court's "advice", LynClif seeks affIrmative action on the part of the court to

4

avoid the need to participate in a facially unconstitutional application process. Van Horn contends

5

that LynClif should be required to participate in an administrative proceeding regarding a hearing
process in his attempt to appropriate water that has already been appropriated by LynClif. The

6
Constitution and the court holdings referenced above seem to make it clear that any such action
7

would lead to harm of LynClifs vested rights. In. Sierra Life Insurance Co. v. Granata, 99 Idaho

8

624, 586 P.2d 1068 (1978), the Idaho Supreme Court had the opportunity to address an alleged

9

failure to exhaust administrative re!lledies in the face of a request to construe applicable statutes

10

relative to the plaintiff insurance company. In addressing the issue, the Idaho Supreme Court

11

stated:

12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

That basic defmition of the concept of subject-matter has been
followed and applied in the later cases of White v. Young, 88 Idaho
188,397 P.2d 756 (1964); Rich v. Williams, 81 Idaho 311, 341 P.2d
432 (1959); Boughton v. Price, 70 Idaho 243, 215 P.2d 286 (1950);
Coeur d'Alene Lead Co. v. Kingsbury, 56 Idaho 475, 55 P.2d l307
(1936) (Ailshie, 1., spec. concur.); Sizemore v. Board of County
Comm'rs, 36 Idaho 184, 210 P. l37 (1922); Wayne v. Alspach, 20
Idaho 144, 116 P. 1033 (1911).

Boughton approved this pertinent elaboration of the defmition:
Such jurisdiction the court acquires by the act of its creation,
and possesses inherently by its constitution; and it is not
dependent upon the sufficiency of the bill or complaint, the
validity of the demand set forth in the complaint, or plaintiffs
right to the relief demanded, the regularity of the
proceedings, or the correctness of the decision rendered.
70 Idaho at 249,215 P.2d at 289.

25

As with the solution of many problems, getting the correct
answer depends upon asking the right questions. Boughton also
illustrates the type of analysis required to determine whether a court
has subject-matter jurisdiction:

26

In determining our jurisdiction to hear and determine this

24

case, we are not concerned with whether the petition states a
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1

good cause of action, with whether the plaintiff is entitled to
the relief prayed for, or with whether we have power to
render a declaratory judgment in a mandamus proceeding, or
at all. Weare only concerned with whether the action
belongs to that class of cases of which we have original
jurisdiction.

2
3
4

5

70 Idaho at 248-249, 215 P.2d at 288-89.

6

In answering that critical question the court made two
pertinent observations:

7
8

An examination of the petition discloses that both in form
and essence, these are proceedings in mandamus. The subject
matter of the action involves the alleged duty of defendant,
Secretary of State, to file plaintiffs declaration of candidacy.
Section 7-302, I.e., provides that a writ of mandate may
issue 'to compel the performance of an act which the law
especially enjoins as a duty result from an office * * *.'

9

10
11

12

Article V, Section 9, of the Idaho Constitution provides that
"The Supreme Court shall also have original jurisdiction to
issue writs of mandamus . .. .' It thus appears that this court
has original jurisdiction to try a case of the kind or character
of the one pending.

13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26

Id
Examination of the original and amended complaints in the district
court action reveals that the action was in essence and form an action for
declaratory judgment and injunction and was not an appeal from an
administrative proceeding.

The subject matter of the action involves alleged proposed
unlawful action on the part of the Director which allegedly will cause
Sierra irreparable harm. Resolution of the issues raised by the
complaint requires construction of applicable statutes and
determination of the legal effect of a prior administrative decision and
order and a prior order of a court of a sister state.
Idaho Code §§ 10-1201, 10-1202, and 10-1025 provide for
declaratory judgments as to rights, status and other legal relations
under a statute or in any proceeding where a declaratory judgment will
terminate a controversy or remove an uncertainty. The claims
presented by Sierra in the district court action involve issues which

NO
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1

2
3

4

could be appropriately determined in a declaratory judgment action.
Idaho Mut Ben. Ass'n v. Robison, supra. District courts, of course, have
jurisdiction to issue injunctions and entertain declaratory judgment
actions. Idaho Const. Art. 5, § 10. I.e. § 1-705.
(Emphasis added). 99 Idaho at 629.

5

In Park v. Banbury, 143 Idaho 576, 149 P.3d 851 (2006), the Idaho Supreme Court had an

6

opportunity to discuss exceptions to the administrative remedy exhaustion requirement in the

7
8

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

context oftax assessments. The Court stated:
"The rule that administrative remedies must be exhausted
before the district court will hear a case is a general rule and has
been deviated from in some cases." Fairway Dev., 119 Idaho at 125,
804 P.2d at 298. Specifically, the requirement will be dispensed with
when "the interests of justice so require" or when the agency has
acted outside its authority. Regan, 140 Idaho at 725, 100 P.3d at 619
(citing Arnzen v. State, 123 Idaho 899, 906, 854 P.2d 242, 249
(1993); accord Fairway Dev., 119 Idaho at 125,_804 P.2d at 298;
Grever v. Idaho Tel. Co, 94 Idaho 900, 903, 499 P.2d 1256, 1259
(1972).
Styled differently, courts will not require exhaustion "when
exhaustion will involve irreparable injruy and when the agency is
palpably without jurisdiction." Sierra Life Ins. Co. v. Granta, 99
Idaho 624, 627, 586 P.2d 1068, 1071 (1978); see also Regan, 140
Idaho at 726, 100 P.3d at 620; Fairway Dev., 119 Idaho at 125, 804
P.2d at 298.
149 P.3d at 855-56.

19

The Department of Water Resources only has those powers delegated to it by the

20

legislature. Clearly, the legislature has never authorized the Department to entertain the issuance

21

of a water right that facially contradicts this state's Constitution. The interests of justice are such
that this court should act to prevent any injruy to LynClifs vested rights, particularly in a situation

22
23

when the Department of Water Resources is asked to authorize an appropriation that contradicts
the Constitution, the statutes and Idaho case law.

24

The court's entry of a declaratory judgment in this action will bring certainty and fmality to

25

this issue. The suggestion that LynClif should go through the motions of participating in the

26

administrative proceeding is devoid of merit. Since Van Hom freely concedes that "district courts
have the jurisdiction to decide constitutional issues", this court's declaration would spare tlle
;' .
..J
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1

parties and the Department the time and expense ofan unnecessary administrative exercise.

2
3
4
5

CONCI IJSION

This case is certainly one in which the members of LynClif did not want to fmd
themselves. Although they may be reluctant litigants, they know how important water rights are to
their property, and indeed, to their future. The law prescribes their ability to pipe the ditch across
Mr. Van Horn's property. The law further prescribes that LynClif possessed a valid right-of-way

6
7

across Van Horn's property at the location of the visible ditch that existed for more than forty (40)
years on Van Horn's property. VanHorn's water rights will not be injured by the piping of the

8

Padgett Ditch as it traverses his property. He is free to continue to divert his water at its current

9

point of diversion, and to apply it in precise accordance with the terms of the Partial Decree in the

10
11

12

Snake River Basin Adjudication.
Mr. Van Horn's own stubbornness is the genesis for this litigation. When someone tells
you that if you have problems with them and that you should just go ahead and sue them, you can
just about assume that a courtroom is where the matter will be resolved. Based upon Idaho's

13
14
15
16

Constitution, its statutes and its case law, the relief sought by LynClif should be declared
consistent with the prayer for relief in LynClifs complaint.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

U

day of June, 2008.

ROBERTSON & SLEITE, PLLC

17
18

BY:'~~4-~~~-=

______________

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2
3
4

5

The undersigned certifies that on the

--23.- day of June, 2008, he caused a true and correct

copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following
manner:
Scott L. Campbell

6

MOFFATT mOMAs BARRETT

7

P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701 -0829

[]
[]
[]
[]
[.,%

Hand Deliver
U.S. Mail
Overnight Courier
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384
Email sk@moffatt com
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